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Abstract
Despiteresearch providing evidence for an increased prevalence of ill-health conditions,
cognitive difficulties, sbcial difficulties, and impaired work performance among night shift
-workers, 
few researchers have irtvestigated potential causes. Grounded in occupational
- 
science theory,-occupational bal*"i lOnl and subjective quality of life (SQOL) were
investigated among shift workers. Additional analysis included an examination of health
.status, cognitive Aifficulties, social difficulties, and lifestyle choices in relation to work shift,
OB, and SQOL. Twenty-one full time workers of a car parts manufacturing plant completed
survey packets containing a demographic sheet, time diary, and the Psychological General
Wel-being Index (PGWBI). Statistically significant relationships between work shift and
SQOL were found, specifically with anxiety, self-control, general health, vitality, and
overall SQOL. There was no statistically significant difference between day and night shift
workers for prevalence of OB. There were no statistically significant differences for work
shift, OB, oTSQOL scores in relation to the listed health variables. There were statistically
silnificant relationships bbtween work shift and SQOL with some of the cognitive and
Social diffiCulties. Occupational balance was measured in two ways as a post hoc analysis of
the relationship between SQOL and OB. There was no statistically significant relationship
between SQoiland:Marino-Schorn's time-based definition of OB. There wefe statistically
significint relationships between 3 out of 6 SQOL domains and Matuska and Christiansen's
needs-based definition, Life Balance (LB). Results indicated that there was poor
occupationu, Our*"" among the total sample of shift workers and poor subjective quality of
life among night shift workers in this study. It is recommended that shift workers of various
emplbyment aieas remain a target population for occupational therapy researchers.
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Chapter One:lntroduction
i nacksroulo 
_ 
r--- --
fne Uilted States Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005, p.2-3)reported that in May
200-4,ls%of full time workers yorl-<e-d an "altemative shift" inclu'ding evenngl4.i\r), 
.:.
., 
=o.*
hight (3.2o/o), irregular (3.1%);and rotating shifu (2.5%). For the purposes of this paper,
night shift workers are individuals who work the hours between I lpm and 7am.
- = 
.-= J
- 
Researchers have established that compared with other workers, night shift workers have_
a greater incidenbe of significant health problems such as sleep disorders (Schwart z & '' '' : -
Roth,2006),melatoninsuppre-ssion(Cagnacci,Elli6tt,&Yen,l992),metabol'i=and
cardiovascular disorders @iggi,Consonni, Galfuza,Sogliani, & Costa,2008; Karlsson,
-*--: 
Knut"ssol, & Lindatrl,200l), a7rd gastrointestiRal disorders (Knutsson,2003). Beyond :
knowing that shift workers eTperience herilth Broblems, there is minimal research oh why
- nfght shift workershave healthproblems or what one might do as possiblb prevbntative - 
- '-
measures. 
-
-: *.-
tggl;Costa 2}}3;Demerouti, Geurts, Bakker, & EuwemE, 2004;Harrington,lOOt;
Knutsson, )OOl;Lipovcan, Prizmic, & Larson, 2}}4;Rajaratnam & ArendU200l;
" Wilcock, 1998b). One such perspeciive comes from the field bf occupationJscience..
occupation and health,(Yerxa, Clark, Jackson, Pierce, &Zerr*e,1990).In 1991, Clark et|:
al: promoted occupational science as'an emerging-area of research guiaEd by i -
:.:i
occupationeil therapists. Research areas within oicupational Science include how,-
1=
.-:.-
OCCUPATIONAT BALANCE
or"rpOion relates to and suppo-rts human life at various levels including physicaly,
socially, 1e1t1llV, emotionally, and cognitively (Yerxa et al., 1990). Given the increasing
knowlbdge about the interplay between occupation and health, plark et al. (1991)
- 
encouraged'occupational scientists to conduct research and provide evidence to further
-the sustainability of the society and promote better health.
.:- In"ordbr to rind6tstand occupational science, one must have an understanding of
.j
.the concept of occupation.Tlte Canadian Association of Occupational Therapists
(CAOT, 1997) defined occupations as:
= gr-oups of activities and tasks of everyday tiie,-riameO, o.gaoir.d and given rutir=
= 
-and 
mianing by individualS.ar-rd a culture. Occupation is everything people do to
occupy themselves... (p. 34).
"Wilcock (2001) argued.that occupations are "complex yet so fundamentalii, liG...
occupation is what people do minute by minute, hour by hour, day by day, week by week
and year by yea,' G,.4l2).Occupational theraly practitioners use occupaiions as a
therapeutic mearfs to support individualS who have difficulty maintaining daily roles and
.esponsibilities at home, in tlie community, and other sdttings (American Occupational
Therapy Association, AOTA, 2008). From the inception of the profession,=occupational
therapists have believed that he4Jthy living was a result of balance-in the occupations of
'oself-care, play, wo1k, and rest" (Rogers; 1984, p. 47), known as occupational balance.
= Marino-schorir (1986) added a temporal concept to occupational balance when she
defined it as equally distributed amounts of time in work, res! and ldisure occupations.
rClark et al. (1991) identified occupational balance as an important area of research *ithin-,
the occupationaltirerapy field, specifically citing a neeF for "an exploration of what
OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE
=--
constitutes a healthful balance of work,"rest, and leisure within the daily round of
occupations" (p. 303).
Tlre World Health Organization (WHO, 1997) explained that aperson's nEAtfr
might also be affected'by his or her quality of life. The WHO (1997) described quality of
life as how the personperceived-his or her successful attainment of personal goals and
standards in relation to his or her culture and values. The WHO's definition of quality of
life most closely matches that of the term subjective quality of ltfe which includes the
individual's perception of his or her well-being and satisfaction with his or her life
(Bowling, 1991). Objective quality of life refers to the individual's status in measurable
terms: phySical.capabilities, material ownership, income, and health (Cummins, 2000;
Narvaez, Twamley, McKibbin, Heaton, & Patterson,2008). The occupations in which a
person engages allow hiin or,her to pursue and auain personal goals (e.g. daily activities,
hobbies, relationships with others, job advancement, health, and well-being) in which
subjective quality of life is measured (Cummins, 2000). Occupational scientisis have
researched the relationship between occupation and various domains of the human
expeiiience, leading t6'preventative interventions targeted at reducing the prevalence and
impact of societal problems (Clarli et al., 1991). Health complications.associated with
shift work, especially night shift work, are a known societal problem (Costa 1996;
Denierouti et al., 2}O4)that has not been sufficiently addressed in the literature. Research"
targeted at shift workers in-relation to occupational balance and subjective quallty of life
would.add to the knowledge base about the relationships between occupational balance,
subjective quality of life;and health.
occuPATIoNAL eALaNcB
Problem Statement
- Despite 
_research providing evidence for an increased prevalence of ill-health
* 
"onditions, 
cognitive diffrculties, social diffrculties, and impaired work performance
;arnong'night shift workers (Cost4 1996;flemer<iuti et al., 2004),few researchers have
- investigated potential causes. Anchored in the findings in occupational science literature,
* . 
-. 
_ 
occupational therapistS'support the theory that occupation and subjective quahty of life
are related to health (Bejerholm & Eklund, 2007; Christiansen & Matuska, 2006; Clark et
a1.,2001;Wilcock lgg3,206l; Yerxa et al., 1990). Shift workers face significant {.
challenges intalancing their activities of daily life (Costa 1996,2003; Demerouti et al.,
2}}4),possibly resulting in occupational imbalance and thereby negatively impacting
"QOL (Wilcock, 1998b), and yet glly one study was found related to time use and shift
:
rvork (Rosenthal & Howe, 1984).
Rationale
_-='-'
Fifteen percent of United States employees work a shift that occurs on evening,
-* --_-"night,'irregul4r, or rotating schEdules (United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, Z0OS;.
Physical,'s0cial, andcognitive complications have b6en' associated with shift work,
especially nighf shiff work (Costa, 1996, 2003 ; Harrington, 200 I ; Kivimaki,
.Kuisma,Virtanen, & Elovaini o,2001;Knutsson, Zll3;Rajaratnam & Arendt,2001).In
:a of societal conscientiousness; a society must be
_ 
l986,.the WHOpiomoted
_redpcinsible for tie health of all-its-membefs ("Enable"). As healthcare providers, it is
imperative that ocOupational therapy practitioners promote healthy lifestyles among all
members of society, including shift workers (AOTA, 2008; Clark et al., 2001). Igan
. 
evolving, time-demaniliirg, industriril society, it is impossible to elimiirate shift work.
j' OCCUPATIONAT,BALANCE
Ttierefore, shift workers rhust Fe-atarget population for research into catfrdl-and
preventative measures of health, social, and cognitive challenges. Given the theory of the
impact of occupation on health status, it is important that occupational imbalance be '-'
-I studied to investigate oire possible factor.that might influence the health and quality of" :
life,for shift workers, especially night shift workers.
-Definitions of Terms 
==,
Alternative shift'or shifi work: $orl<ing hours other tf,an normal daytime work"'(Cost4
Haus, & Slevens, 2010,p. 163). Daytime.work has been defined as,working hotirs--
- that begin after 7:30 am an-d conclude before 6:00 pm (Costa 2001). 
, 
' 
..- 
-
+F
Cardibvascular disease: a diseaS'e of the heart and bloo_d vessels, synonymoub frithheart
...:-
.-.diseose(AmericanH.yAssociation;20l1,para.l).Problems.includbheart
valve complications, arrhythmia, heart attack, and stroke (American Heart
J.ssociatio n, 2011, paraggptrs 2-D.
=-J
Circadian riythms: biological rhythms that oscillate 6-!ery 24-hours, including: "blood.
;. - 
pressure, core body temp".ut*", hormonal fluctuations, and sexual activity"
(Christians en, 199 6, p. aa0).
Health:"a state of complete-physical, mental, and social well-being not merely the 
-
_x.
- *=::...,_. 
= absence of disease oi infiffiity'l (WHO, 1948,-p. 100). :_
Hgalthy worker ffict:the effect of self-selected work circumstances in which
-- individuals choose to remain in a particular work-related circumstance because 
_: 
-_
they have persorial charactOristics that meet the work-related demands or who
have developed a tolerance ni me work-related_circumstance (Kivimaki, Kuism4
Virtanen, & Elovainio;2001; Lipovcan et al., z}}4).Individuals who remain on
'i
OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE
,-=
Rajaratnam & Arendt, 200 I )_.
''- 5.
-=
night shift because theyrhave gained tolerance for night shift and choose tb
remain on night shift is a type of healthy worker effect (Lipovcan et a1.,2004).
Gastrointestinal disorders: disorders of the gastrointestinal tract withborrunon symptoms
iriCluding, "abdominal pain, dyspepsi4 hiccups, lump_on throat;:nausea hnd
: ^ vomiting,iumination... constipation, diarrhea, and gas-related complaints:i *
Cpo.to & Kaplhn, 2Ol | ;"Gastointestinal Disorders").
- Leisure: desired activities that are chosen because of an individual's interest and
motivation for participation; leisurebccurs during disirdtiohary time (AOTA,
= 
n - 
:'-
. 
2009). 
._ 
-:
Life Balance: l."asatisffing.pattern of daily activity that is healthful,-ineaningful, and
, - 
.. sustainable a u, irdridual within the context of his-olher current life
circrrmstances" (Matusk4-2012, p.229).2. "a consistent pattern of occupations i 
-
:l-,=.
& Matuska,2006,p. 5O).
Mellnn=in: a hormone that is secreted by the pineal gland whose primary function is to
3+?
- 
' 
regulate seasonal and circddian rhyttrms @rzezinski ,1997 Cagnacci et:al.) tgg2;, :
:-
Metobolic ,yrdri*r, a syndrome in which the individual suffers from three or more of -:;'
.:
the following symptorirs:="ibdominal obesity... increased triglycerides... reduced
HDl-cholesterol... high blood pressure... and increased fasting glucoie" (Biggi
6t al., 2008, p. 444).
1
OCCUPATIONAT BALANCE
a-,
7
=*-
--j'
Oceupations.' "groups of activitrgs and tasks of everyday life, named, orgfrtized and
fiven value and meaning by individuals and a culture. Occupation is werything
- 
,: 
.J --.. 
-- - 
people do to occupy themselves...- (CAOT,lgg7,p. 34i. ,-: =.
Occupational balance: l. equally distributed amounts of time in work, resf,=ahd leisure
occupations (Marino-Schorn, t98O).2."ahealthfirl balance of *ort,Irr, *O 
" "'"
leisure within the daily round of occupations" (Clark-et al., 1991, p. 303). 3. a
balance in "physical, mental, social and rest occupations" (Wilcock, 1998b).
Occupational imbalance.' "inVolves a state that oicurs because peciple's engagement in 
= "
occupation fails t6 meet their unique physical, social,mental, or rest needs and "::_
allows insufficient time for their own occupational interests and growth as well as
- for the occupatio-ns- each'feels obliged to undertake in order to meet family,,
social, and community,commitnents" (Wilcock, 1998b,, p. 138).
Ociupationaliscience: "th-e study of thg human as an occupationdl being including the
:+^--=:
need for and'capacity to engage in and orchestratbiJ6ily occupations in the
environment over the lifespan" (Yema et al., 1990, p. 6).
.-: .-
Occupational iherapy:1'ttre therapeutic use of everyday life activities (o_ccupations) with '
individuals or groupr for the purpose of participation in roles and situations in
home,School, workplace, community, and othJr settings" (AOTA ,2008,-1i.6,73).
Quality of life: "individuals' perceptions of their position in life in the contdxt of the
cllture and valire'system in which r*r rrr" in relation to their goals, exirectations,
- 
standards anb concerris" (WHO, 1997,p.1).
Resr: quibt and effortless activities that enable the mind and body to relax (Nurit &-
Michel,2003).
-'=
,y x_"r
I
I
I
OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE
Shift Work Sleep Disoriler; "a circadian-rhythm sleep disorder resulting from a sleep-
wake pattern that is out of alignment with the individual's internal circadian
rhythm" (Schwartz &'Roth, 2006, p. 2365).
Sleey: "a series of activities resulting in going to sleep, staying asleep, and ensuring
_ 
-health and safety through participation in sleep..." (AOTA, 2008, p.632).
Subjective quality of lfe: the individual's perception of his or her well-being and
. 
satisfaction with his or her.life (Bow,ling, l99l).
Well-being.' "a subjective seirsilof overall contentrnent" (Christiansen & Baum, 1997,p.
606).
Work: obfigatory activities in which a person eng'ages in order to sustain life, care for self
- 
. 
and others, or fulfill responsibilities (Wilcock, 1998b).
PurpoSe
The purpose of the study was to determine if there was a statistically significant
difference between day and night shift workers in time spent doing occupations and the
actual occupations in which shift workers engaged. The relationship between subjective
qualrty of life and work shift was examined. Given the limited research ivailable, it was
hypothesized that night shift workers would present with occupational imbalance when
compared to other shift workers. It was hypothesized that balance in occupatiJns leads to
greater subjective quallty of life and subsequently increased health status. A related
hypothesis was that there would_be an inverse relationship between subjective quality of
life and work shift, and that the poor subjective qdality of life emerged from occupational
imbalance and resulted in negative health status.
"..
j a_r:* 
-_
t,.:
=.. Chapter Two: Review of the Literature
Humans as Occupational Bbings
Occupational therapy as a field was established in 1917 (Schwartz,2009) but the
.i..,-.- ,.---
= scientific basi-s for the field did not emerge until much later. O-ccupational sciencb was "'
:: 
-_
" introduced'in 1989 to provide occupational therapists with a scientific foundation to
:
guide clinical practibe{Clark et al.,l99l; YdniS et al:, 1990). Occupational therapists use
,.
the outcomes of the research from occupational scientists to provide evidence-based
practice for'a variety of occupation-based concerns. Yerxa et al. (1990) defined " "3: =":
I
occupational science as "the study of the human irs an occupational being including the
need for and capacity * 
"rrgug" 
in and orchestrate daily occupations in the environment
.over the-lifeipao'; (p. 6). The ovbrarching focus area was investigation of how
engagement inbccupation influences the health and well-being of "individqrls,
!
' communitieq nations,-rint the world" (University of Southem California, n.d., para. 4).
'-.
Occupational science is used to study a person's personal experience of occhpational
participation, occupational balance,life satisfaction, adaptive capaeity, and coping skills 
- 
__!
for chahge-s in the demands of the environment or task (Yerxa et al., 1990). - ' 
-'=
?-..-- 
-- 
*= -'-
Mlcock (1993,1995, 1998a) wrote about thO occupatiornl natureof AO human
speciei Wilcock (1993) e*ptairea that humans are driven to engage in activities in order ' - =
to meet their biologicatneeds.such as "sustenance, self care, [and] shelter and safety" (p.
20). Wilcoct (igqi) further,explained that occupations facilitate the development of
skills, societll orgatization,and technology enabling the human species to be-superior
over predators and'to flourish. Given that the brain 
€quires stimulation in order to grow
9
- OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE" 10
-- 
and maintain its health and adaptability (Wilcock, 1993), Wilcock (1995) argued that:
. ,=
- engagement in occupations pro-vides the stimulation !lr_1t the brain requirOs. -
A person's day is comprised of a variety of occupations, habits, and routines
(AOTA;.2008). According to the American Occupational Therapy Association (AOTA,
' 2008), ne-on-le occupy themselves with personal care (activities-of daily living), agtiviiies
- 
-ttrat enable a person to iontribute to society (instrumental aitiiities of daiiy living), rest
":- =* and sleep, work, leisure and recreition, and activities that involve interactions with othei
people (social participation). Occupational*therapy practitioners-assist indiviAualJtdibe
able to successfully participate in the occupations tliat make up their daily.lives (AOTA,' -
2008).
Occupational'Therapy =,
Occupational therapy practitioners assist individuals to fi.rnction as occupational
. 
,b-eings by creating and promoting opporiunities to learn and practice skills,-facilitating
the establishment and restoration of lost skills, modi&ing the environment, adapting the
_:."-
*-- task, and prevenfng future loss of skills for the individual (AOTA, 2008). The
therapeutic process in occupational therapy includes evaluation, i-ntervention, and 
-- 
--
assessment of outcomes (AOTA,2008). Occupational therapy practitioners use
occupations as a means and ends in thetherapeutic process (AOTA, 2008). Use if
- 
bccupations as a mrians to treatnent can help the client develop the underlying skills that
are necessary forh variety of everyday activities (AOTA,2008). An example is repetiiive
practice of screwing and unscrewing nuts and bolts to improve fine motor control. In
addition, treatthent can be focused on successful participation in a specific occupation, or
obcirpationr i. i:"0, 
such as self-feeding during meal tiines (AOTA,2008).
OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE
T
11
Occupational therapydiffers from other disciplines because it uses the act of doing
something meaningful for the client fo treat the client's disability or challengeB,--arld often
.:
occurs in an 
"rrirorri"rrt as similar as possible to that of the client's environment 
* 
' - -' 
=
(AOTA,200*8).
Occupation and Health
-;;
The World Health Organization (WHO) views health in ways similar to
occupational scientists. Iri 1948, the WHO defined health as "a StaG of,complbte
physical, mental, and social well'being nolmerely the absence of disease or infirmity" (p.
100). The WHO (1986).turthe, bxptuin"d that an individual's health relies on his o. L, 
-
ability tb:"identiff.arrdreahze aspirations... satisfr needs, and ... change or cope with the
environment'(*H6ahh Promotionl" para. l). Health is essential to onet [iility of life
: 
-- ,+.- '_:: 
_
and is influenced by one's personal conditioirs, whether biological or lifestyle choices,
-:
-and the environments surrounding the person (WHO, 1986). In 1986, thdWHO promoted
the idea of societal'Conscientiousness for the health of its members and p-roviiled j
!f.
strategieS fo-i health'promotion: '.'a supportive environment, access to inf-ormation, life 
-:
! 
-:i .-- 
- 
= 
; 
a
rkillr, and opportunities formaking healthy choices" ("Enable", para:-l):-
_-=
Since people realize aspirations; satisfu needs, and cope with the environment
To"*n occupations, one can asstrine that occupations are linked to one's healtfi -.:
-a
(Wilcock, 1998a). The occupations il which individuals engage can lead to a healthy or
unhealthy lifesiyle (Wilcock,-1998a). In return, the level of hdalth deterniines the
occupations in which_individuals are able to engage (Wilcocb 1998a). [n order to
promote a:healthy lifestyle, the occupations must meet the phybical and psychglogical
needs of the individual (Wilebck, 1998a).
-.:-'
*'*-
oicupauoNAl eALlNcp-
Law, Steinwender, and Leclair (1998) perfoimed a meta-analysis of d3 published
,,":1!
- studies, researching the link between occupation and health. The three areas of research .F'
-"+
iicluded wdrq"withdrawal of occupation," "addition of occupation " and "occupation as
part of life".(p. 85).'Law et'al. (1998) found that removal of occupation led to a poorer
mentdl and physical health statusihd thd addition of occupation led to in increased
: 4...
health status. Resehlch into occupation as part of life primarily included qualitative"
1a
-studies in which investigators exaririhed relationships between time allocated to=daily
occupations and variorrrlorirrrons (e.g. aging, psychological general well-being, and
:.*
spind1cord.injury).Authorsofthemeta.analysisconcludedthatoccupationa1
Bcjerholm and Eklund (2007) investigated the relationship between occupational
engagemeflt zind quality o-f life. Time diaries were used to measure occupational'
i-a:-.
engagement, which=comprised of activity-rest rhythms, ddily routines, variety.in , , : =
= :."y_pations, 
plape of occupational engagemen! social environment, social interactions, 
- I 
-
' :--.
_interpretation,meaningfi!neproftheoccupations,routines,andperformanceinitiation
_ 
(Bejerholm & Eklund ,2007).Quality of life was measured with the Lancasfrire Quaiity
, of Life Profile, which ineluded self-perceived ratings of "work, leisure, religion; financeS,-'
- 
- 
*living situation, safety, family relations, social relations, and health" @ejelholm & . 
*.*=
Eklund,,20 07;p.25). Among Z+ Swedish clinical outpatientS with Schizophrenia, -,i*-- 
=
increased occupational engagement was-positively correlated with increased quality of
life @ejerhotm & Eklund, ?007).
L2
:;
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Occupational Balance
Occupational balahce has been a topic of interest since the organization of the
occirpatioflal therapy field in the early 1900's (Christiansen, 1996). Since the emergence
ofoccupational balance as a research focus areq several researchers have proposed a
variety of definitions of occupational balance (Christians en,l996;Marino-Schorn, 1986;
Rogers, 1984; Wilcock, ji993, 1998b). Some of the vi6ws of occupational balance have
included time use, balance in chronobiology, balanced relationship among daily
occupations, fulfillment of needs, and balance in one's roles. Time use 
1ls 
*. initial
perspective for.occupational balanc6 among occupational therapists (Rogers, 1984). One
sdy, published over 20 years ago, defined occupational balance as a time-based
measure (Marino-Schorn, 1986).-Papers and studies that investigated occupational
balance in terms of 
"h.ooobiology, 
balance among life tasks, and firlfillment of basic
human needs were published during the 1990's (Ghiistiahsen,1996; Wilcock, 1993,
1998b). The most receni[y pub,lishE:d studies of occupational balance are those that define
occupational balance iirJerms of life balance (Christiansen & Matusku2006;Matuska &
Christiansen, 2008). A thorough search of the literature yielded little research to-support
=
or contradict any ofthe proposed perspectives ofoccupational balance.
Time-based approach. The founders of the occupational therapy field believed
that balance in self-care, play, work, and rest occupations resulted in a healthy lifestyle
(Rogersf 1984). Marino-Schom (1986) interpreted a time-based approach to occupationil
balance as an equal distribution of time between work, res! and leisure occupations. In
1986, Marino-Schorn investigated time use and morale among retired seniors. Marino-
Shorn concluded that there was a positive relationship between morale (based on scores-
13
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=_,
from.thg Philadelphia Geriatric Ccnter Morale Scale) and balance in time?ll<icated to
work,, rest, aridleisure:
- 
Chronobiolory. The theory of chronobiological balance refers to the times of day
when it is best for occupations to occur. Humans have a set of inhate biological
, *.
processes, c}l)ed circadian rhythms that oscillate over a specified period of time. The
most prominent circadian rhythm is the sleep-wake cycle, which oscillates approximately
every 25.hours, if not in{luenced by external factors (Christiansen,lgg6). Other circadian
fhythms-include: "blooa pressure, core body temperature, hormonal fluctuations, and
seSual activrty" (Christiahsery 1996, p. 4a0). External factors that influence the- circadian
rhythms are called zeiigebers.Z€itgebers can be physical such as lightn;;larkiess, and
noise. Zeitgebers can also be social such as meal times and bed times (Christiansen,-
1996). Circadian rhythhs are maintained when the physical and.social zeitgebers are
synchronized (Christiansen,-1996). Desync-fuonization occurs when the socialZeitgebers
occur at times that conflict with the physical-zeitgebers (Christiansen, 1996). For 
-
example, shift workers wlio are awakd and working during the dark hours of tne night ge
not syriohronized as indiv-idtrals who are asleep duiing the dark hours. Desynchionization
:
can alter the rhythms of the physiological processes sueh as cell reproduction and
hormone sbcretion (Christiansen, 1996; Costa et al., 2010).
. 
.... 
Balance afrring life tasks. The theory of balanceamong life tasks refers to the
rel6tionships between the individual's goals (Christiansen, 1996). For example, if an
individual has three go-als;such as to earn a desree in scibnce, saveenough mbney to go -
on vacation, and find a parhrer, the individual'S occupational balance is based on the level
of"congruency or conflict between the goals. The individual decides if each of the goals
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S[ipport, hinder, or are neutral for the remaining goals (Christiansen, 1996). The greater
the freqBency of supports rather than barriers, the greater the occupational balance and
. 
sense of control i, on"'r life (Christiansen, 1996).On the other hand, increaqed rates of = 
=. 
,
con{lict befween'the various personal goals might result'ih a degree of disorgani zation,
loss of control in one's life, and decreased likelihood of a sense of well-being
" 
.- 
(Christiansen, I 996).
_.'
Needs-based approach. Another view of occupitional balance is based dn
fulfillmentofanindividual,sneeds.Wilcock(lgg3,1998b)andChristi*se,.and
Matuska (2006) have propoSed theories for a needs-based approach to occupational
balance. The researchers argued that occupational balance is determined by how well the
occupations in whiCh an individual engages frilfilt the individual's needs (Wilcock 1993,
1 998b; ChriStiarisen & Matuska, 2006).
-
Wilcock (1993) suggested ihat in order for a person to maintain occupational
balance, on9 must fulfill one's physical, social, mental, and rest needs. One must al.so
devote suffrtient time to occupations that pertain to one'S intefests, goals, and obligations
to family and society (Wilcock, 1998b). Wilcock"et al. (1997) conducted a research study
investigatinglhe relationship between occupational balance and health. Participants
inc1udedt+oSouttrAushalianresidents,al1ofwhomwerOCaucasian(Wilcocketal.,
1997)". The participantS-were asked to rate their current and ideal'levbls of participation in
physical, mental, social, and rest ociupations on a 4-point Likert scale including none,
low, moderate, and high particrpation (Wilcock et al., lggT).Occupafional balance was
determined as the variance in ideal-level of participation u.r..r. current levbl of '
partidipation for each of the categories: physical, mental, social, and rest. Participants
l
l
i
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rated their health status using a visual-analog scale where "1" corresponded to poor
health and "5" corresponded to excellent health (Wilcock et al., 1997). Wilcock et al.
-1 5 
= 
1:(lggl)concluded tJrat the lesser the variance in the four occupational areas,: the higher the.=* 
- 
'
health ,"or.rl The healthiest participanti were indivifiuals with greate. fevel, of, 
- 
' ":- - -
:!
occtrpational balance (Wilcock et al., 1997).
Wilcock (1998b) defined the concepts of occupational imbalance, occupatio:nal
==:
deprivation, and occupational alienation. Occupational imbalance refers to an imbalance
in participation betwden work; rest, and pldy occupations as when an inaiiittuai frorks a
16 +_
disproportionate numbei bf hours in a day (Wilcock, tllSU;. Occupational dbprivation
:-
occurs when an outside agency or circumstance inhibits.a person from engaging i-n
- 
--a
occupations as when childreh wittr disabiliiies are not provided bccess to playgrounds
(Wilcock, l9!8-b): Occupational alienationtccurs when something takes over,the duties -- .;.-
=-----_=-=a-
of the task replacing the need for humans to engage T ft" activity, as when eciuipment is '
designed to mass-producE a product that was originally manuiactured by people
:olleitively, occupational imbalance, depiivation, and alienatibn l-ead -.(Wilcock, I 998b). C in 1
to ntgative efflects on thq physiological"and emotional systems (Wilcock, 1998b).
=
Boredom occurs-when tliere is a'lack of occupation and burnout occurs when there is too
much occupation. Wilbock (1998b) identified negative side effects to the boredom-and' "
burnout associated with occupational imbalance, deprivation, and alienation, which
;-
included depression; increased body weight, decreased,physical fitness, brain and liver 
-
t.
dysfunction, increased blood pressure, and disrupted sleep-habits. -' :t"* l
+
Life Balance. In 2006, Chrisfihnsen and Matuska proposed the concept of
Lifutyle Balance.Lifestyle balancg has since been renamedas Life Balance (LB) and is
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the term that is used for the purposes of this paper. Christiansen and Matuska (2006)
defined life balancb as "a consistent pattern of occupations that results in reduced stress
and improved health and well-being" (p..50). The authors outlined the subcomponents of
life balance including time use, role fulfillment, psychological need fulfillment, and
congruency between occupational participation and chronobiology. Christiansen and
Matuska (2006) expanded the traditional perspective of time-based ocbupational balance
into a more holistic and comprehensive perspective of life balance. The authors suggested
thatatime-based-only view of life balance neglects othbr important components of
occupational participation, such as the meaning of the occupation to the participant and
how routines affett the individual's well-being. Time use (supplemented by qualitative
information) is essential to analyzing life balance because it offers insight into the
activities in which the participant engages and the time of day in which the activities
occur (Christiansen & Matuska, 2006). Inherent in an individual's life are the roles that
he or she has acauired and the occupations and responsibilities that are required in those
roles (Christiansen & Matuska, 2006;Kielhofirer,2008). An individual's roles might 
.:
determine when, ih.r.; and how frequently an occupation must occur, as well as the
meaningfu lness of that occupation (Kielhofrrer, 200 8).
Role balance includes the individual's ability to fulfill the obligations and
demands thatthe role requires (Christiansen & Matuska 20Aq. An individual contributes
to his or her psychologi"ul ,."i, through role fulfillment (Christiansen & Matuska,
2006). When an individual is unable to fulfill the responsibilities inherent in his or her
roles as a result of strain and burden imposed by the role, he or she has a decreased level
of life balance and decreased well-being (Christiansen & Matuska, 2006).
it
l-
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Wagman, Bjorklund, Hakansson, Jacobsson, and Falkmer (2011) investigated
participants' perceptions of what constituted lifetalance within a population oi.working= '
- adults in Sweden. Participants g"rrlr*ty perceived lif" bul*"" as multidimensional and -
a
trniqueto.eachpersoiiandhiqorhercircumstances(Wagmanetal.,20ll).The
' .'
dimensions that were included in life balance were dctivity balaice, balance in tioVy-and
mind, balance in relation to others, and time balance (Wagman et al.; 2011). In a related
study, participants were asked torate the importance of various construitS to-tlieir life
* 
..;:-:.
balance on an 1l-point Likert Scale ranging from -5 to +5 (Wagluan, Hakansson,
,rr.*pona"a
_ 
Jacobsson, Falkmer, & Bjorklund, in press). Least important to life balance cr
n/ith -5 while *5 corresponded wi-th most important to'life bakirice (Whgman et al., in
press). Participgrts were categorized into four groups based on similar viewpoint5,
qamely Viewpoint l, Viewpoint2, Viewpoint 3, and Viewpoint a(Wa$nan.et al., in
press). Responses for the statement,'Qat I have suffrcienftime for both what I want to do
a4d what I hive to do," ranged from -l to 4, indiOating that feelings for the importance of
available time for occupations ranged from neutral td most importdnt for life balarlee
(Wagman.Lur., in,fdss). ResponseS for the statement, "that I have suffrcient balance
between work, home, family activities, and leisure activities" langed from -3 to 5,
'indicating that there was a high varilility in perceived importance of balance between
the listed activity categories'(Waglnan et al- in press). The participants of the study were
generally concerned with having enough time to do everything they needed to do,.but not
necessarily concerned wiilithe levelbf balance between various daily activities (Wdgriran
et al., in press). 
= _
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Sliift Worke5$ 1s a Population at Risk for Occupational Imbalance
" 
-With 
advancements in teelinology, market demands, and a desire.'tb maximize
profits, employers have embraced the 24-hour shift system (Costa 2003). Sonie'
_ 
prcifessions currently'using the 24-hour system include: prodirction (e.g. chemical, steel,
and printing), service (e.g. hospitals, gas 
"!d electric, and hotels), and entertainment
(Costa, 2003). The U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2005, p. 3) reported the reasoris for
which individuals worked the alternative shift: "nature of the job" (54.6%), "personal
= il."ference" (ll.5yo),*better arrangements for family or child care" (8.2Yo), "could nol
get any other job" (8.1%), and "better pay" (6.8Yo). There are several shift systems in
effect throughout industrialized societies (Costa 2003). Some employers use 6 to 12 hour - ': --.:
: -': shifu; some includ e2to4 shifts d1ay,some include work on Sundays,-sohb-rotate shifu
_ 
eaih week, and others stay on a shift for,several months at a time and therr-rotate (Costa,
- 2003).
- Individuals engaged in shift woik tire at risk for occupational imbalancel=
(Christiansen, 1996; Wilcock, 1998b). Wilcock (1998b) explained that shift worli can
lead to challenges in emotional regulation suOh as irritability and mood swiigs. Shift
workEiui hlso leadto cognitive difficulties such as "diminished =, '- -- -
.: concentration...diminiihed functional capabilities... and increased susceptibility to
* 
=accidents" (Wi-[c6ck, 1998b, p. 142). Shift work can affect one's energy level and
physical well-being such as through "stomach complaints" (Wilcock, 1998b, p. l42).
'Wilcock (1998b) argued that the reason shift workers have these challenges is because of
occupational imbalanCe, meaning that Shift workers are not successful'ly meeting their
= 
physical, mental, social, and rest needs by the occupations in *hi; they engage.
J
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" Studies of Occupational Balance
20
Despite the theories that sh]fi *ork results in occupational imbalance '
(Christians en, 1996; Wilcock, 1998b), only one study was found in the literature in which 
-
I
occupational participation among shift workers was investigatod (Rosenthal & Hirwe,
--
1984). Rosenthal and Howe (1984) studied differences betwee! day and night shift'
!'
. 
industrial woikers in reghrds to the occupations in which they participated as well as their = "
perceptions of leisure. The authors used a researcher-designed questionnaire to measure
_:-
the participants' time spent in occupations (RosenthEl & Howe, 1984). The questionnaire 
-
i-
inclLded questions ,rr.t * d*ation, motivation, meaningfulness, and the presence of
1- 
- '+
others while partidipating in the occupation'(Rosenthal & Howe, 1984).
Fifty employees who *;;;", a production line in a small manufacturing-
company were surveyed (Rosenthal and Howe, 1984). Of the 50 employees, 25 were day 
.E;
shift workers and 25 *.r" night shift worker3. Rosenthal and Howe (1984) fouud that day 
-, .:
a-"- "-shift employees, on averagb, speritArore time in cultural, educational, physi-cai sport, and
-": ;
social recreational activities than night shift employees. Although there were no
statisti-caliysignificantdifferencesbetweenthgtwogroupsinJationtotimespentin-:,-
work, rest, or self-care, night sliift employees reported extreme sleep patterns, suth as
.:-
__ 
sleeping less thart four or-more than ten hours at a time (RoSenthal & Howe, 1984).
" 
bf the 50 participants in Rosenthal.and Howe's study, twice as many dat_shift
workers were satiified with the amount of free time they had, when compared to night
shift workers. The amount of free time that the night shift workers reported rangeil from
no free time to having too-much free time. The conclusion was that there was no
-.:
statistically significant diff.."o.. in occupational balance (time allotted to work, rest,
,i
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self-care, or leisure) between the day zrnd night shift workers (Rosenthal & Howe, 1984).
Although objectively, night'shift workers experienced less time engaged in leisure 
-
occupations, subjectively, dayand night shift workers were equally dissatisfied with the :+
amount ofiime they allotted to leisure pursuits (Rosenthal & Howe, 1984).
Subjective Quatity of Life
Quality of life has been defined as "individuals' perception of their position in life
in,the contexi of the culture and value systems in which they live in relation to their
goals, expectations, standards and concerns" (WHO,199'1,p. l). The WHO (1997)
argued that quality of life "is a broad ranging concept affected in a complex way by the
person's physical health, psychological state, level of independence, social relationships,
=_ 
personal beliefs and their relationships to salient features of their environment"'(p. 1).
Quality of life can be evahiated based on subjective and objective criteria. Su-bjective
quality of life (SQOL) includes the individual's perceptions about his or her well-being
and life satisfaction (Bowling; 1991). Objective quality of life includes the individual's
functional capabilities, material ownership (e.g. housing, work, income), health status,
and access to resources (Cummins, 2000; Narvaez et al., 2008). One way of assessing a-
person's health and well-being is to examine his or her quality of life. Wilcock et al.
(1997) hypothesized that overallbontentment, synonymous with well-being, is the result
_ 
of positive affect and life satisfaction.
Lipovcan, Prizmic, and Larson (2004)studied the differences between day and
night shift workers in relation to total quality of life, subdomains of quality of life,
happiness, and life satisfaction. The subdomains of quality of life included being,
belonging, and becoming.T\e Being subdomain focused on the individual's roles, skills,
. 
.. ll
:
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and occupations. The Belonging subdomain focused on how one belongs to the physical
environment. The Becoming subdomain focused on engagement in occupations?elated to
achirJVing the individualt ggals. Social caie professionals located in 75 ciiies ii C.ouiiu'
were studied. Participants included 31 I people who worked rotating shifts tfrat inctuded
the night shtft (night shifi workers),2O7 people who worked morning and aftemoon
rotating shifts (day shifi workers), and 1,210 people who were not shift workers (non-
shift workers). The dependent variables were measurEd by a variety of surveys that were
-life 
satisfaction (Lipovcan et al.,'2004).
-.:
Linoycan et al. (2004) analyzed the data further for age-differences in happiness:
anil satisfaction. Among the night shift workers, the younger participants ieported being
less happy and satisfied than the older participants. On the other hand, the younger
daytime workers were more tiuppy and'satisfied than the older daytime workers. The - :
=!
researchers hypothesized that night shift work'more negatively affdcts young-workers for 
_
two reasons: work-life.balance and shift tolerance (t ipovcan eta1.,2004). It is poSsiblO
a-r-.
that younger workers have increased roles and family responsibilities that are susceptible
" --_--'
specializedtoeachofthedependentvariables(Lipovcanetal.,2004).
The researchers found that night shift workers hdd lower quahty of life scores for
J
the physical'being, spiritual being, and community belonging subdomains than day shift
and non-shift workers @lpovlan et al., 2OO4).In addition, night shift workers felt that
they did not have sufficient opportunities to improve their physical being; r4grease their 
q
leisure purstiits; or maintain theii peisonal growth, psychological being 6fpractical
-;:-= -
becoming when compared to day shift and non-shift workers. There were no statistically
sigfiifr-cant differences between the groups in relation tdtotal.quality of life, happiness, or-
--::ri-""' '
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-to disruption. In aildition, older night shift workers may have chosen to stay on night shift -
-due to tolerance for shift work, known as the healthy worker elfect(Kivimaki et.a[., 2001;
23
Lipovcan et al., 2004).-The healthy worker effect is the premise that individuals who
chobs-e to work night shift's do so because they have the stamina and physical ability to
meet tlie demands of workirig the night shift (Kivimaki et a., ZOOtl. Individuals who do
- not lrave the stamina and physic4 apj[ty to work the night shift find other emplotment
_ 
* opportunitieS that include daytim_:=hgurs (Kivimaf.i 
"t 
a. 2001). Length of time the
participant had been workiirgttre night shift was not used to investigate differences
-+
-among age groulis in Lipovcan et. al's (2004)study. It is possible that older workets had
more iime on the riight shift and therefore had more time to adjugt to the scheduler
=-
:-; =- Physichl Well-being aia SniR wori.f.
Shift work can lead to a disturbed circadian rtyttqr, ryhich is known as the bod!'s
"intemal clock." The physiological functions that are rhythmic-include the respiratory,
.eardiovascular, digestive, and renal systems (Harrington, 2001). Harrington (2001)
E.
explained that cirO6dian rhythms.affect "body temperature, respiiatory rate, urihary
excretion, cell diiision, anl hormone production" (p. 69). Harrington-(2.0=0-l) reported lhat
reproduotive health is a concern for women who work the night shift. Miscarriages,-
babies-bom with liiw birth weights, and prematurity. are common problems for women
:
who are night shift workers (Harrington,2}0lr.
= It is.rare for a person to c6mpletely invert his,or her circadian rhythih, regardlbss-
of how long he or she has worked the night shift (Costa ,l_996,2003). Drake, Roehrs,
+
Richardson, Walsh, and Roth (2004) noted that one reason'night shift workers cannot
completely adapt to tLe ,.r..r"i sleep-wake cycle is because it is difficult to have
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complete darkness during the day.Sleeping hours. Secretion of melatonin, the hoimone i:
that isiesponqible for maintaining the circadian rhythm, occurs primarily whil.e-the
person is in complote darkness @ajaratram & Arendt, 2001). It has U""r r"po.t"d thaf 
..--- 
-
tliere i's decreased enzymatic activity for digesting arld metabolizing food during the work
shift of night shift workers (Culpepper,2010) and higher rates of obesity (Karlsson et al.,
2001). In addition to the natural physiological processes of the body, inconsistent routines
make it diffidult for a person to invert his or her circadian rhythm (Christiansen, 1996). It L-.
is commonly suggested-that night shift workers maintain their sleep-wilIe schedule each
day but many night shift workbrs retirn to'the typical sleep-wake schedule (awake during
the day and asleep during the night) on the dayS they are not working (Culpepper,2010;
Folkard &-Tucker, 2003). : 
_
Shift Work Sle_ep Disorder (SWSD). Sleep is an area of occufation and 
-;::,:
encompasses the activities related to preparing for sleep and participating in sleep
(AOTA, 2008). Sleep is necessary for successful occupational participaiion and
deficiency'irrsleep leads to a number of negative effects (Wilcock, 1998b). Green (2008) " i *
.-q--". 
-
explained that sleep is goal directed (used for rest andiecovery), influenced by the u. =i 
 
-
environment in which it occurs, and can be meaningful for the person. In order for
successful participation in sleep, one must be calm, have an internal drive to ilai:p lAug to
amount of time that has passed since the last sleeping eprsode), and have a regulbted
circadian rhythm (Greerg 2008).
Shih Work Sleep Disorder (SWSD) iS defuied as "a circadian-rhythm sleep
disorder resulting from a sleep-wake pattern that is out of alignment with the individual's
internal circadian rhythm" (Schwartz & Roth, 2006,p.2365).Night shift workers are
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typically awake at night aqd asleep during the day. The two primary symptoms of SWSD
for night shift workers are excessive sleepiness during the nightlours and/-gr_insomnia -
during the day hours (Schwartz & Roih, 2006). Researchers reported that between 14 and
32%o of ntght shift workers and between 8 and 260/o of rotating shift workers were
diagncisbd with SWSD, using self-reported cases of insomnia and excessive sleepiness
(D.*" et al., 2004). Phone interviews included questions relating to the diagnostic
criteria for ins&niria as outlined in the Diagnostic and-Statistical Manual of Mental =
Disorders, Fourth Edition (DSM-IV) as well as the diagnostic criteria for excessive
sleepiness as outlined in the Ep=worth Sleepiness Scale @rake et a1., 2004). ExcOssive
sleepiness during aWake hours occurred rr_45%of nilht shift, 36% of rotating, and33%-
of day shift workers.Insomnia during sleep hours occurred in l9%o of night shift., 160/o of L * 
_
rotating shifl'and 9o/o of 
.day shift workers"(Schwartz &Roth, 2006). Schwartz and Roth -'':* :'
(2006) explained that thb problOms associated with night shift work such as fatigue, -.
disturbed social relationships, cognitive deficits, and poorer qualrty of life were escalated i
when someone had Shift Work Sleep Disorder. Night shift workers with SWSD were up 
.!
to 4 times more likely to have a peptic ulcer than night and rotating ,t it yq4"o without " 
=o
SWSD. Night-shift workers with SWSD were also up to 14 times more likely to miss
family and social events than day shift workers without SWSD (Schwartz & Roth,2OOO;.
Night shift workers may lose up to 2 hours of sleep when compared to day shift
workers,andexperiencealesserqualityofsleep(Harrington,200l)'Dfakeetal.(2004)*
examined the prevalence of SWSD in night and rotating-shift workers by conducting
3,283 telephone interviews of adults, ages 18-65 years living in Detroit. The interview
questions included those related to work status and shift, sleep habits, feelings of
I
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sleepiness or iirsomnia, disability, and the participant's psychiatric history. When
comparing night and rotating-shift workers with daytime workers, Drake etal. (2004)
found that night workers experienced less tcital sleep time, time in bed, sleep efficiency,
and a related increased prevalence ofexcessive sleepiness. A variety ofnoises that occur
during the day (e.g. cars, household appliances, children outside, telephon6, and doorbell)
l8tt make it difficult for a night shift worker to sleep during the day.
Melatonin. Melatonin is the primary horrnone that regulates the circadian
rhythms. It is secreted from the pirieal gland during the darkness of the early moming
hours, uEually between 4 and 6 a.m. (Rajarafiram & Arendt,200l). Melatonin secretion is
closely associated with sleep @rzezinski,1997) and core body temperature (Cagnacci et
al.,'1992). During periods of darkness, information flows from the retina to the
suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus. The hypothalamus then secretes
norepinephrine, which travels to the pineal gland. Finally, the pineal gland outputs
.JUtori, (Brzezinski,l997;Cagnacci et al., lgg2).This process is inhibited by light.
Some researchers have hypothesized that night shift workers, who are exposed to
fitiorescent light at work during the early morning hours when"melatonin is normally
secreted, might.have melatonin deficiency (Rajarafrram & Arendt, 2001). Researchers
have found that among permanent, non-rotating shift workers, melatonin supplements
_i,
and othei.actions to control light (e.g. wearing dark sunglasses when leaving work after a
night shift) can facilitate melatonin secretion and adjustnent to changes in work shift
(Martinez & Lerz, 201 0; Raj aratnam & Areirdt, 200 I ).
In addition to circadian rhythm maintenance,-melatonin might play a role in the
prevention of cyclic mood disorders such as seasonal affective disorder ahd depression,
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=
maintenance of reprodictive systems, cancer prevention, and enhanced immune syStems
= (Brzozinski ,lg*97). Shift work has been recently laQe*lgd as'"piobably carcinogenic to
' humans" (Straif et a1.,2007 , p. iOOSl, for which decreased melatonin secretion is a
-a
,comtnon hypothesis (!6s_ta et al., 2010; Culpepper, 2010; Davis, Mirick, & Sfevens,
.2001; Megdale, Kroenke, Laden, Pukkala, & Schemhammer, 2005). In particular,
melatonin suppietsion has been linked to an increas6d prevalence of breast and prostate 
-
27
--
ciiicers (Cogta et al_., 2010) probably because of the interplay between the endocrine
systeniand the breast and prostat",irr.r"r. Researchers have reported that femdle night
- shift workers hive a 48% higher prevalence of-breast cancer (Megdale .t ul., 2005).
::
Percentages have not been calculatet-for risk of prostate or other cancers among night
=a
shift workers.
Metabolic Disorders and Cardiovascular Disease. As a possible result of
e:
disrupted circadian ihythms and lifestyle factors such as stress, smoking, and inadequate--
diet and 
"r"..ir", shift frorkers have a4}Yotngher risk of cardiovascular=disease
.:*:_-
(Harrington, 2001). Costa (1996)mentioneA that shift work is associated with the
additional'risk factors of increased level-: of cortisol and catecholaniines, whichare
'5-
hormones secreted from ihe:;drenal gland as a result of stress. Cortiiol and 
=
catecholafiiines affect Ufooa pressure, heait rate, and lipid and glucose metabolism.
Rajaratram and Arendt (2001) explained that a meal eaten during the nignt-tstiift l-eadsto
higher levels of plasma triacylglycerol (which is linked to cardiovascular disease) when
Karlsson, Knutsson, ana-Lina*l (2001) expl<ired the correlation of metabolic risk
=
factors (hypertension, BMI, and glucose tolerance) and shift work. The participants were
. 
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employed'residents ofVasterbbtton County in Sweden who participated in a-health
survey offered by tfie Vasterbottbn intervention prog[am. Included in the study were
:=
27,485 participants ofwhom 7,909 were shift workers and,19,576 were day workers
lnon-shift workers). Shift_workers were individuals who.answered,'!es" to the-question
'-'do yOU have shift work, or do you work during weekends?" (Karlsson et aL, 2001, p.
;
748) The rese'archers found that obesity, ilicreased triglycerides, and low HDL were
. 
-' := ,
=--prevalent in the Shift w6rkers. There wore no statistically significant differences in
hypertdnsion or diabetes.befwee! shift-workers and day workers (Karlsson et A; Z-OO1).
'Il---'- 
,
*-*
The researchers hypothesized that,thgre might be arelatidnship b;etween shift work and
metabolic syndrome (Karlsson et-al., 200 I ).
Biggi et al. (2008) explored the relationshiirs between pennaner-r.t night shift work
- 
and metabolic and cardiovascular risk factors including smoking, alcohol consumption,
a
body mass in&x t *i,,r*cose,bholesterol, triglyceriiles, blood pressur!, $iabetes;
coronary heart'disease, and hypertension. The participants were 488 Italian mhle woikers
.who were s=treet cleaners and garbage c6llectors. Of the 488 participants;there were 157
ddy shift workers(all of whoryr had always worked thedg shift), and 331 night shift
_ 
workers (12 *ho had always wcirked thE flight shift and 319 who had worked on both
shifts):-The ftsearchers found that there were higher incidences of smoking, alcohol use,
increased BMI, high cholesterol, and high levels of triglycerides among the night shift
-workers @iggi-et a1,,2008).-There were no statistibally significant differences in-
hypertension 
119abetes 
between ni_ght and day shift workers (Biggi et al., 2008). The
-
researchers reported that althougf_the p-articipants did not meet all of the five criteria for
metabolic sypdrome, there is an increased prevalence of metabolic disturbances among
.,- 
-
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night shift workers (Biggi et a!., 2003). The results of Biggi et.al.'s (2008) study are
- consistent with the rlsults of Karlsson et al.'s (2001) study, indicating that night shift
workers have an increased risk for developing a metibolic disorder. F:
11i"Ual1i; Kuisma, Virtanen, and Elovainiq (2001) measured smoking, alcohol : !
use, physical activity, and BMl-among 689 Finnish female nurses. There were 506 night
- shift workers and 18i day shift workers.. {he researchers found that there was ahigher
preValonce of smoking and obesity among night shift nurses. Alcohol conslmption and
physical activity were not significantly different betweeir the two groups-(Kivimaki et al.,
..-.::
2001). t:-..- :
Gastrointestinai Disorders. Gasttointestinal disorder is another problem
prevaleht among shift workers (Cost4 1996). Night shift workers are more prone to
consume convenience foods such as pre;pactaged food and energy drinks such as coffee -:
- gnd tea (Costa, 
_1996). Although only 10-25% of daytime workers complain of - ,
-
"disturbances of appetite, fuie-grilarity of bowel movements with prevalent-constipation,
:' =--
-dysp-epsia, heartburn,-aMominal pains, grumbling and flahrlence," 20-75%o of night shift
-= 
:
workers complain of the same problems (Costa, 1996, p. l0). In addition, night shift ' - o
-!
workers have tvro to fiveimes more prevalence of peptic ulcers (Costa,-1996). Given the
wide ranges for prevalence of gastrointestinal disturbances in night shift workers, the
actual prevalence of the health concern is uirknown
Sociat Well-being and Shift Workers
- Shift work can strain marital arid parent-chilil relationships lcoita, 1996,2003).
Shift work,might interfdre with farnily relationship, *i.".ponsibilities because the
activities and hours of commurity iesources (e.g. stores) db not coincide with the times
29
I
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when the night shift worker sleeps. Costa (2003) explained that shift worliers who suffer
from SWSD are 5.7 times more likely to miss family and social activities. Night shift
workers-with SWSD missed family and social activities 8.6 days on average per month -. ..
while night slif wort<ers.without SWSD missed 1.5 days on average per month (Costa, r---:"-
2003). In addition, the night shift worker might not be able to fulfill his oiher roles and
respbnsibilities (Costa, 1996,2003). Some of the family aspects affected by night shift
work include caring forchildren, doing household chores, shopping, and leaving a 
L
partner home alone at niqlrt (Harrington,2001). Studies examining the effects of snit
work on relationships outside of the immediate family.or related to social participation
havb yet to be published,
Accidents and Injuries "
Shift work;.particularly the night shift, can lead to compromised "inemory I - - '- 
&'
J
consolidatiod; alertness, and performance;" as a result of excessive sleepiness
(Culpepper,2010, p. 56). Variability in work'performance, slowed reaction time, and
decreased motivation are additional risk factors for night shift workers (Rajaratnam&
Arendt, 2001). The most notable work accidents that occurred at two nuclear power
-'=
plants, Three Mile Island and Chernobyl, occurred during the night shift and were
reported to be?iesult of shift scheduling and fatigue-@rice & Holley, 1990). No studies
were found in which the-economic impact of injuries, accidents, and'decreased
performance while at work were investigated.
Thereis thigher preValence of automobile accidentS among night shift *orkJrc
(Culpepper,20l0;Monk, Fiilkard,-& Wedderburn,1996). Researchers have investigated
the incidences df automobile accidents among medical personnel who work the night
!
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i
shift (Scott et aL, 2007; Steele, Ma, Watson, Thomas, & Muelleman,1999). One study
' found that.79Yo of nurSes who worked the night shift had experienced drowsiness on at
lgast one occasion on the comroute home frop a night shift, during the 4-week study
(Scott et al., 2OO7). Another study found that among emergency medicine residents,
vehicle accidents occurredon the commute home in74%o of night shift workers versus
l2%o of day workers l3teele et al., 1SOO1.
In an attempt to begin the discussion about costs related to sleepiness, CulpeppOr
(2010, p. 58) examined data from 1988 about motor vehicle accidents that were a result
of excessive Sleepiness and found the cost to be between "$29 billion and $38 billion
dnnurilly ($53 billion and $69 billion, when adjusted to2009 values)." Culpepper (2010,
p. 58) reflorted ttrat work relate{_.accidents, "including deaths and disabling accidents,"
c_ost between "$10 billion and $13 billion annually ($18 billion and $24 billion when
adjusted to 2009 values)."
Summary
' Humans are occupational in nature; they are driven to participatd in daily
activities that meet their biological-needs (Wilcock, 1993). Occupational science was
d6veloped u, u r"."*.h-based discipline to investigate the interplay between occupations 
-
and the human experience, particularly the relationship between occupation and health
(Clark et al., 1991). Occupational therapists use the research findings from occupational
,"i"r"" to guide their clinical practice in order to support individuals coping with daily
activities and demands (AOTA, 2008). Shift workers, especially night shift workers, are
at risk for compromised heilth, specifically in relation to Shift Work Sleep Disorder
(Drake et al., 2004; Schwartz & Roth,_2006), melatonin suppression (Costa et al., 2010;
31
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CulpeppOr, 2010;Davis et al., 2001;Megdale et al., 2}}5;Rajaratnal & Arendt, 2O0l), ='
- metabolic disorders (Biggi et al., 2008; Karlsson et at., 2001), cardiovascular disease 
- 
'
(Biggi et 
11.,=2-008), gastrointestinal disorders (Costa, tltOl,socihl wellbeing (Cost4 * 
- 
-:- 
-
* '- " 1996;2003;Harrington,20Ol), ard *brk+elated accidents and injuries (Culpepper , 
-
2010;Rajaratnarn'& Arendt,-2001). It is hypothesized that desynchronized circadian
rhythms, and subsequently occupational imbalance and decreased subjective quality of -
:-
life, are influential factors in the decreased health status of night shift workers.
'** -:,
Given the few studies that'have examined occupational balance among shift' ;: "
= workers, the study described herein investigated the relationships of occupational balance
and sutjective qualiQiof life to wor-k shift among industrial workers. Contained in
= 
_ 
ch-anter 3 is a discussion of the 
Tl"*'"gy 
used to condubt the study' 
;r * .-
:-
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-= Chapter Three: Methods and Procedures
,. n:
De'scrilied in chapter 3 are-the methods and procedures with which the study was
2
conduct'ell. timitations, delimitations, assumptions, participants and recruitment,^
operationalizationof vafrablei, outcome measures, data collection, and data analysis are : -
explained. Research que-slions were'developed using occupational dcience.as a theoretical
foundation. ' T
..i
subjective quality of life? 
=
-.- 
.,: 
-: .-. f 
--- 
-*
" Secondary resEarch questi6ns,inclirded the following: '
balance?
Research Questions
The primary focus of thre ptudy was to answer the following questions about
workers employed in an industriai setting:
'=
1. Is thdre a statiStically significant difference between day and night
: - shift workers for thd prevalence of occupational balance?
2. Is there'a-statistically .ig1rifr"*t relationship between work shift and
1. (a) Is tlrerg a statistically significant difflerence between day and night
- : shiffworkers for the prevalence of ill:health conditions and typeS of 
-
lifestyle choices? (b) Are there statistically significant reldtiofiships of
:-
- cognitive difficulties and social difficultibs $vith work StiitZ
"-: 2. Are there statistically significant relationships of heaith status,
.-€.-.
cognitive difficulties, and social difficulties with occupational
33
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= 3; (a) Is there. a statistically significant difference between thL ttrte
= ' 
- = categorical SqOL scores for the prevalehce of ill-health conditions?'
':5
O) Are there statistically significant relationships of cognltive
diffrculties and social difficulties with subjective qualit-y of life?
a'
To answer these quediibiis, a survey d":rgi, conSisting of a time diary and subjeCtive
- 
+ 
.:- 
t'_'t 
- 
_
q*]rty of life questionnaire was used. Participant-s-included emploleEs at an auto p6rts
--
manufacturing plant who worked either-fiist, second, or third shift.
Liriritirtions, Delimitations, Assumptions
Limitations.:Ihe curient study was limited in sample size and available survey --.
instruments:There was a small sample size because of limited access to recruitment of '*'-:
- 
-**-F r-. tr
potential participants as well as a-low responsE ratg. At the commencement of the study,
= little research had betintbne to investigate tirne use and subjective quality of life among
a'
a
- 
shift workers withih the occupational therapy field. As a result, the survey packets
- 
_ 
included two researcher-developed surveys and one questionnaire that was originally
developed:for psychological research.
Delimitations. The ciirrent study was delimited to a convenience sample of fuIl
time industrial shift workers who worked in cental New York state. The focus area of '
- induitriirl workers was determined by the increased prevalence of industrial compariies
_ 
-J--
wittlin $e target geographical location when compared to other areas of employment that'
iirihided-24-hour shift systems. Permission to recruit employees for the study was -- = =;
;:
completed by utilizing various contact methods qr order to promote- increased
generalizability of results. Two companies initially granted pe_rmission to recruit
employees,,one of which'retracted permission due to company reorganizdtion. The
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company th6t was ultimate-l! used for recruitrnent of participants was an auto,parts
manufacturing company. Generali2ability of results was limited because only one
company was used for rec'iuitnent of participants.
The_ number of potential participants for the study was limited to the number of
j--ployOeS at the"6uto parts manufacturing plant, which was 1,104 employees; In-order to '--
;_:;:, J
anincentiveforparticipatronAdrawing.,*.,,*,o,"on**;completedandthe
prize was inl,iled to the winner. The prizewinner consented to his name being announced a, =
to the employees oTthe company. Th.e [ead-ofHuman Resources was notifie{,qf th.
=i
winner, whdthen forwarded the details to the shift managers.
=-
' 'The-auto parts manufdcturing crompany employed various typed blstiift systems,
= whibh made it difficult to present the study to all employe'es at one time. In order to
present the-study to all of the imployees, the researcher dttended all of the weekly shift - a
-overlap meetings foi all of the departrnents on the production line. At tirr.l, tg 
= ''
presentatlons occrured in loud locations making it diffrcult for some employees to hear .* ' - '-' '
. 
: J -''
' the presentation. In order to give all employees access to details about the researctlsfudy,
contact cards were given to each employee at the shift overlap meeting. The contactbards - 
. :
had detailbd information for contacting the researcher and research assistairt for-
-individuals interested in more informatiron or participation in the study.
During recruitrnent, several employees questioned the persorial beneht they worild'
receive from participation in the study. To encourage participation in the study, the ,"
employees were informed_that at the conclusion of the study, results would be-made
available to all.employees includi4g any trends and possible indicators for decreased a-
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the use of the employees of the company was formulated after the conclusion of the
study. The results sheet included the details of the study including background
ffiormation, methodology, results, and discussion. The tip sheet included strategies for
piomoting positive well-being and quality of life for shift workers. Picard's (201l)
- presentation on sleep habits at the 201I American Occupational Therapy Assobiation
Annual Conference was used as a reference when formulating the tip sheet.
Initially, access to the survey packets was limited to individuals who contacted
tlie research assistant. After a l& response rate, 600 survey packets were equally
distributed to the production line managers along with statements of second contact.
t
lPPei'ana online versions of the surveys were made available to increase access and
allow for participant preference. A potential'limitation of the_t*"y packets was a
language barrier for individuals who could not fluently read and understand the English
language as written on the survey packets. Eligibility for participation in the study was
restricted to individuals who could read and understand English versiors of the surveys.
Return envelopes wefe included in the survey packets that were printed with p-repaid
postage. The time of year at which the stutly commenced was a potential limitation
because it occurred during the holiday season and when production levels were.high,
" allowing overtime opportunities. The deadline for responses was extended beyond the
holiday season to accommodate for busy schedules.
The survey instruments posed potential limitations. No outcome measures were
found in occupational therapy literature that measured occupational balance or subjective
qualrty of life, for wlich validity and reliability were established. One. study measured
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occupational balance as a time-budget definition, in which a researcher-developed
In order t<i meastue subjective quality of life in its true form of personal 
!
perception,allqualityoflifemeasureSthatusedeva1uator-determinedl6velSofqtralityof-..
-.*..
life were excluded. One measuie ** fo*O in psychology literature that was a self-rated
*i:::",
quality of life questionnaire that included self-perceived'levels of well-being (e.g.
anxiety, depressed mood, positive well-being, self controt, g"**t health, and vitality),
which was the Psychological General Well-being Index (PGWBI, Dupuy, 1984). Content
validity was not analyzed for the researcher-developed time diary or dbmographic sheet { ,
that were used in the current study; however, the content of the survei-instruments were
taken strictly from the frndings in the literature review.
Assumptions. Seveial assumptions were made when designing the cttrrent
research study. The fust assumption was that a study of occupational balance (OB) and
subjective quality of liG (SQOL) was relevant to occupational therapy and bg anO
SQO"L were related to one's health and well-being. Occupational therapy ii an allied =
healthcarb,iirofession in which practitioners promote increased h.ulQ and well-being
through the use of occupational engagement (AOTA,2008). The founders of the'
occupational-therapy field believed that occupational balance influenced ohe's health and "" -. ;
:
well-being (Rogers, 1984). Since the establishment of occupational science as a
discipline, researchers huu" pro-oted occupational balance as a focus area for conlinued
+io-'
research, particularly in how occupational balance is related to health (Clark et al, lggl). . : n
Occ-upationallherapists who have investigated occupational balance and its relatibn to i
health includ6 Wilcock (1998b), Christiansen (2006); and Matusk a(2012).The World 
:
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Health Organization (WHO; lggl)argued that quality of life is related to one's health.
=
Balance in occupational engagement leads to attainment ofpersonal goals (Wilcock
'".
1993,1998b; Wilcock et al., 1997;:Qfu6s1iansen & Matusk4 2006),which are'measured
=
The second assirmption"was that the.definitions for andlneasures of oceupational
balance and subjective quality of life used in the current study reflected the viewpoints of
occupational therapists. Rogers (1984) argued that tradition-al occupational therapists 
"
believed that healthy living was a result of balance in the occupations ofj'se-lf cire ,play,
38-
work, and rest" @.47).In 1986, Marino-Schorn expanded Rogers' definition as equally
distributed amounts of time in work, rest, and leisure occupations. The definitions of
occupational balance suppprt the defrnition used for the current study, which is equal
distribution of time between W-rirk, risi and sleep, and leisure occupati<inil ;
Occ'upational therapists Chan, Krupa; Lawson, and Eastabrook (2005) defined
quality of life generally: 
= 
-
?complex iirteraction-between multiple dimensions including the illnesi'
= + 
=-
. 
gxperience. .. an individuals state of physical,,psychological, aird lojial'well-
=*
being... satisfaction with life activities and relations and opportuniiies fof
autonomy... and-consistency between personal perceptions of the conSiste"iEy
Between goals, hopes, and current situations-(p.l8l).
-:'Tlr" PGWBI measures an individrlal's perceived levels of anxiefu, depressed mood, - ="
:_t
positive well-being; self-control,-gerielal health, and vitality. The domains bf the PGWBL-*
- = 
-:
are consistent wi1h the 9gfinition'provided by Chan et a!. (20Qf).
:
!
:
i
I
I
:
as subjeeljve quality of life (WHO, 1997).
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The third assumption-was that shift workerS who had decreased health, social
diffictlties, and cognitive difficulties would be concerned with those diffrculties and
. 
- 
""rrfciate 
treatrnent and solut-ionS. Wifcock (1993) promotei the idea that hurn-anS are
driven to:tlaiveand succeed in tife; they innately-seek to meet their bioloji.A *.ar'.,r"6'f'r' 'i' '
- as'hustenance, self care, [and] shelter and safety" (p. 20), N0 studies were found t]iat - tr-
i
invgstigaGd tt 
" 
ior"ern for-health and well-being among shift workers. It was assumdd : F -
'-:-
= ' ttrat if the individuaG are unable to rfreet their biological needs, they would be driven to
: 
- 
-.-.: 
---
find and"accept a solutioir, placing value-on a prdliminary study about occupational
balance, subjective quAity of life; and slift work.
. -.rhe 
final assumption'was that Shift work is a permanent type of work scheduling
- in the United States; there would always'be peopl.e who,worked an alternative shift. Some
shift workers have expressed thEihey work alternative shifts for reasons outside of their
control (United States Bureau of Labor Statistics, 2005). Rather than ignore the shift
w_oilier population or encourage those in&viauarc to work standard shifts, c,oping
strategies for complications caused by shift work should be developed and utilized. In
-_:
= 
.:r
= 
orde. to suggest.effective coping-strategies for complications'caused by-shift work ) 
-
*
investigations of the theorized,influeirtial-variables for ill-health among shifi workers
.:
A convenience_'sample of full time employees at an auto parts manufacturing plant
---= 
i ,. ,v:- '
were invited to complete andrEturn a packet including three srirvey instruments.
Inclusioncriteria included indiViiluals who were over the age of lS years who could read
and understand English versions of the surveys.
39
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must be performed.
Subjects and Sglection Methbds
-q
I
-t
I
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= Contact via phone;email, and standard mail was made with ten 24-how industrial
:
-- companies in central New.York state in order to introduce the research shidy and request
- =*-*-- 
permission to recruit employees for the stu?y. The researcher met with the heads of,
Human Resources for two of the l0 companies: One auto parts manufacturer gave 
_
permisSion and'administrative support for recruiting employees for the study. i
The researcher presented the opportunity to participate in the study at 2l shift
.;*
overlap meetings-q!the auto parts_manufacturing plant_over a 2-week p"rigd. At the shift
-overlap meetings, the researcher fEat a prepared statement (see Appendii-1) and
Rroviled contacfinformation for the research assistant. Interested candidates contacted
the-r,qqearch assistant and indicated if they prefeired electioiric or paper versions ofthe
" - surveys. The researth assisiarit emailed thoge who were interested in electronic versions
=---
of.the surveyS a participant number (which was based on the order in which the
.:participant contacted the research assistant) and the url links to the website. The research
assistant mailed survey packets to the candidates *ho were interested in completing
papg v.ersions bf.the surveys. 
= 
=
After receiving a low response rate, tbe researcher-provided the managers at ttre
,ert f,ir r"rond contact.(see AppendixB), which thef
read to thEif employees. Six hundred packets were deliveredlo ih,e company, wniltr-ttre
.:
- 
managers distributed t<i interested-employees wheiithey read the statement for second'
.
contact.{he survey packets were identified with numbers (which became the participant "
= -=
number upon reqerp! of it. completed survey packet). The online versions of the SUrvolS. 
=
remained active for three months.
40
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Operationalization of Concepts into Research Yariables
Several variables weie operationally defined for the pu{poses of the current study.
Occupational balance and subjective quality of life were the primary dependent variables:
Many viewpoints exist for what constitutes occupational balance (Christiansen,lgg6;
Christiansen & Matuska,2006;-lMarino-Schom, 1986; Rogers, 1984;Wilcock, 1993,
1998b; Wilcock et al., 1997). Marino-Schorn (1986) defined occupational balance as
equally distributed arnounts of time in work, rest, and leisure occupations. The 24-hour
day divided equally ambng three domains (worlq rest and sleep, and leisure) amounts to 8
hours devoted to each domain. It is unrealistic to assume that a person can devote exactly
8 hours tggch domain every day, so occupational balance was defined as 8'hours plus or
minus 2 hours (6 to l0 hours) for €ach domain in a given 24-hour time period.
Individuals who did not meetthe requirements for occupational balance were identified
as having occupational imbalance.
being and life satisfaction @owling, l99l). Dr. Harold J. Dupuy developed the 22-item
questionnaire known as the Psychological General Well-Being Index (PGWIiI) in order
to "provid[e] an index that could be used to measure self-representations of intrapersonal
afftjctive or emotionaf states reflecting a sense of subjective well-being'r (Dufuy, 1984, p.
170). The PGWBI has been classified as a health-rlhted quality of life measure
(Chassani et al., 2004). For the purposes of this study, the individual scores of the six
subdomains of the PGWBI (anxiety, depressed mood, positive well-being, self-control,
gineral health, and vi'ality) and the total index score were used to measure subjective
qualtty of lfe.
4t
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.- Secondary de_pendent variables included: life balance, health status, cognitive
'+.^*'- difficulties, sooial difficulties, and lifestyle choices. Christiansen and Matuska (2006)
described life balance (previously termed "lifestyle balance") generally as "a consistent
pattem of occupations that results in reduced stress arld improved health and well-being"
--i
- (p. 50).On the other hand, lifestyle imbalance was defined as:
-' -- ::
one fiifestyle]'where important needs are noj being me! where there are either,og 
..1_ 
,
many or too few role demands, where time is inadequately used:for meeting daily
oOcupational demands, and where daily occupations are not meaningful,-
productive, restorative,-or pleasurable (Christiansen & Matuska,2OO6,p. 56). o-- ..
" Christiansen and Matuska (2006) explained that individtrals experience lifestyle
- '- imbalance as "a difficulty in meeting the demands of modem life because of perceived or 
. 
-
,T 
-;
actual time constraints" (p. 56), whicli limit the individual's ability to meet his or her " -
personal and social needs satisfactorily. Life balance is a congruency between desired '
- 
and ac'tual occupational engagement. Using the time diary, participants were asked: "q.
you satiSfied with the amount oTtime yo.y devote to work, resU sleep, and !9-isure-related i-
' 
"r-.
- 
_ 
activities?".Individuals who afrSfrered '!es" to the above question wergidentified as
* hdving life balance while individuals wh6 responded "no" were identified as not having
:
life balance;
42
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-Findings from the literature revibw wEre used to define health status, cognitive
-J_-
-.?
_difficultiei, social difficulties, and lifestyle choices. Health stahis was m€asured by the
-presence or absence of specified health conditions: cardiovascular (heart) problems,
hypertension, diabetes, digestive problems, weight problems, mental hellth diagnosis,
and cancer. The findings of Rajarafiram and-Arendt (2001) and Culpepper.(2{10) were
- 
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- used to define cognitive difficulties which included: trouble sle-eping, excessive
slEepiness during awake hours, slow reaction time, impaired memory, trouble with
concentration, and low level of motivation and self-initiation. Participants rated thei5- --', -
level of cognitive_ difficulties on'a 4-point Likert scale. One social difficulty was :5 -:
identified in the literature @ianchi & Milkie, 2010; Costa , 1996,2003;H4Erir-rglon;
2001), which was fiouble fulfilling obligations to family and society. Participants rated
o their level of difficulty fulfilling obligations on a 4-point Likert Scale. Lifestylb choices*
included the pr6sence or absence of smoking, alcohol consumption, supplement use
(physician prescribed and over-the-counter), and the quality of food consumed while at
,a
work. The specified lifestyle choices wefe based on the findings of Kivimaki et al.
-(2001), Harrington (2001), and Biggi et al. (2008).
Work shift was the independent variable used in the study. Participants recorded
their work shift as either first, second, or third shift. Individuals who worked either first
br.second shift were categorized as day shift workers. Individuals who worked third shift
.:
were categorized as night shift workers..
Measurement Instrulents 
''=
In this survey design study, each of the participants received a packet comprised
of three instruments from which &scriptive and correlational data was colllcted: (a)
researcher-developed demographic sheet (b) researcher-developed timddiary, and (c)
Dupuy's Psychological General Well-being Index(PGWBI) published in tgg+. Afur
?
attaining permission from MAPI Research Institute to tanscribe the PGWBI as an 
=
electronic versitin (see Appendix C), elbctronic and printed versions were made available'
a*
..^.
-i
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for:h: three surveys. The elechonic versions were available tlrough the online survey
program Survey Monkey. The complete survey packet is included inAppendices D-I.
1 ; 
- 
-, 
-: T
A field test was completed in whictr shift workers from a company not used.in the
i
strfry completed the survtiy pactets and provided feedback on the difficulty, time
requirements, and prefelence of paper or electronic versions of the surveys (see Appendix
I). In general, the fielil test"participants found the surveys easy to.complete, viere able to
complete them in less than l0 minutes per day, and preferred paper versions of the
surveys. Minor modificatiort *.tL made to the demographic sheet and time diary given 
.
'-
:
_ 
Deinographic Sheet. The researcher developed the demographic sheet for the
purposes of gathering basic inforrration regarding the characteristics of the purti"ip*q
-=
and measuring tbe variables of he_alth status, cognitive diffrculties, social difficilties-;and 
_= 
-
lifestyle choices. The demographic sheet included questions about ug", g&d.E years on
shift, average hours workedper week, salary, work setting, and'if the work shift iv"as 
,
- 
perman6nt or rotating,.The pre-sel6cted adverse health conditions and lifestyle choices
: . - '=
-=: -were based on existing research on the'hends between health slatus, lifestyle choices, and
shift workers.
' Using the demographic sheet, the participants identified their assigned work shift.
To dele-rmint health status, the-participants ticked the box next to each ill-health
- 
condltion as approfiiate. If there wirs no response, it was'assumed the participant did not
'' have the ill-health conditibn. Participants ticked a box on a 4-point Likert scale (never,
= - r;
sometimes, often, frequently) for each of the listed social and cognitive difficulties. To:
"'*Ayr"lifestyle choices, the participants ticteA the box next to each activity in which 
=
I
-:-
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they,participatr5d,(e;g. smoking, drinking albohol, eating junk/ processed food). If there
was no re-Sp-cihse, it was assumed the participant did not engage in the activity. The 
--
responses were used for analysis against,fr" ti-" diary and PGWBI idorder to
investigate correlations between health status, litestyle choices, occupational balance, and
=:
subj8ctive qu4rty of life.
tE
- 
Timt-Diary The researcher designed the timl diary for the purpose of gatlrering ;'
dataonhowtheparticipants.distributed-theirtime,overtwoweekdaysandonew6ekend
".4 
-.
ilay. The participants recorded their daily activities at lS-minute increments.-The - I i
---_=-
-1_
participants categoiized each activity as either work-related, rest and sleep-related, or
-- 
t_-
leisure-related. Definitions-of work, rest anJsleep, and leisure activities were provided
onthe time-diary as a reference for the partiiipants.
- Work-related activities were abtivities that one was obligated to do in order to
'-
. -:.:
sustain life, care for self and others, or fulfilliesponsibilities. Rest and sleep:related
-_? 
-
activities weriiauiet and effortlbss activities that enabled the mind and body !o lelax
._:
(N"Lrt & Michel, 2003,p.27).T;sisnrs-lglated activities were desired activities that "
..3?L
- 
- occurred during discretionary time and were chosen becauSsa person hhd interest and
: 
= 
-a
motivation to engage in the activities.
--
_ 
Occullti6nal balance fasdetermined by the average hours spent engaged in_each
_of the three activity domains (woik, rest and sleep; leisure) over the thre'b-day period. If
thelarti0inanl averaged6.l0 hours engaged in each of the t}nee activity domains, f,e or
she was identified as havi4g occ.upational balance. Satisfaction with the distribution of
.F
-work, rest and sleep, and leisure activities fofthe day was also reborded in order to
explore the level of congnrency betweefl desired an{ actuat occupational participation, an
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^ 
=.. altemative perspective-for occupational balance (Matuska & Christi*Sgr-r, 2008).
Individudls *t t ."sporded']es" to the question, "*" r* satisfied wit[the amount of
= time you devote to work, rest and sleep, and leisure activities" were categorized as haviirg-
life balance
=
.Keilhofrrer (2008) iheorized that the establishment of routines is important for a:-
1..--. 
- 
seqse of well-being. Questions on the time diary such as where the activity tobk place and l
=
wiih"whom the activity was completed (i.e. alone;family, friend, coworker) werd used to
investigatlthe preSeriee of routines. The time diary was usdd to measure two sleep habits:
nunibet of total hours of sleep ptr day and number of sleep intervals (napping) per day.
The researcher tatlied the total number of hours of sleep and the number of sleep intervals
-s- "- - ,i
-, for each day for each participant.rind averaged the variables from the number of days for 
=
s
' 
whiCtitfre time diary was completed. In- 
-qdef to consider the validity of the responses for
the day.about which the participant reborAed"his or her acti'iities, the participant indicated
E if the day wjrs re-presentative of a typical day.
s '. Psychological General.Well-bein! Index. Subjective quality of li6 was based
on the participants' scores on the PGWBI. The PGWBI is a self-administered
. questionnair"-.o*pri, ed of Z2questions. The-participants were insfiucted t<i complete the . -
- questionnaire given their feeiings over the past 
-onq. Each of the subdomains contains
,-'
thiEelo five questions: Anxiety (five qriestions), Depressed Mood (three questibn3), 
-,:-
Positive Well-Being (four-questionrj, S"m-Control (three questions), General Health
(three questions), and,Vitality (four questions). Each question was answered using a
Likert scale-response ranging from 0-5 that related to the frequency-and/or intensity of
the answer. Raw icores-w-tre calculated for each subdomain and the total sbo'ie-which
OCqUPATIONAL BALANCE: ,-,
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' ranged frofrr 0.1 I 0. The raw scores were then converted to a percentage of 0-1 00 for eaih
,:::: 
:subdomain. Caiegorical scores were based on the raw scores of the total sc6re including
0-60 siveVely distressed,6l-72 moderaiely distressed,and 73-l l0 positive wellieing.
The PGWBI is atool that has a long history of development and *". *" PGWBI
was originally titled the General Well-Biing Schedule (GWB) and consisted of 18-items
from 0-10, giuirrt a total score of 128. The l8-questions were divided among six :
, 
subdomains inctuding anxiety, depressed mood, positive well-being, self-control, general-
-: 
- health, and vitality. The original GWB was used as one of several assessrn-entS included
i. Urrit.a State3 NutiorA Health Examination Survey of 6,913 patients it *oUite
-*-+- health clinics betrveen the years o.{-1971 and 1975 (Chassany et al., 2004),
In order to meet the requirements of inclusion in the draft version of the Rand
* ,Mental Health Inventory $dlDowell;2006),Dupuy.ryodified the GWB from an l8-item -
--.questionnaire"to a.22-itemquestionnaire (Chassany et al., 2OO4). Dupuy maintained the
-= 
- origirial six subdomains but cha-nged the question structifre so that there was more
consistency throughout the-questionnaire. Four questions ttrat were ranked"0-l0 were split
l.
into eight questions ranked 0-5 so that all the questions in the questionnaire were rankcd' 
_ 
'
0-5 (Chassany et a1.,2004). The modified22-item questionnaire was renamed to its
^'- :
....:currenttitle,Psychoto[icatGeneralWell-BeingIndex:(Duprry,l984).
- Since its conception as the GWB and subsequently modified PGWBI'format, thb
queStionnaire has U".o,rr.a in at least 160 studies and translated into 36 languages -'
:r.
= (Chassany et a1.,2004). Clinicdl applications of the PGWBI include efficacy of treatnent
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regimes, investigation of how conditions influence the well-being of patients, and
- population surveys (Chassany et al., 2004; Dupuy, 1984; McDowell,2006).
' In 2001, MAPI Research Institute developed a database titled the Intemational
-:.
Health-related Quality-of Life Outcomes Database (IQOD), which contains three health-
related quality of life 
^r.r.rrr"rro 
and the research articles in which they are referenbed.
The database provideS-normed dat4 for a number of variables for each of the assessments,
and"is continually updated as new literature emerges."The PGWBI is one of the three
measures included in the database. MAPI Research Institute reported its selection criteria
for the r.r"u=.*.r, "their originalivalidation studies *ro. the rilorous methodology used
for- their traRslations gave especially favourable results, and because they represent
different types of questionnaire: population specific, generic and disease specific"
(Chassany et al., 2004, p. 8).
A number of researchers-have assessed the reliability and validity of the PGWBI
- 
(Dupuy, 1984). Five studies have tested the questionnaire's intemal consistency, in which
the alpha coefficient, ,*g"a from .901 to .940 with a mean of .918 @upuy, 1984). Five
studies investigated-the PGWBI's test-retest reliability, which ranged from .502 to .861
with a median of .66 (Dupuy, 1984). Concurrent validity has been assessed between the
- PGWBI and 14 mental health riul"r, which ranged from .52 to .80 (Dupuy, l9S4).
Concurrent vAiaity (.74) was also established between the PGWBI and the Affectometer
?
(Dupuy, 1984). Discrimihate validity has been assessed for the PGWBI and its use
among two samples of general community members and two samples of community
mental health clients with scores of .565, .667, and.634 (Dupuy, 1984).
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. The PGWBI was selected for this study because it best exemplifies sufiebtive
.49
well-being or quality of life. The PGWBI-was used in conjunction with the time diary to
investigate how occupational imbalance influences the subjective quality of life of the
- 
participants. The PGWBI was also used in conjunction with the demographic sheet in
-*.: --
. order to investigate how certain health conditions and cognitive and social difficulties-
infltience ttre sirU.lective Quality of life of the participants. Finally, the PGWBI was used
' independently to explore the general subjective quality of life of the participants, a
sample of shift workers, to determine if there is a statistically significant difference
between day and night shift workers.
:-
Data Gathering, Analyzing, ant Interpreting Data
Data was $athered from completed survey packets. Participants who compl6ted
thepaperversionsoftheSurveySreturnedthestrrveypacketsthroughthemail.
-- Participants who completed the electronic versions of the surveys submitted their
responses through the online program, Survey Monkey. Responses were transcriUed ird
coded using Microsoft Excel. All survey results remained anonymous. -
The statistical software progftIm, Predictive Analytics Software (PASW) version
18, was used to analyzethe data. The variables used in the study included work shift, -
occupationalTiiance, subjective quality of life, heatth sthtus, cognitive and social
difficulties, lifestyle choices, sleJp habits, and life balance. Statistics used within the
study included frequency statistics, descriptive statistics, Chi-square, Pearson correlation
coefficient, and Spearman's rho correlation coefficient.
Chi-square statistics were'used to analyzecategorical data, which-included
occupational'balance, work shift, categorical scores for the PGWBI, the ill-health
-,=.:
"i...,.-..--
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conditions that de'termined health status, lifestyle choices, dnd life balance. Pearson
* - eorrelation coefficients were used to analyze interval data, which incltided total hours
:-:-- engaged in each of the subcompohents of occupational balance (work, resiaild:sleep,
leisure), raw and converted scores for the pCWgf;tot"l number of hours of sleep per day,
and'number of intervals of sleep per day. Spearman's rho was used to analyze ordinal-
- dat+which included the cogriitive and social difficulties.
a
Scope and Limitations
a
The scope of the study was limited to full time shift workers employed'at the auto -
-^.'
parts manufacturing plant..Within the sample of participants, gender and age were'-'
= 
o --j 
=
eqqally represented to a sufficient degree. The majority of the participants were
_-production line workers when compared to the]1office-working counterparts, l,iqiting the
*_'_- *
-" generdiizabiliiy of results beyond the iridividuals whgivorked on the production line.
_ 
Collectively, the ilemographic sheet, time diary, and PGWBI were used to answer
the primary and seCondaiy research qiiesiions incltding the relationships betWben work
shift, occfrpational balance, subjective quality of life, health status, cognitive and social*
= 
aE
difficulties, and"lifestyle choices. Measures.were taken to ensure anonymity and
-=:..
confidentiality among the convenience sampl e of 2l employees at a tocifluto parts
manufacturing plant. Continued in chapter 4 is a report of the results found in the .tirdy,
in relation to the research questions.
.-".
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Chapter Four: Results
=! = A tluee-day time diary, subjeitive quahty of life questionnaire, and demographic
:-
:.:. 
sheet were used fo answer the research questions. The time diary was used-to determine if
there was a statiitically signifrcant difference between day and night shift workers for the
ptevalence of occupational balance. The Psychological General Well-being Index
_l
-(PGWBI) was used to detennine if there was a s-tatistically significant re@tiogship
- 
beffieeri subjecti'ie quhlity of life and work shift. The demographic sheet was us"ed to
detennine if there were statistically'significant differences between day and fught shift ,
-=
workers in relation to health status and lifestyle choices. The demographic sheet was also
used to determine if ther6 weie statistically significant relationships of cognitive
difficulties and social difficulties with work shift. A post hoc analysis was completed in
order to comprife the definiti onfor oc-cupational balance that was,uJed in the study
against an alternative definition , life balance. The criteria for occupational balance and
-life balance were compared using the strength of their correlations with subjective quality
of life-and the difference of means for the different work shifu. :
':+
Participant Ch aracteristits
Twehty-one employees partlcipated in the study including'16 partieipants who
returned compieted survey packets and 5 participants wtro teirned partially completed
snrvey packetS. Three participant s Qa3%)reported working on "l't shift,'"' ll (52.4%) on.
"2nd shift," arrdT (33.3%)on "3'd shift.'l,All participants worked a permanent, non- 
.
rotating shift. The'age of the participants rdnged fiom2}years to 62 years. OfhJZt 
-- * j
participants, l0 (47.6%o) identified as "fe_male," 9 (42.9yo) identified as "male," and'2
(9.5%) did not speciff a gender. The median number of tears ihat the participants had
=
51
n
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been working'on their current work shift was 5-9 years. The median number of hours
L
worked per week was 40-44 hours. The majority of the participants worked on a
production lrrrre (82.4%) and earned between Sl5.0l and $20 per hour (90%). A more
'i' deiaiGd list of the participant demographics is presented in Table l.
oecupauoNAl BALANCE
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Table 1
P articipant D e mo gr aphic s
53
Variable "n Percentage
1
Years On Shift
0-4 years g
5-9'years- 1
10-14 years 5
15-19 years 4
_No response 2
Average Hours
Worked Per Week
40-44 hours 9
4s-qg hours 3
50-54 horgs- 4
55-59 hours 0
60+hours I
. No response -4
47.4%
5.3%
26.3%
21.1%
Not included
in the total
529%
17.6%
23.5%
0%
s.9%
Not included
in the total
17.6%
'0%
82.4%
Not included
in the total
Salary Per Hour
. -$15.0r 
- $20.00 18 90%$20.01+ 2 t0%
- 
,. 
No resporse r= il[ffj;l".
Note. n: 21. Percentages are based on the total
numbcr of responses for each variable.
Work EnvironmOnts
Office
'Cubical
=Production line
-No 
response
3
0
t4
4
q. &
l
z
_=.
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Occupational Balanc-"= l"U Work Shift
To answer the question "is therb a significant difference between day.and night 
-
shift workers for the prevalence of occupational balance," dzita frdm the time diaries was
used to determine if ihe participants had occupational_balance or occupational imbalance.
Thirty-three percent (n: +) 6f da'y shiftworkers and 16.7o)r(n : l) of ni[ht ihift workers
met the criteria for having-occupational balance (OB) signi&ing the majority had
occupational imbalance. Among the 19 participants who completed the demographic
r=::
. sheet, a chi-square test fras performedio examine if thbre was d-significant difference
".
betweeri auVS"9 night shift workers-for occupational balance; no statistical significance
was found, i <t>: .554, p: .457'.Mean number of hours and standard deviations'of the
= 
subcomponents of OB !w91t,_rest yd {gef, leisure)-are presented in Table ?- D-ay shift
workers worked 39Yo of the day while night shift workers worlied 40% of the day; Kest'
"*
and sleep accounted for th,e next lfrfest portion of the day for both groups.-Day shift"
"54
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I
I
-* 1;-, 
=.
workers spent33Yo of the day resting and sleeping and night shift workers spent 3-8% of
' the d3y resting and sleeping. Leisure activities accounted for the least amount of time
wit[r day shift workErs spending 26% of theday and nighishift *ork.* spending 20% of
the day engaged in leisure occupqtibns:-
T
L- 
-#
: ::: :-
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Mdai Hours and"Standord Deviations of Subcomponents of Occupational-
Balance and Work Shifi
Table2
*.--:
SuLcomponents
= 
- Day Shift(n:13\'
M -SD-
Night Shift(n4\
MSD
Total - 
--(n:19)
MSD
* Work
Rest and Sleep
Leisure
9,31 2.88
7.81= 1.6s
6.20 2.71
9.5r 2.66
9.00 3.40
4.78 2.97
9.37 2".74
8.18 2.31
s.7s 2.81
Note.Day shift workers included individuals who worked I't.and 2n"
shifts. Night shift workorS included,individuals'&ho wcirked 3'd shift;
Occupational balancg was defined as 6-10 hours in each of the
subcomponents of occupational balance (work, rest and sleep, and
leisure).
Subjectivti Quality of Life and Work Shift
To answer the questibnj'is there a significant relationship between work shift and
subjectiv6 quality of life," scores from thy Psychological General Well-being Index
(PGWBJ) were used to d6tbrniine the level'of subjective qualrty of_life for each of the
participants. There w?! p stfristically. significant inverse relationship between work shift
and the global PGWBI score (i 
='-.579, p: .008). There were statisticattySignificant
,--..- a
inverse rel6tionships between.work shift and 4 of the 6 subdoniains of the PGWBI
inl0liiding anxiety (r :--.541, p::0_l+), self-control (r : -.469, p : .037), general health
(r: -.466,fo: .038), and vitality (r : -.619, p: .004). Correlations were approaching
statistical significance for the relationships between work shift artd2 subdomains of the
:
PGWBI including depressed mobd (r: -.424, p: .062) and positive.welt-being
'-
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. 
-:'- 
-" - :- 
- 
.:,
(i : -.407, p 
=1075). 
Mean scores and standard deviations are listed in Tabl6 3. There
,. 
.:
'' was a lower me?n score for each of the subcomponents of the PGWBI among the night
:
shift workers.
Table 3, : a.
Mean Scores.and Standard Deviations of the SubdomVii{and Global Scores of
the PGWBI
Day Shift Night shift Total(n: 13) = (n:7) (n:20\ ---
Subdomains M -SD M -.SD M.=SD
- 
i\nxietyu
Self-Contold
70 t2.71
88 . 16.43
62- 
-20.29 
-
79 21.80
56 19.03
80 23.03 
_
s9 t8.22 
_
55 22.30'
=64 17.78
Depressed Moodb 86 8.19
Positive Well-being' - 62 14.35
47
67
46
66
48
36
50
24.49
33.19.
23.35.
27.77
18.25
n.04
2t.65
Geni:ral Health' 
_ 
_ It 15.64
vitalityf 65 -14.79
Globals 7t 9.92
Note.u'E Based on converted scores of 0-100.
:-
_ 
Dupuy assigned cdtegorical de=scriptors to the global score based on thE: original
-:
-0-l l0 rating system (Chassany et al., 2004). A score of 0-60 was categorized as severely
distressed, 6l=72 moderately d-isfessed, and73-ll0 positive well-being. The mean global
scores for the day and night shift bas€d o, tt 
" 
0-110 rating system were 78 and 55
respectively. Of the day shift workers, 23% (n:3) scored severely tli,stressed; 15olo : : E
(n:2) s=cored moderately disftesstid, and 620/o (n: 8) scored with positive well-bbing. Of " :
the night shift workers, all purti.]p$ts scored either seaerely distressed (n:4;57%o) or
moderatelydisfiessed(n:3:436/o).Therewasastatisticallysignificantinverse
OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE
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relatioriship betweeh the categorical scores of the PGWBI and work shift (r : -.527,
p 1 .017) in that people who worked the night shift had lower total scores for the PGWBI.
Health Status and Work Shift
To answer the questionf is there a statistically significant difference between day
and night shift woikers for the pievalence of ill-health conditions," participant responses
:
!
.to the prdsence or absence of medidal conditions that were listed on the demographic
sheet were analyzed.It was hypothesized tlrat night shift workers would have a higher
:
prevalence of the ill-health conditions listed. Table 4 outlines the presence of various
diagnoses among the total population as well as results from chi-square tests used to
.:
analyZe ttie difference of means between day and night shift workers for each of the
diagnoses. No statistically significant differences were found between day and night shift
workers fof-any of the diagnose-s. Two categories, mental health diagnosis and cancer,
were not reported by particip*o ,, either shift.
57
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Table 4 
. 
-
Frequency Statistics for Presence of Health-related Diagnoses and Chi-Square Tests
Between Work Shifi and Diagnoses
Diagnoses
Dpy Shift Night Shift(n: 13) (n:7) t
-12 No
3 Yes
l0 No-
*-* 
;
3 Yes
l0 No
3 Yes
10 No
6 Yes
1*o
0Jes
13 No
0 Yes
l3 No
7No
0 Yes
7 No-
l Yes
6No
2 Yes
5No
4 Yes
3No
0 Yes
7No
0 Yes
7No
- 
Cardiovascular Problems
Diabetes
a-
-Digestive Problems
.Weight,Problels 
_
Mental Hehlth Diagnosis
uancer
lYes - 0Yes t <tl: 5.6f, p:
| 1ty: r.90, p:
t <t>: .220, p:
.168
t <tl: .073, p: .787
t <t>: .220, p: .639
N/A
N/A
x.._E
Note. Prevalenee of diagnoses was based on the participant ticking the box next to each
diignosis on the demographic sheet. No response indicated that the participants did not
have the condition: 14 cells (50%) have e*pected count less than-S.
Cognitii-e ahd Social Difficulties and Work Shift
To answer the question "are there statistically significant relationships of
l
cognitive and sdcial diffrculties with work shift," participants reported their level of
difficulty on a4-point Likert scale for several cognitive and social skills. It was
hypothesized thdT nighf shift workeis would experience more difficulty with the cognitive
E
and socialskills listed. The presence of cognitive and social difficulties irmong the total
samlle as well as Speainian dortelirtion co6fficients used to analyzr,the relationships 
_
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t and the identifiei difficulties are listed in fable 5. There *u, u.,- ]
: statistically significant relationship between work shift and excessive sleepiness during
= awake hours (rr: .593, p: .006). There were no statistically significant relationships
' betweEn work shift and the other areas of cognitive and social difficulties. The continu]rm 
=
" 
' of answers for the areas of cognitive and social difficulties is displayed in Figures 1
-- 
a throu$h 7. ! -
=..
Table 5
!
Cross Tabulatidns and Spearman Correlation Coeficients'for Work Shirt and Presenc_e
of Cognitive and Social Dfficulties '
Day,Shift
- - 
(n: 13)
N S--'O F N SO
Night Shift(n:7\
Diffrculties F'
. 
Txi:essive Sleepiness
Duling Awake Hours
Trouble Sleeping
5 - ' Slow Reaction Time
. 
Impaired Memory
Trouble with
Concenhation
Low Level of
Motivation and Self-
Initiation
Trouble fulfi[ing
Obligations to Family
and Society
2 9 2 _0
0,
4
2
4
) 1-
2
0
0
0
0
I
5
-3
5
4
3
* l_
J
2
0
.237'
Note. The participants ranked the frequency with which with they experienced each of
the cognitive and social difficulties: Never (N); Somelimes (S); Often (O); Frequently
(F).
** p <.01 (2-tailed)
7-4
9- --0
83
72
0
I
I
I
0
I
23 i,..593**
,772
.272
'.162
.131
.214'
2
0=
0
0
10
0
Figure l. Excessive Sleepiness During Awake Hours and Work Shift
Excesslve sleepiness during awake hours Work Shrft
Never
Figure /. Graphic d
shift workers.
Frequentry I lst and 2nd shrft
O
awake hours among day and night
Sometimes
O
isplay ofexcessive
Often
O
sleepiness during
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Figure 2. Trouble Sleeping and Work Shift
Trouble sleeping Work Shrft
I lst and 2nd ShrftFrequently I rrd shrrt
and night shift workers.
Figure 3. Slow Reaction Time and Work Shift
Slow reactlon tlme
Never Sometimes
Work Shift -
1st and 2nd
Combined
I lst and 2nd ShiftI lro shirt
Figure 3. Graphic display of slow reaction time among day and night shift workers.
Often
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displar ol'troLrtrle sleeping among day
Ncver Sometimes
i' I-'' (\f ')
'"/'\ /\. 
_ --'
l:igttt J iirlphic cli l t
n
\-)
ometimes Often
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Figure 4. Impaired Memory and Work Shift
lmpaired memory Work Shift
I Ist and 2nd Shrft
I3ro shrft
Figure 4. Graphic display of
Sometimes
O
impaired memory among day and night shift workers.
Never Often
Figure 5. Trouble with Concentration and Work Shift
Trouble with concentration
Never
O
Figure 5. Graphic display
Work Shift
I lst and 2nd Shift
I3rd shirt
night shift workers.
Often
O
among day andof trouble with concentration
Sometimes
Figure 6. Low Levelof Motivation and Self-Initiation and Work Shift
Low level of motivatlon/ self-initiatlon work shrft
Often
O
of motivation and
Sometimes
O
display of low level
Frequentry I lst and 2nd shift
O
self-initiation among day and nightFigure 6. Graphic
shift workers.
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Lifestyle Choices and Work Shift
To answer the question "is there a statistically significant difference between day
and night shift workers for the types of lifestyle choices," participants reported the
presence or absence of certain activities listed on the demographic sheet. It was
hypothesized that night shift workers would be more likely to engage in smoking,
drinking alcohol, taking supplements (prescribed by a physician and self-prescribed),
eating junk food while at work, and eating vending machine food while at work. Chi-
square tests were used to analyze the difference of means between day and night shift
workers for each of the lifestyle choices (see Table 6), for which no statistically
signifi cant dif[erences were found.
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Table6
I-i
.Frequency Statisticsfor Lifestyle Choices and Chi-square Tests Between Work ShiJi and
'Lifestyle Choices
Lifestyle Choices
_Day Shift Night Shift(n: 13) - (n:7) )-r
Dririking Alcohol
f}ting Junk Food While At_Work O-Yes
13'No
:_
Eating Vending Machine Food 4 Yes
While At Work 9 No
a=
Eating Fresh Fruit and Vegetables 7 Yes
3 Yes 2 Yes t <t>:-073,p=.787
l0 No *5 No
TYes 2Yes ' t(l):1.174,p=
6 No 5 No 
.279
6No
Taking Supplements Prescribed by 3 Yes 3 Yes t <tl = .848, p: .357 --
a Physician 10 No 4 No '
Ta\ing Over-The-Counter, Self- 
- 
4 Yes 4 Yes * <tl:'1.319,p:.ZSt
Prescribed Supplements 9 No -3,No
I Yes t <t>: 1.g55,:p:.162
- 
6 No]
0 Yes : t Q)=2.6c)2,p:.101
7No
5 Yes t <t>:.586,p-:.444
2NoWhile At Work
Eating Other Food From Home 12 Yes 6 Yes ,t 0): .22Q,p= .639
While At Work' lNo lNo
Note."Prevalence of lifestyle chciices was based on the partibipant tickingthe box next to
each'activity on ihe demographic sheet. No respohse indicated that the participants aid;
not engage in that acliviiy. 16 cells (50%) have expected count less than 5.
Occupational Balance and Healif,
It was hypothesized that individuals with occupational imbalance would have a
higherpreva1enceofill-healthconditions._Healtli-relatedvariableswithinthisstudy
included the genbfilhealth and-vitality."o.", *1- the PGWBI as *ell as diagnoses
:-.- -
listed on the'demographic sheet. i'earson correlation coeffrcierits'were used to analyZc the
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:
relationships between occupational balance and the scores for general health (r: .230,
p: .360) and vitality (r: -.144, p: .569) for which no statistically significant
relationships were found. Chi-square tests were used to analyze the differenc_e of means,
between indiViduals with occupational balance and'individuals with occupational 5
imbalance for ea6h of [he diagnoses listed on the demographic sheet, for which no
statistically significant differences were found. Results are presented in Table 7. ': "
Table 7
Frequency Statistics and Chi-Square Testsfor Health-related Variables Between
Indi,v i dual s w i th O c c up at i o nal - B al anc e and O c c up ati o nal Imb al anc e
Occupational Occupational
Balance (n= 5) Imbalance (n: 13) tVariables
!-
Cdrdiovascular
Pioblems
.--, i-- 
_ 
=
,rr:1""r1:, 
.
Diabetes
Digestive
- Pioblems
=
._..:: _ 
Weight Problems
Mental Health
Diagnosis 
-
Cancer
0 Yes
- 
NiA
13 No
2 Yes t (1): .055,p: .814
llNo=--
2 Yes i tt>: .055,p:.814ll No
0 Yes
5No
l Yes.
4No
I Yes
4No
0 Yes
5No
I Yes
4No
0 Yes
5No
4 Yes
9No_ = 
_
8 Yes
5No
0 Yes
l3 No
0 Yes
13 No
t <t>:1.978,p: .16o
t <t>:2;!el:p: .14
N/A
E
N/A= 0Yes
5No
Note. Prcvalence of health conditions was based on the participant ticking the box
next to each lealth condition on the demographic sheet. No response indicated that
the participants were not diagnosed with the health condition. 16 cells (57Yo)have
expected count less than 5.
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O6cupational Bdlahce and Cognitive and Social Difficulties
Ijwas hypothesized that individuals with occupatiorial imbalance would have a
[ightr-prevalence and intensity of,cofinitive and social diffrculties. Spearman cdrrelation
coefficients were used to arrllfftherelationships of cognitive and soii-dl?illiculties
with occupational balance. Results are presented in Table 8. There were no statistically
,*rables for cognitive andsignificant relationships between occupational balance and r
social difficulties, with the exception of excessive sleeftiness during awake hoirs
.65 
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Table 8
=
- Cross Tabillations and Spearman Coruelation Coeficientsfor Occupational Balance and -
^ Prg;ence of Cognitive and Social Dfficulties
Difficulties
Occupational Balance(n: 5)
NSOF
Occupational Imbal4gce* i(n: 13) q. - -: i
rso
Excessive Sleepiness
During Awake Hours'
Trouble Sleeping
- 
Sloiv Reaction Time
Impaired Memory
Trouble with
Concentration
" -Low Level of
-*- *--Motivation and Self-
= Initiati0n
r40 2
,:
0
.593**'
.r74
, 
.272
1
2
1
")
0 -7 3
391
30
'-0 
0
265
274
0
00
I "-10 001_2
I
3
=
-4
J
0
-0
2
_.!62
-.331
.-:
'' 
.214--
Trouble Fulfilling 
--?
ObligationS to Family
and Soci€E
Note.The participants ranked the frequency with which with they experienced each of
the cognitive and sgcial'difficulties: Never (N); Sometimes (S); Often (O); Frequently(f;. Oata from the time diary determined the presence of occupational balance or
imbalance-based on relatively equal or unequal houis dedicated to each category.
** p 1.01 (two-tailed)
Health Status and SubjOctive Quality of Life
It was hypottresizea that ther_e would be a statistically significant difference 
-- 
i
between the thlee subjective quality of life (SQOL) categorical scores for the health-
i t--
related variabl.gs. Chi-square tests wer6 run to analyzethe difference of means betr{,een
the SQOL ."r*"n*tscores for each of the health-related variables listed on the
demOgraphic sheet. ThO categorical descriptors were taken from the PGWBI and included'
3 
"0'_ 
0 6421
+
- 
.zt7
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" -severe distress, moderate distess, and positive well-being. Global and vitality scores
, were not included in the list of-health-relatbd variableS for the chi-square tests in this
section becaL" the dependent variable, categorical scores, was taken from the same
outcome measure;L global and vitality scores. The results are presented in Table 9.
There were no statisticaliy significaif differences between the three categorical scores
from the'PGWBI for any,Of the health-related variables.
Table 9
Cross Tabulations and Chi-Square Test{for Health-related Variables and
Sub.iective Quality of Lifii 
- -Severe Moderate Positive
Distress Distress Well-being
- Diagnoses (n:7) (n:5) (n:8) t
Cardiovascular OYes 0 Yes I Yes t <Zl:1.579,p: .454 .#-Problems 7No 5No 7No
Hypertension 0Yes 2Yes lYes t<Z>:3.725,p:.1557No 3 No 7No
Diabetes 2 Yes 
- 
1 Yes I Yes t <Zl: .603, p: .7405No 4_No 7No
- -** Digestive 3 Yes O"Yes 2 Yes t <Z>:2.857,p:.240Problems 4No 5No 6No
Weight 5 Yes 2 Yes 3 Yes t <Z>:1.986 ,p:.371
' Problems 2 No 3 No 5 No
Mental Health 0 Yes 0 Yes 0 Yes
Diagnosis 7No 5N;t 8No
Cancer 0Yes 0Yes 0Yes
7No 5No 8No
Nofe. Severe distressfvarranted a raw global score of 0-60, moderatedistress 61-
T2,andpositive well-being 73-Il0 on the PGWBI. Prevalence of diagnoses was
based on the participant ticking the box next to each diagnosis on the
demographic sheet. No response indicated that the participants did not have the
condition. 25 cells (60%) have expected count less than 5.
*...
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N/A
I
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Cognitive and Social DfficuttieS and Sirbjective Quatity of t ife
. It was hypothesizeb that there-would be statistically significant inverse *1-
.=
relationships of cognitive and social difficulties wittr.the PGWBI scores. Spearmirn :.-_--
. correlati<in coefficients were used to arnlyze relationships between cognitive aird social
difficulties with variables for SQOL. Results are presented in Tdble 10. There were
ra-
statisticallysignifietrntinverserelationshipsbetrVtenSQoLandexcessivesl6epiness
), troubleduring awake hours (rr: -.704,p:.001), lpublg sleeping (r,:.-.547,p:.013
with concentation (r,= -.731,p: .000), low level of motivation and self-initiation -
(r,: -.522,p : .018), and trouble fulfilling obligations to family and society (r;: -.698,
.-,-
p-: .001). The relationship b_etween SQOL and slow reaction time apprdached statistical
.::.
-significance. (r" : -.420, p:-.065). J.here was not a statistically significant relatio_nship
a
between SQOL and impaired memory. -\
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Table 10.
Cross Tabulations onispror*an Correlation Cofficientsfor Cognitive and Social
Difticulties and Subiective Ouality of Life
Severe Moderate Positive
.. = Distress
^ (n: 7) Distress 
= Well-being(n: 8)
Difficulties NS OF NS OF
:- 69
(n:5)
NS OF
Exbessive
Sleepiness 0142'
During Awake
Hours
Trouble 01-3 3
Sleeping
Slow Reaction 0 6- | 0
Time
Impaired
Memory
1310
r,2
30
0430 12202.
,0 3 4 0 0 5 0 0 4
-.704**
1700
0.62 0 -.547*
3500 
,-_.4:0
5 1 0 -.364
4 0 0 -.731**
1
2
Troublb with "
Concenhation
Low Level of
Motivation and
Self-Initiation
Trouble
0 472 t4 00 26 00 -.522*
0 4 2 I 3 2*0 0 6 2 0 0
1
-.969**
=
"Ful_fi_lling i
Obligations to
Family aqd -
Society
i
l"
l'
Nofe. Severe distress warranted a raw global score of 0-60, moderate distress-61-72,
and positive well-b_eing73-Il0 on the PGWBI. The participants ranked the
frequency with which with they experienced each of the cognitive and social
diffrculties: Never (N); Sometimes (S); Often (O); Frequently (F). Data from the
time diary was used to determine the presence of occupational balance or imbalance
based on relatively equal or turequal-hours dedicated to each category.
*p. 
.05 (2-tailed); ** p-1.01-(2-tailed) - 
..-
Sleeping Habits. A post hoc analysis was performed to investigaterelitionships
between sleeping habiis and all other variables in the study. The two variables for
E.
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sleeping.fuafits included i, t. post hocanalysis-were average hours of sleep per day and i
-:
numbbr of sleep intervals (napping). Positive relationships with statistical significance
were fo_und between increased hours of sleep and increasedSubjective quality of life in
the-areas of self-control (r :'.471, yi: .0i42), general health (r : 472;p: .041), vitatifi
:L,=':
?'a .585, p = .009), and overall subjective qualitj, of life (r : .452, p: .052). Statisticaliy-
,*
iignificant inverse relatiohships.were found between increased intervals of sleep J
(irapping) and decreased subjective quqllty of life in the areas-of anxiety (r : -.789,
p : .000), hepressed m6tid (v-: -.710, p: .001), positive well-being 1r: -.579, p= .009),
Self-conffol (r: -.611, p:.005), general health (r :--.561, p: .012),vitality-(r ==-.605,
p.: .006),and overall subjective'qtiality of life (r: -.742, p: .000). .-
- Atternative definition for occupational balance. Approximately 50o/o (n ': l0)
of the total sarnple reported satisfaction with the balance between work, rest and sleep,
.
and leisure occupations. Ofthose who were not satisfied, four participants reported a
desiie for inore rest and sleep, three participants repg$ed a desire for more leisure time," i*-"--
-.a..-
and one participant reported a desire for less work. One participant reported that he or she
would like more social participation. 
, 
=' .
--:
Results comparing Marino.ScLorn's (1986) definition of occupatibnal balance
and Matuska and'Christiansen's (2008) definition of life bal#ce are presented in Table
11. The percentage of participants with occupational balance iircreased from26.30/oio E
52.6% when the life balance definition was applied. Similarto the original:analysis
between occupational balance and work'shift, there was no statistically sigfifieant : ! 
=
difference between da!' and night shift workers for prevalence of life balance. In contrast
to the analfseS-between occupational balance and the variables for subjective quality of I'
_. ,--::_ 
- 
.r 
f,
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life, there weie statistically significant relationships between life balance and the ,, .
.T
catefofcal derscriptors of SQOL (severe distress, moderate distress, positive well-being).
There were statisticaily significant relatioriships between life balance and the SQOL areas
of general health (r : -.592,p: .008), vitality (r: -.741,p: .000), and overall subjdctive
=quality of life (r : -.568, p : .001).
Table I I
Descriftive and Corudlational Datafor Comparing Definitions of Occupational Balance and
Life Balance
=Variables
Occupational Balance
(Marino-Schorn)
; Life Balance
(Matuska & Clrristiansen)
Percentage 
"1I:", tr-t,.- a
Work Shift
Categorical Descriptors of PGWBI
Anxiety Score
Depressed Mood Score
:_.:
.Positive Well-being Score 
-.
Sef-Contrbl Score
General He'alth Score
-Vitality Score
Global Score - 
--
73olo: No
26.3%: Yes
t <tl= .ss4
t <z>: .744 =
r: -.273
r: -.254: -
r: -.229
r: -.146
r: l.7l '
r: -.194
-':
r: -.202
47.4%o:No
52.6%: Yes
-t <tl: r.3lo
t <z>:7.334r
r-,-.454- 
=-
-r: -.297
r: -.417
r: -.446
1': -.592'** =
_y _ -.741**
r: -.568**
*p < 
.05 (2-tailed)
** p <-.01 (2-tailed)
All of the primary and sbcondary .esearch questions were answered usingthe
demographic sheet,_time diary, and PGWBI. There were statistically significant
differences and relationships between some of the variables, particularly wheq comparing
.--&-^---- - |
=
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subjective quality of life to work shift, cognitive and social difficulties, total hours of
sleep, number of sleep intervals, and life balance. There were no statistically significant
differences or relationships among other variables, such as when comparing work shift to
occupational balance, health status,.cognitive and social difEculties, and lifestyle choices.
- 
In summary, there were no statistically signifrcant differences between day and
night shift workers in relation to occupational balance, health status, or lifestyle choices.
There were no statistically significirnt relationships between work shift and 6 out of 7
identified cognitive and social"difficulties. There was a statistically significant
relationship between work shift and subjective quality of life (SQOL) for 4 out of 6
subdomains of SQOL. There was also a statistically significant difference between day
T9 nigtt shift workers for excessive sleepiness during awake hours. Contained in
chapter 5 is a discussion of the results including interpretation of data comparison of
results to those found in thO lit€r-ature, and identification of possible influential factors on
the results.
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-Chapter Five: Discussion
Contained in Japter 5 is a discussion of the findings. The primary research
questionSwillbediscussedfirst,followedbythesecondaryreseilchquestions,and
finally th-g post hoc analyses. Chapter 5 will conclude wifli a discriSSioh algut limitatiohs.
. and potential confoundin$'factorsin tlie study.
Primary Research-Questions
There were two priryary research questions for the study. First, is there 4
statistically significant difference between day and night shift workers for the prevalence
of ocbupatio..pal balance? Second, ii there a statistically significant relationship between
work shiit an d subjecfive quality of life?
. 
Otcupation-al Balance andWdrk Shift. Occupational balance was defined as
. equal distribution of tinie (6-10 hours) dev-oted to work, rest and sleep, and leisure
occupations, usihg definitions from Marino-Schorn (198ti),-Wilcock (1998b), Nurit &
Mich6l (2003), an4 AOTA (2008). The majority (73%) of the total sample of shift
-workers did not divide their time equally between work, rest and sleep, and leisure
occupations, and were thus identified aii having occupational imbalance. An unexpected
- - finding of the curren-t study was that there was no statistically significant diffdftnce-
between day and night shift wbrkers for the prevalence'bf occupational balance, even-
though this was consistent with Rosenthal and Howe's (1984)'study. One explanation
fiight be the definition that.wasused fo1 occupational balance, which was based on equal
=_distributionof time among'bceupations (w6ik, rest and sleep, and leisure). An alternative-
definition might have yielded diffeient results. Rather than ascribe to the traditionaltime-
based definition of occfipatioha] balance, Wilcock (1993) theorized that occupational
_l- i-
E
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a
- 
balance is b,ased on fulfilling basic human needs inctrraing physici, social, mental, and
-rest needs. It 
-aV not be how inuch time the persbn-spends engaged in a certaih URg 
_of
. 
occupation, but the quaiity of time engaged and how well the 
"rrgag"*"rit-fiilfills the 
-
-pbrson's needs. There was no way to discern quality of engagement in the current study.
Wilcock (199Sb) identified shift workers as a populatibn at risk for occupational
: im-balance and hypothtis'ized that the c-onsequences of shift work included an inability to
successfullytlf4t one'i personal needs. An alternative hypotheSis for future research
might be that shi-ft workers have a higlibr prevalence of occupational iribalance in respect
to decreased quality of time engaged in o"".rputions-and ability to fulfill p.rronui needs '
74
as implied by Drake et at. iZOO+), Harrington (2001), and Schwartz and Roth (2006).
- 
Sfibjecli9e Quality oflife and-Work S[ift. Tirere was a statistically significant
relationship between work shift and subjective quality of life using the Psychblogical
General Well-Being Index (PGWBI). The subcomponenls of the PGWBI included
anxiety, depressed mood, positive well-being, self-control, general healtli, anA vi atity
scores including severe distress, moderate distress, and positive well-bei4g (Chassany-et
a1.,2004). On average, the day shift workers scored within thelositive well-being
category ahA ttre night shift workers scored within the severe distress category.ln the
' iglSRand Hgg-px#nati on,TlYo ofthe U.S. population scored *ittr positive *ett-
Zf,
*bei!g, 15.5% with moderdte difoe_ss, and 13.5% with severe distress (Chassany et al.,
2099. The results of the day-shift workers.in this sample were similar to the national
statistics from the Rand Healtli Examinatioh, while the results from the night shift
workers were well below the national statistics.
OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE
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Studies within the literature showed mixed results in regards to the impact that
work shift has on one?s 
lualiU of life. Lipovcan et al. (2004) measured'lquality of life,
life satisfaction, and happiness in shift and non-shift workers" (p. 3). The researchers
found that there were no statistically significant relationships between total quality of lifrJ, '
happiness, or life satisfaction when comparing night shift workers with day shift and non.
shift workeqg, but age was a factor (Lipovcan et al., 2004). Younger night shift workers
had decreased happiness and life satisfaction than older night shift workers while younger 
..
dayworker,]*.."happierandmoresatisfiedthanolderdayworkers.Itispossiblethat
night shift moie nelEtively affects younger people because oTthe different circumstances
(e.g. family and parental responsibilities) and tolerance for shift work (tipovcan et al.,
2004). 
=+.-
Paterson et al. (2011) recently investigated the relationship of mood and sleep
l-oss, using the Mood II Scale. In their study, Paterson et al. (2011) simulated an
environment in which-participants were exposed to a strict sleep-wake cycle in an attempt
to establish a baseline and measure and regulate the amount of lost sleep. The researchers
found that there were statistically significant relationships between sleep loss and activity l
++
level, happiness, depression, anger, and fatigue @aterson et al., 201l). Sleep loss was
correlated with decreased frequency and intensity of activation and happiness. Sleep loss
was also correlat"ed'with increased intensity of depression, anger, and fatigue @aterson-el
al.,20ll)..Although no studies have measuied the concurrent validity between thO Mood
II Scale and the PGWBI, similar terminolbgy is used between the two measures. See
Table 12 for a detailed comparison of the measures.
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In the present Study, night shift workers presented with an increased frequency'of
exc'esSive sleepiness during awake hours when compared to the day shift workers. Given
that.Patersor, 
"t 
AJ1ZOl l) reported-a statistically signific;t relationship b"t*een
decreased mood and sleep iorr, u possible explanation for the decreased-subjective
qualrty of life in the current study is excessive sleepiness. Of note, however, is that the
night shift workers in the current study reported more sleep hours than the day shift
workers but perhaps the quality of sleep among night shift workers wzrs pUo'rdr-thaii that
of day shift ribrkers.
Table 12
a
Comparison of Mood Scale II and Psychological General Well-Being'Index Using
Common Terminologt -
Mood Scale II
Variables Common Terminology PCWU Variables
Fatigue"
Fearu
Energetic; Active; Cheerful?b
Satisfied; Huppyno
BIue; Depressednb
Inactive; Sluggilhqb
Vitality; Positive Well-Beingb
Positive Well-Beingb
Depressed Moodb
Vitalityb
Happinessu
Depressionu
Hopeless; Insecure; Uneasyab Anxiety; Depressed Mood; Self-
Controlb
Note. Common terminology refers to descriptive characteristics that occurred in both
Mood Scale II variables and the PGWBI variables.
lPaterson et al. (201l)
bchassarry et al. (2004)
Additional explanations for decreased subjective quality of life among night shift '-'*'-' 
-
workers are limited melatonin secretion and personal control for work aeffiai.
Melatonin plays a role in regulating a person's circadian rhythm (Cagnacci et al., lgg2).
Night shift workers have been reported to produce lower levels of melatonin (Brzezinski,
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1997; Cagnacci et al., 1992). Amongst other purposes, melatonin is related to
psychological conditions such as Seasonal Affective Disorder and Depression, both of
which have sleepiness as a symptom (Brzezinski,1997).
" Researchers have shown that dbcreased control in work demands and work hours
is related to decreased subjective quality of life (Furnham & Hughes, 1999; Smith et al.,
2005). In 2005, the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics demonstrated that less than 20%o of
alternative shift workers reported control in the decision to work an alternate shift. The
company employing the participants of the current study was unionized. New employees
tended to work the night shift hours while the day shift was reserved for individuals with
i
more_seniority. Although the impact and existence of personal choice in work shift or
work demands was not a focus area of the present study, it might be a possible
explanation for the decreased subjective quality of life among the night shift workers.
Secondary Research Questions
Based on the findings *ithi" the literature review, there were several secondary
iesearch questions for the study. Health status, cognitive and social diffrculties, and
lifebtyle choices were compared with type of work shift, prevalence of occupational
balance, and subjective quality of life scores. Two post hoc analyses were performed. The
first post hoc analysis answered the question: what are the relationships between sleep
habits and subjective quality of life?.The second post hoc analysis answered the question:
is thefe a statistically significant difference between day and night shift workers when an
alternate definition for occupational balance is applied, known as life balance?
Additionally, is there a statistically significant relationship between SQOL and life
balance?
=C6rrelati0ns with Work Shift. There were no significant differences between
'l-l
day and night shift workers for health status, cognitive difficulties, or social diffrculties
(ryith the exception of excessive sleepiness). There were no statistically significant
.t
relationships between work shift dnd any of the lif-estyle choice_s. The results of the 
r
present study are surprising because-of the 
"*,"rrrir. "rid.rr.. in the literature.that
suggests that night shift workers hive a higher prevalence tf neatttr compiicitions,
:
impaired cognitive and social experiences, and occupations such as smoking and drinking
(Christiansen,"l996; Costa 1996,2003; Harrington, 2001; Kivimaki et al., 2001;
- 
"Knulson,_2003; Rajaiatnam & Afehdt, 2001; Wilcock, 1998b), . Researchers have
reported statistically significant relationships between woik shift arid metabolit,:=
disturbances (Biggi et al., 2008;i(vimaki et al., 2001), cardiovascular pioblems (Costa, -
-. 
.- 
1996; Harrington,200l; Rajaratnam & Arendt, 2001), gastrointestinal disturbances :
(Costa, 1996), and canoei (Costa et al., 2010; Megdale et al., 2005).
-
Researchers ha*note dthe healttry-worker effictthat might confound resrilts of
epideiniological studies'bf shift workers (Kivimaki et a1.,2001; Lipovcan et a1.,2004).
f : t:
: -The possibitity remains that individuals who work the night shift have choSon shift work
E
6ecause they are h:ealthy and can tolerate the demands of shift work. It is also possible,
especially given +e low reSponse rate in the present stu4y, that individuals who struggled
with health cbmplications, impaired cognitive and socidl-experience-s, and lifestyle
choices chose not to participate in the study. Participants might have been appreheniive
to report medicdl conditions or lifestyle choices, out of fear for negative responses from
their empioyer, despite the anonymity of the surveys.
.:
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variables might have influenced the results of the study. Health statuswdS meas*"a -Uy:-
,,,_garticinants 
checking a box ntixt to zuiy of the following conditidns: cardioVascular
-=*
probldms, hy@rtension, diabetes; ai[estireproblems, weightproblems, mdritat health
diagnosis, and cancer. Althoupli the participant might nof have bben diagnosed with one
L
of the listed conditions, he or she might have experienced gympto*r (e.g. heart burn,
stomach pain, flatulence), which were not specifieally addressed on the demographic
shEet, or the partffiantmi-ght nof have been_willing to disclose his or her.true he?lth
':-" * status;
There were statistically significant relationships between work shift and ttie
PGWBI subdomains of general-health and vitality. Questions relatedto general health
'=:-
included variables such as: frequency 5f illness, bodily disorder, aches, or_pains; healthy
: 
- -=-
enough to 
_c_arry.out activities of interest; and concern for one's health. Questions related
to vitality included variables sucli as energy level and feelings of active and vigorous
.. .;
versuS dirll and'sluggish. The euestions for general health and vitality_on the PGWBI 
-
:
were broad in ndhire, Sllowing more opportunities for self-perception of heblth stat-us. On= "
:-.' -
the othEr hand, health status on the demographic ShE6t was measur0d by sp"ecffied -
diagnoses and medical conditiohs. Given the discrepancy between the results of the
-demographic 
sheet and PGWBl.su6iiomains of general health and vitality, the usdof
diagnostic catbgories on thg demographic sheet might have been too limiting , - 
- 
.
---:
The majority of the individuals in the study experienced difficulty in il[ 41-eas of
cognitive and socihl skills which included excessivssleepinOss, trouble sleeping, slow
reaction time, impaired memory, trouble with concentration, aid low level of mo-tivation-
I
I
I
I
l*"
I
I
I
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and self-initiation. Night and day-Shift workers equally had difficulties iir tro,rUte
.sleeping, impaired memory, and trouble with concentration. Night shift workers reported
higher frequencies of excessive sleepiness, slow reaction time, and trouble fulfrlling
obligdtions to family and society when compared to day shift workers, whibhlis
consistent with several reports found in the literature (Akerstedt & Wright, 2009;
Culpepper, 2010;Drake et al., 2}}4;Rajaratnam & Arend! 2001). It has beeniuggested
* that night shift workers experience greater levels of excessive sleepiness because of
decreased quality of sleep @rake et al., 2OO4).
.r\n individual's internal_biological processes promote sleepiness during night ;
hours and wakefulness during day hours (Akerstedt & Wright, 2009). Night shift workers-
'might have difiiculty overcoming th-e iriternal drive to sleep during ttre riiltrt hours, the
-u
time in whibh he or she is working (Akerstedt & Wrighg 2009).Night shift workers
might have difficulty falling asleep andStaying asleep for a sustained amouni of time as a
o. ., .-.1.
result of the internal drive to be awake during the day hours (Akerstedt & Wright, 2009).
Environmental factors can have an effect on the sleep quality of night shift workers, such
as sunlight, noise, and intemrptions from others (e.g. phoneealls, door-bell). The
increased levels of excessive sleepiness might contribute to slow reaction time for night
shift workers (Culpepp er, 2010).
*
H3mngton (2001) reported that night shift workers have more trouble fulfilling
obligations to family and society when compared to day shift workers. Roles and
responsibilities that are especially challenging for night shift workers include: childcare,.'
household chores, shopping, anflleaving a partner home alone at night (Harrington,
2001). Schwartz and Roth (2006) reported that disturbed social relationships were
^i
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escalated when someone had Strit Wort Sleep Disorder (SWSD). The.results of the
current study. show that night shift workers had increased levels of excessive sleepiness
(one of the diagnostic criteria for SWSD) and troutle frrlfilling obligations to family and
- 
society,.which supportS Schwartz and Roth's (2006) findings.
In the present study, both day and night shift workers consumed varied qualities
of food while at work. There were higher rates of drinking alcohol among day shift
worliers. ihere were higher rates of smoking and taking supplements (prescribed by a
physician and ovei-the-counter) among night shift workers. Despite the increasediaies,
there was no statisticaily signifigant difference betwee. i", and night shift worketsfor
any of the lifestyle choices. *".*o are.partially consistent with studies found in-lhe
literature. Rlsearchers-conducting two separate studies @iggi et al., 2008; Kivimaki et
al., 2001) found that there was a higher prevale-nce of smoking among night shift
fiorkers. Biggi et al., (2008) repo*rt6d'higher incidences of alcohol consumption arirong
night shift workers while Kivimaki et al. (2001) found no statistically significant
differences in alcohol clnsumption between day and night shift workers. Costa (1996)
reported that niglit shift-woik0rs weie more likely to consume convefriEnce foods, such as
= ----
prepackaged food or energy drinks including coffee arid tea. Costa (1996) hypothesized
.*
that the poor eating habits of night shift workers contributed to the higher:prevalence of
gastrointestinal disorders. In the current study the increased use of medication among
night shift workers suggests poorer health and might be related to the poor scores for s
general health and vitality on the PGWBI.
:
Correlations with Occupational Balance. One of the primary purposes of the
present study was to investigate the presence of occupational balance (OB) between day
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and night shift workers based on the theory of the relationship between occupational
balance andhealth. The hypothesis vfas that shift workers tend to have a higher
prevalence of health complications because of a higher prevalence of occupational
imbalance. There were no statistically significant differences between individuals who
had ociupational balance and individuals who had occupational imbalance for any of the
variables that made up health status. The "health status" variables included the general
health and vitality subdomains of the PGWBI and th'e health conditions listed on the
demographic sheet: cardiovascular problems, hypertension, diabetes, digestive problems,
-weight problems, mental irealth diagnosis,-and cancer. The results of the current study
suggested that there is not an association between OB and health for the individuals who
paiticipated in the study. Given tlie overall healthy nature of the samplb, it was difficult
to measure the relatibnships between OB and health.
The relationr*p between occupation and health has been extensively researched
within the field of occupational science (Christiansen, 1996; Clark et al., l99l;Law et
al., 1998; Bggefs, 1984; Wilcock, 1998a) and is an accepted concept within the field of
oEcupational therapy (Clark et al., l99l; Yerxa et al., 1990). As health care providers,
occupational therapy practitioners use occupation as a means to promote better health
(AOTA, 2008). Occupational therapy_practitioners assist service users to establish daily
routines of occupations as an intervention strategy for health promotion (AOTA,2008). It
is surprising, tlen, tha! the r.rritr of the present study do not support the results of the-
theory that occupational balance is association with a better health prognosis with one
exception. Occupational balance was positively correlated with excessive sleepiness.
Participants who met the criteria for occupational balance had lower frequencies for
r T OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE "
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. 
and social skills.-
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excessive sleepiness than individuals who met the criteria for occupational imbalance.
There were no statistically- signifdant relationships between OB and the other cognitive
- 
Possible explanations for a lack-of relationship in the current study-include: : =
operational definition bf occupational balance used; outcomE measures for occupational
balance, hbalth status, and cognitive and'social diffrculties used; and the small sample
- 
siie. Occupational balance-is a familiarlerm in the field of occupational therapy,
;
however, a uniform and agreed Ppon definition for occupational balan_ce dqes not exist. -.: '
Contrary to the results oith. current study, Wilcock et al. (1997) found that increased OB
was associated with increased health status, based on OB defrnpd as self-perceived
" fulfillment of needs.-This concept will be further explored in the post hoc analysis :
- 
Correlations with Subjective Quality of Life. The study described herein is the
first that compared subjective quality of life with the health .*di,ion, and the cognitive
=: and social difficultes ttrat are reported as risk factors foi nigtrt shift workers. ftre aear*r
of literature on the'topic prompted the research question: is there a statistically significant
relationship between subjective.Quality of life and ryork shift? There was-not a
statistically significant difference between the categorical scores for subjective q-uality of -
life (SQOL) for any of the health:felated variables. There were statistically significant .: E
relationships betwden SQOL and selreral cognitive and social diffrculties. Tliere were
also statistically signifiCant relatiofishipi benveen SQp_L and the two sleep habits that-
were included in the post hoc analysis: number of intervals oirt.rp (napping) and
number of total_sleep hours. = 
.
. diScussion.
!_t
:
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-; The results of this study suggest that there is no association between health status
and SQOL in-this populatibn. Participants who experienced poor SQOL maintained good --_ - -
health, as defined bry the absence of medical conditions as list6i on the demogralhic
sheet. Similar to the relationship between occupational balance and health sthtus; it was '
difficult to measure the relationship between subjective quality of life and health status
dueto ihe overall self-reported-healthy nature of the ,u-pt".
=
Associations exis'ted.between SQOL and several of the cognitive and social-
difhculties. Participants *ho hail poor SQOL were more likely to experience the - i= *-:
following cognitive and sobial'difficulties at an increased frequency: exces3ive
sleepiness, trouble sleeping, trouble with concentratiofr, low level of mdtivirtion and si:lf *:
initiation, and trouble fulfilling obligations to family and society. Excessive sleepiness
has a similar prestintation as depression, with symptoms such as impaired memory,
.':
=.-dy:TSd concenhation, and lethargy (Culpepper, 2010). Culpepper (2010) cautioned the.
-miidiagnoses of,depression when the person might actually be coping with Shift Work
. 
Sleep Disorder (SWSD), which is'"a circadian-rhythm sleep disordef rdstrltingifrom a
sleep-wakepatternthat is out of alignment-witli the individual's internal cirCadian -
" rhythm'.1.(Schwartz & Roth, 2:,006,p.2365). Questions related to depression on the
.. 
-==
"- PGWBI included terminology such as: "depressed...down hearted and
blue...discouraged... and hopeless" (Chassany et al., 2004,p.zs)which app€ar more
-
specific to symptoms.of depression rather than SWSD. Stress has been hypothesLed as
*eof ,ne;,";r r"r6rrriUt" for the increased prevalence of health conditions among
shi! workers, especially night shii workers (Costa" 1993,2003; Culpepper, 2010;
Harrington, 2001). It can b" h*:,h"sized that stress'might play a role in the decreased
.84
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cognitive and social skills as well as subjective quality of life. Researchers have reported
that the stress Shift workers face might result from coping with the work.life baiance
(Bianchi & Milkie, 2010; Cilpepper, 2010;Fujino et al., 2}}L;Grosswald,2004;
g
ftarringttm, 2001). A shift work3r might alieady suffer from decreased quality of sleep
and thus,-excessive:sleepiness. The fatigued and exhausted shift workermight have
difficulties with work performance, maintaining responsibilities with family and society,
6nd managing activities of daily living, resulting in stress.
Jambon, Le Gal, and Pilate (1995) reported that insomnia is.associatea r,frtn
decreased subjectivequafifi of hfe. Jambon et al. (1995) used the PGWIII in order to =
:r==
rireasure SQOIjdiffeiences tibtween individuals who suffer from insomnia and those who
- do noi.ihe researchei raported that the mean PGIVB[-sqore for individuals who were
aiugno."a with insomnia ** S+.4 (Jambon, Le Gal, &Pilate, lggs),which would place
- the individual"in the "swere distiess" qLegory (Chassany et al., 2XL!).Participants who
did not,have insomnia scored a-mean PGWBL sc oriof 77 .3 (Jambon et a1., 1995), which
?
= 
- 
would place ttie individual in the "positive well-being" category (Chassany et dl; 2004).
Although insomnia was not measured in the current study, it is clear that decreased
' quantity and quality of sleep is associated with poorer SQOL in relation to anxiety,
' depression, positive well-b-eing, self-control, general health, and vitality.
A post hoc analysis was completed in which subjective quality of'life was
coiniparedto the two sleep habits: number of intervals of sleep (napping) and number of=
totil sleep hours. In the current study, individuals who slept for two or more intervals
.:
(napping) scored low_er for SQOL. In addition, decreased hours of sleep were associated
with lower scords for. SQOL. One hypothesis might be tfat when a person takes short
** +
E+-,:.
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naps rather than a long sustained duration of sleep, he or she might experience decreased
- 
=',qfality of sleep due to decreased ii-" it REM sleep; however, this hypothesis needs to
be investigated furthe1._
OccupatioiCl Balance yentus Life Balahce. A post hoc analysis of Marino
. Schorn's (1986) dgfinition of occupational balance andMatuska and Christiansen's
'-JJ 
--.-.
. (2003) definiti6n of life balance was conducted to deGrmine if how one d6fined balance
-related tb subjective quality of life. For the purposes of the current study, occupationai
- balance was defined as allocating 6-10 t o*, to each of the following categories of-
-occupations: work,"rest and sleep, and leisure. A concem with Marino-Schorn's
:
' - - definition is that the meaning and value that the occupation holds for the participant is not
';=
conSidered nd'r is theability foq th9 occupation to meet the participant's basic needs.
One might question whether or nOt equally distibuted dmounts of time among'
work,.restandsleep,andleisureoccupationsOir-surethatallphysical,sociaimental,and
"restneedsthatapersonhasarer1et.Anequalbalanceoftimedoesnotnecessarilymean
_' :: .the participant-frids meaning and value in an equilly distributed amount of time among
_ lo.r-k,r.st 
and sleep, and leisure occupations. Also unknown is whether equally
distributed amounts of time among work, rest and sleep, and leisure occupations a ...
_ 
contribute to increased health, well-being, and life satisfaction
, a Christiansen & MaturJka (2006) argued that a balanced life goes beyond allocating 
' 
-"-
.a certain.amfrnt of ti-e to activrjies. The authors 
"*ptuirr"a 
that the outcomes of a
balanced life(e.g. subjective well-being,-needs satisfaction, and low stress) also depend
on other characteristics of the relationshirps between occupation and the indiiidual, such
as meaning and Valiie of the activity, level of challenge aird interes! fulfillment of basic
ir
I
I'
I
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needs, and contributing to positive rela:tionships with others (Christiansen &-Matuska,
2006). Although iiwas not feasible to measure all the constructs of the Life Balance
- model, congruency between desired and actual occupational participationwas measured
post hoc.
-:*
Life balance was defined as answerilg "yes" to the question: are you satisfied
with the amount of time you devote tb work, rest aqd sleep, and leisure-related'activities?
Therdfrere no stEtistically significant relationships between occupational balance and
any of the subdomains of the PGWBI. Tltere was statistical significance betwebn.life
balance and subdomains of general health, vitality, and global (overall) psychological
general well-being. There was an increased prevalence of life balance among individuals
. with increased quality of life in the areas of anxiety, positive well-being, and self control,
although the relationships only approached statistical significance. The findings suggest
a
that equal distributions of time for work, rest and sleep, and leisure occupations
(occupational balance) is potentially not as important as the satisfaction with the balanc-e
o=f work, rest and sleep, and leisure occupations (life balance).-Participants who reported
life balance were more likely to have increased subjective quality of life in the areas of
anxiety, positive well-being, self-control, general health, vitality, and global (overall)
psychological well:being.
Matuska ana Lmistiansen (2008) viewed life balance as multidimenrioJ. Life
balance was defined as a two-fold concept. First, there must be a satisfaction in the
pattem of dai$ activity. Second, the pattern of daily activity must bd"healthful,
meaningful, and sustainable" (Matuska & Christiansen, 2008, p. 1l). That is; the
everyday configurations (i.e. routines) must facilitate aperson's ability to:
i
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(i) meet basic instrumental needs necessary for sustained biological health and
physical safety; (2) have rewarding and self-affrrming relationships with others;
. 
(3) fell engaged challengEd, and competent; (4) breate meaning and a positive
personal identity (Matuska & Christiansen,2008, p.l l).
Matuska <n|Zlfurther explained, "tb the extent that people are able to engage in
configurations of activities that address all of these needs-based dimensions, they*will
perceive their lives'as more satisfiing, less stressflrl, and more meaningful or balanced" 
_
@.Z2g)See Appendix J for a diagram of the Life Balance model. Thcrefore, on€ carl
assume that the participants in-the current study who w_ere satisfied with their balance
s-
were meeting the needs described by Matuska and Christiansen, despite unequal
distribhtion of time betrveen work, rest and sleep, and leisurebccupations. Individuals
who answered "no" might be ladking in frrlfillment of one or more needs, which might be
a result of decreased available time to participate in certain occupations (i.e. oocupational
imbalance). Time management is an important construct in the model of-life bblandb, but
is unique for each person's needs, and changes over time (Matuska & Christiansen,
2008). - 
__
There was a highgr percentage of participants who met the criteria for life balance
than for occupational balance. There was no statistically significant difference between
day and night shift workers for life balance. The results of the current study suggest that
life balance and occupational balance are not associated with work shift. A posSible
hypothesis is that the respondents who work the night shift have built a tolerance to shift-
work and therefore are adequately meeting their time management and needs-fulfillment.
88
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Limitations - ' 
..
-T ; The primary factors that might have negatively influenced the results d,f the
' current Study are the number of f6rlicipants who responded and the potertial foi the
healthy worker effect. Twenty.one employees at a local auto parts manufacturing plant
=$
- 
participated in the study, of which 14 were categorized as day shift workers and -seven as
night shift workers. Th9 sm{l sample size might have skewed the results, which would
.; -- 
--'* have iesulted .rn a fypgl] error.'.Fiequency statistics and'cross:tabulations-werJ rrsed to c:5=
-=
support fintlings and suggeSt emerging trends withiir th6 sample. Given the low re-spolse :
rate, itwas likely 
_that the various types of participants were ndt equallf represented (e.g.
those whb die healthy vs. those wfio are unhealthy; those with occupational balance vs.
those with occupational imbalance; those with high subjeCtive quality of life vs. those
biective quality of life). Given the extensi*lrd"r"e in the tit"*t*", it can - 
:-.':
with low su j i li xtensive evidence 
89
be.-assumed that there was not an equal representation of employees in regards to 
-- 
=
occupational balance, subjective quatity of life, health status, and lifestylechoices. It is
also possible that individuals with increased occupational balance and health-status were - ;.I = " 
=
,. i'
+-*-.,,* .-
1 _ 2 - --.
The outcome measures us_gd might have influenced the results. The time diary i
method was used to"measure time use because of the preliminary and descriptive nature * 
-
;'. t i 
-" a'
-of.the study. There have been no other studies to date that have outlined what activities
" :-
*:
make up a shift- workei:s ilay and related those results to occupational Salance. Health;
cognitive statuS, and'social'statusl* 6" measured objectively and subjbTtiVely. -
Objective measurement of health and cognitive status would have included physibal
examinati<in and standardizddbognitive assessments. Health and cognitive statuses have
e
-:-
:
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been objectively measured in the literature and were secondary.to the primary purposes
of the study. Therefore, subjective measurements with self-perceived responses werb
- n!
taken.
'= 
-:
Environment has been shown to influence shift work tolerance (Cost4 2003).
- 
Costa (2003) reported that "environmental conditions (e.g. lighting), job content,
fluotrtations in work lbad, time pressure, working hours scheduling, the number of
workers, and supervision l6v-els" (p, 85) can inlluence the tolerance to shiS yyor\and-
,", *ro"iui"a wittr shift work.
The nianufacturing plant from which the employ.* *.r" recruited allowed overtime
hours during the timE of data collection. The individually reported work"shifts might have
r:
T*
beenskewed when compared tb the data fromThe survey packets because of people
working'extenaea hours-and shifu that they do not-typically:vvsd(. A forrral ergon-orfiic 
=
+
assessment of the manufactuiiirfi plant from whiih the employees were recruited was not- 
-
completed. However,.it.was known that the company had an bnicampus health and
.wellness departinent as well as a pool and fitness center. It can be assumed that the
-:
company had an interest and inveqment in the well-being of rts employees. Since only
:. 
--:
one company-agreed to allow participation in the study, the effects of the specific work
environment could not be ascertained. A company to company comparison was ndt the
--...:.. .- :
intent of the study, but a wider pool of participants from more companiss might have
:f
resulted in a.inore normal distibution of worker characteristics.
Chapter Six: Summary
Conclusion
:,,
+ 1 The study described herein was the first known study to investigate occupational+
balance and qubjective quality of life-between day and night shift worker.. R.r.*.h".,
have reported negative symptoms associatdd with shift work, particularly night shift
work, including sleep disrirdeis (Schwartz & Roth, 2006),melatonin suppression
=
--lcagriacci et al., l992);metabolic and cardiovascular disorders (Biggi et a1., 200i8;
Karlsson et 11.,2001),and gastrointestinal disorders (Knutsson, 2003). Despite the
evidence for increased health domplications among night shift workers, little research has
been done to investigate probable cquses. Based on the theory that occupational balance
F
-is trssociated with health, two qi.restions were posed: l) is there a'statistically significant
difference Uei*."rr:auy ana nigttshift workers for the pr"rul"r"" of occupational .,
balance an$ 2) is there rstatistically significant relationship between work shift and
-_*
.subjective q'ualiry of lifg? Based on the foundatio-nal findings in the literature, s"1o-rrarry-
+
research questrond were inves$gated iniludinghealth status, cognitive *d .".ir; : -
-- 
difficulties;and lifestyle choices.- j_ - - - =:_
Twerity-oneemployees (14: day shift, 7: night shift) at a local auto parts -- -
:.
manufacturing plant completed survey packets containing a dembgraphic-shee! time
diary, and Psychological deneralWell-bEingfndex (PGWBD. The demographic sheet.
was used to collect basic demographic i4fonnltion as well as nreasure healtfrstatud,=
-= 
-i
=4--=
cognitive and social diffrculties, and lifestylE choices. The time diary was-used to collect
data on the occupations in which the participants engaged with a result of categori zation
= --,
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as having occupational balance or occupational imbalance. The PGWBI was used,to
measurc subjective quality of life.
There was a high prevalence of occupational imbalance among the total sample of
shift workers but there was no statistically significant difference between day and night
shift workers for the prevalerr"" oro""upational balance. Tolerance to shift work might
influence the result of epidemiological studies of work shift, and should be taken into
consideration. Althoug{r occupational therapists accept the theory of occupational balance
and health, there is a lack of a uniform and agreed upon operational definition. The
definition used for the current sfudy was a time-based definition proposed by Marino-
Schorn (1986) in wtriln occupational baiance was equal distri6r1i., of time amongst
work, rest and sleep, and leisure occupations. Alternative definitions for occupational
balance are based on chronobiology, balance among life tasks, needs fulfillment, life
balance, and role balance. Matuska and Christiansen(2068) focus on meaning, value, and
need fulfillment. Wilcock, who developed the concept of occupational imbalance, uses a
needs-based approach (1 998a).
A statistically significant relationship was found between work shift and
Subjective quality of life, which comprised the following subdomains: anxiety, depressed
mood, positive well-being, self-control, general health, and vitality. Night shift workers
reported lower levels of subjective quality of life. The mean global PGWBI score for
night shift workers appeared in the severe distresscategory as opposed to moderate
distress or positive well-being. One hypothesis for the decreased subjective quality of life
among night shift workers is the possible prevalence of Shift Work Sleep Disorder
(SWSD). Shift Work Sleep Disbrder is a circadian rhythm-based disorder in which a shift
92
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workef experiences excessive sleepiness during awake hours and/or insomnia during
_ 
sleep hours (Schwartz & Roth, 2006). Excessive sleepiness was correlated with work
d poorer subjective quality of life. - 
-o 
=
shift, occupational balance, an ife.
There were no statistically significant differences between day aicl night shift
workers for health status or lifestyle choices. There were no statistically significant
. 
relationships of cognitive diffrculties or social diffrculties with work shift (with the
-' exception of excessive sleepiness). There were no statistically significant relationships of
health status, cognitive difliculties, or social'diffrculties with occupational balance. ;
Statistically significant relationships were found between subjective quality of life and
several cognitive and social difficulties. There was no statistically significant differtince r - :
- 
between the categorical subjective quality of life scores for any of the health-rdlated
"variables. It was diffrcult to make conclusions about health status
healthy natuie of the sample. Factors that might have inlluenced the results include the *
. 
_small sample sizg,environment in which the participants worked, outcome measures #_
irsed, and thepotentipl for the healthy worker effect.
=--;
' ^ *i + a- A p6sthoe analysis was performed to compare the relationship between -i;
+.-*!
subjective quality of life (PGWBI scores) and the dala based on two different definitions
of occupational balarice. Marino-Schorn's (1986) definition of occupational balance was 
. 
'^o-
used foi the purposes of this study. Matuska and Christiansen (2008) proposed an
alternate definition, terrred "life balance" which was used for the post hoc inalysis. :
While there were no statistically significant relationships between occupational balance
as defined by Marino-schorn and any of the subdomains of the PGWBI, there was
93
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statiStical significance and tends towards significance between
of the subdomains of the PGWBI.
An additional area of investigation in the post hoc analysis was the crirrelation
between sleep habits and thE otnar',ra.iaUles in the study. Statistically significant
relationships were found between hours of sleep and subjective quality of life * *"ii 
^
,number of sleep intervals (napping) and subjective quality of life. Increased PGWBI
-scores were positiu.ty 
"oo.lated 
with increased hours of sleep while increased PGWBI
scores were inversely correlated with increased intervals of sleep (napping).
Strategies for Shift Workers
Information gleaned from the results of this study and Picard's (2011) short
course oii sleep aS an area of occupational therapy, were used to draft a handout for the
-=
employees of ihe auto parts manufacturing company. See Appendices L 
--lVI for a
complete version of the handout. The handout included a list of online iesources as well
as strategies for promoting positive well:being and quality of life by establishing a
"healthy 
routine and sleep habits.
-:* *- Recommendations for Fufure Research
The field of occupational therapy would benefit-from a consistent definition of
occupational balince. It&rino-Schorn (1986) has published onelnticle in which she used
the Marino-Schorn Activity Log'to investigate the relationst ip U.t ro""r, Occupational
balance and morale, using the time-budget definition. Wilcock et al. 0997)piloted a
questionnaire in which occupational balance was defined by variance in self-perceived
ideal and current levels of participation in physical, social, mental, and rest occupations.
Matuska and Christiansen's (2008) thebry on life balance is emerging and seems to be
balance and several
I
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more in ling- with the current views in the occupational therapy profession. Matuska and
Christiansen are in the process of publishing standardized assessments to measure life
balance, such as the Life Balance Inventory (Matuska, 2010; 2012). Furttrer research is
recommended with the focus on investigating the various definitions of occupational
balance that have been proposed, in order to determine which is most consistent with the
lived experience of the person.
If can be assumed that occupational balance differs for people across the lifespan
and during different phase; of life. An infant might need more rest than the other
categories. A young child might want and need more play than work or rest. Young
adults be$inning their career might desire more work so they can feel they are
contributing to their society and profession. Retirees might feel they deserve to relax and
desire more leisure. Further research is recommended for what constitutes occupational
balance and how it changes across the lifespan.
Stress is a major factor in health status. While this study did not specifically
measure stress, future research into stress associated with occupational imbal6nce and'
health should be conducted. Occupational balance and conflict between life roles might
directly associate with one's level of stress, and thus their health status. Future research
on the roles that shift workers are able to take on and role conllict might prove beneficial.
' Given that the literature and the study described herein support the relationship
between work shift and occupafiold balance and subjective quality of life, it is important
to keep the shift worker population in the forefront of additional research. The majority
of the published literature that examines night shift workers is based on the nursing
profession. Several professions-iricorporate 24-hour shift systems. As health care
'E=fi
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a
providers, occupational'th-erapistS have a duty to promote health and well-being for
t 
. 
- 
a 
' 
. ^ - i 
- i'i
poptlations at risk and effective interventions for the population of shift workers hinge3
' 
=4
on-futirie res6arch.
--
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= bccuparroNAl sALaNcE
'My name is Jennifer Langenberg. As an Ithaca College occupatio_nql theppy graduate^ 
=
student, f am inviting yoq to participate.in a reSearch study that ridll be used to identiff
*"* 
-" ,.possible trends between health StEfi{, occupational balance, subjective quaiity of life, and +
one's work shift. This study will fulfill the research-requiiements for graduation from the 
--=
occupational therapy program. OOcupational balance means that a person-spends equal
amounts of time in work, resV sleep, and leisurd activities. Su-bjective quality of life is
' how satisfied a person is with their life and the person's perceptions about their well-
"being- - *
_=
=
'*studies have found that shift workers, espe-cially nighf shift workers, are at increased . ..
=risk for health:ielated problems, includihg: cancer, metabolic disord6rs, cardiovascular
disorders,-gastrointestii.ral disorders,-and mor:. In addition, night shift workeis may suffer
fr9ry constant sleepiness, impacting their_work performance and productivity. They may i r '
be at increased risk for injury while at work, due to their sleepiness. At the end of this
presentation there will bth list o{1es9q{gh'qrticles that sup-port these findings_. 
-=
._ z-
4r u previous nigfitstrit *o'.ker, and-wife of a curient night shift worker, I have first- *
hand experience in the challenges.that shift workers face, including: finding time to Spend ;-
wittr farnily and friends, gettirlg-adequate sleep, constant sleepiness, eating substantial . 
-="-.-
= meals the same time each day, performing at my best while at worh fulfilling -
responsibilities to family and society, and running errands when stores, banks, etc. are
-,,opeqforbusiness. u - = :
.Each of,us chooses-to work the qffi we do for our various reaso_ns. We can adapt our
'lives to fit these work schedules and still live healthy; balanced lives.. But how? And what 
--"=
aspects of our lives affect our health-status? - ' 3 -
' ::,-
It is crucial that participants from all work lhifu participate in this study so that the-data
..can be used.to find diffeienEes among those shifu. Your unique circumstartce as a shift
worker in an ihdustrial facility in the Ithaca NY area malies your participa{ion greatly
irnpu.t the outcomes of this ssdy_. The results of this study will add to the limitbd 
-
' knowledge about occupational balance,'health, and work shift. It is my long-term goal to
*identiff possible explanations forwhy shift workers ilre more prone to adverse health-'.
conditions,.especially night shift workers, and developing a program that educates shift ;
workers on strategies to promote better health.
As a participant of [his study you will be asked-to fill out a demographic sheet,
presence of adverse health conditions, work environment, frork shift, and salary range. It 
=.
'.= ":-- -
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is expected to take 5-10 minutes to complete the Demographic Sheet. The-questionnaire
is titled tlie General Well-being Schedule" and asks questions related to recent feelings of
the participant's subjective quality of life including emotional and physical elementsbf
well-being. It is expocted to take l0-15 minutes to complete the Gtineral Well-being
- 
Schedul6. The Time Diary asks the participant to list the activities that they have done
during the tlay, and other information about the activities. Participants are asked to
complcte the.time diary for 3 days, including 2 weekdays and I weekend dan It is
expected to take l0-15 minutes each day to complete the Time Diary.
You ct choose to complete a paper version of these assessments and mail them back to
me, or complete an electronic version'of the assessments on Survey Monkey. All ofthe
assessments will remain anonymous and confidential. There will be no identiffing
information on the assessments other than a participant number, which will be used to
track how many assessments are distributbd and how many are received. The research
assistant will ralldomly assign participant numbers to each participant. She will not have
access to the completed assessments.i witt not have access to the form used to assign
participant numbers. Halfivay through the study, I will give the research assistant a list of
participant numbers that have notietumed the assessment packets. She will send a
reminder statement to those participants. All data will be kept in a lo-cked filing cabinet
located in the occupational therapy deparhnent at Ithaca College. After seven years, the- -
data will be destroyed via shredding.
To be*eligible to participate io tfr" study you must be over l8 years of age, employed fulI
timehs a Shift *orker in an industrial setting, and bEable.to read and understand an
Eirglish version of the assessments. As an incentive to participate in the study, all
participants of the study will be eligible to enter a drawing for a $100 Visa Gift Card.
Alib,tif you decide to participate in the Study, you may choose to lvithdraw from the
study at any time.-
If you are interested in participating in this study you can contact the research assistirit,
Christine Slocombe, via email at shiftworL.study@gmail.com or phone:at (413) 687- ,
S0O+ with your mailing address or email address depending on whether you would prefer
"mailed or electronic assessments. If you have any questions about the study you can
contact me via email dt ieh.langenberg@gmail.com. or by phone a{(215) 692-3961.
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-:= Appendix B: Statement of Second Contact
Dear (company name) employee, *
Thank you so much for your time for me to be able to present my researcl_r sfudy to you in.
the last couple of weeks. As I reminder, the study is looking at trends between the work
shifts in regards to balance in one's life (occupational balance), subjective quality of life,
and health status. When I began learidng about occupational balance as a principle in
otcupationaltherapy,Iimmediatelythoughtback.onmyexperienceSasashiftworker
and became interested in how it manifests itself in shift workers as a whole. One major
areabf occupational therapy that can help shift workers is through establishing practical
and efficient routines. My hope is to use -this research to find trends among the different
shifu, an'd ilevelop a progfitm that educates shift workers on strategies to promote better-
health and a more balanced life.
Shift workers are often ciVef l6oked in iesearch about health, wellness, and/or a balanced
life. Yet, shift workers are very familiar with the implications that shift work has on their
health and well-being. Shift workels deserve to be included in the research so that trends
can be identified and adverse health conditions and occupational imbalance can be
avoided. r *
You are amonga limited arrmber of people who are invited to participate and each
response is crucial to the success of the study's outcomes and possibly a foundation
for'further research in the future. My hope is to have at least 100 interested
participants for each shift so that the data can be deemed reliable and valid..Please
consider participating in this research study and eontact'Christine Slocombe by
December 3r.2010 with your contact information and preference of paper or online
surveys. You can email Christine at shiftwork.study@gmail.com or call'her at(413) 687-
8004.
Th-emk ybu!
Jennifer-Langenberg
Ithaca College
Occirpational Therapy Graduate Student
Phone: (215) 692-3961 ' c
Email : ien.langenberg@ gmail.com
-..... OCCUPATIONAL BALANCE 1OO
Ap'pendix C: Email Correspondence from MAPI Research Institute 
-
Permission to Use PGWBI on Survey Monkey
Dear.Jennifer,
.- .*_ n
Thank you very much for yow consideration and patience. The online version of the
PGWBI conforms tb the copyright regulations so you have our approval and you can start
adminiStering it to patients. Preferably, we would like to see the copyright detaits on
every page but I know this may not be possible so don't worry about that if it causes too
many complications
We-wish you alithe best.
Kind regards,
Amy
Come scc u at:
*'IJPOR (Noumber 6-9tb) at tbc Pragrc Congrcss Ccttcr in Prag*c
* CBI's 7tb Fontn on Paticnt Kdportcd Ottcoacs (PP,:O) (Nouabcr t7-18'b) at fic
Hltatt Rcgcncl in Pbiladclpbia
Amy Winterbotham
Project Assistant
PRO Inf ormation Support
MAPI RESEARGH TR.UST
27 rue de la Villette 169003 Lyon I France
Tel: +33-(0) 4 72 13 65 75 | Fax: +33 (o) 472 L3 66 82 I
awinterbotham@mapiorouo.com I www.mapi-trust.oro I www.mapil
research.com I www.qrouoemapi.com I www.prooolid.oro I www.mapi-
piolabels.qrq
Before printing, think about environmental responsibility
:
I
I
I
I
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Appendix D: Cover Letters
Dear Eligible Participant,
You are receiving this assessment packet because you have expressed interest in participating in the
research study titled "Occupational Balance: A Time Use Study of Industrial Shift Workers." As a
reminder, the research is designed to examine the relationships between health status, occupational
balance, subjective quality of life, and one's work shift. Occupational balance means that a person
spends equal amounts of time in work, resV sleep, and leisure activities. Subjective quality of life is
how satisfied a person is with his or her life and his or her perceptions about their well-being.
The information from the study will add to the limited knowledge about occupational balance, health,
and work shift. It is the long-term goal of the researcher to identity possible explanations for why shift
workers are more prone to adverse health conditions, and to develop a progftlm that educates shift
workers on strategies to promote better health.
All surveys axe anonymots. Please do not put yout namc or any other identifying information on
either the surveys or envelopes. All information returned to the researcher will remain confidential
and will only be accessible to the researcher. If you feel uncomfortable with any of the questions on
the surveys, you may choose to leave the question blank. You may withdraw from the study at any
time. Please return all surveys, even if they are incomplete, using the envelope provided by December
19,2010.
There are three surveys in the survey packet: the Demographic Sheet, Time Diary, and General Well-
being Schedule. The Demographic Sheet asks questions related to the presence of adverse health
conditions, work environment, work shift, and salary range. It is expected to take 5-10 minutes to
complete the demographic sheet. The General Well-being Schedule asks questions related to recent
feelings of the participant's subjective quality of life including emotional and physical elements of
well-being. It is expected to take 10-15 minutes to complete the General Well-being Schedule. The
Time Diary asks you to list the activities you have done during the day, and other information about
the activities. Participants are asked to complete the time diary for 3 days, including 2 weekdays and I
weekend day. It is expected to take 10-15 minutes each day to complete the time diary. Although you
are encouraged to complete the time diary throughout the dey, please do not fill it out while you
are at work. Please return all three surveys in the same envelope.
As a participant in this study, you have the opporhrnity to enter a drawing to win a $100 Visa Gift
Card. If you choose to withdraw from the study you forfeit the right to enter the drawing. The
drawing will occur on December 20,2010. Entries will be collected from participants who are
employed at fiist of companies]. The name of the winner will be announced on December 21,2011.
The results of the study will be made available to all participants by the researcher in aggregated form
via a report distributed to the supervisors at your employment site. By submitting the entry form for
the drawing for the gift card, you give permission to the researcher to disclose your name if selected as
the winner.
Sincerely,
Jennifer Langenberg
Graduate Student
Occupational Therapy Department
Ithaca College
Email : ien. laneenbere@.email.com
Phone: (215) 692-3961
10L
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Dear Eligible Participant
You are receiving this email because you have expressed interest in participating in the research study titled
"Occupational Balance: A Time Use Study of Induskial Shift Workers." As a reminder, this study is looking for the
relationship between heal& status, occupational balance, subjective quality of life, and one's work shift. Occupational
balance means that a person spends equal amounts of time in work, rest/ sleep, and leisure activities. Subjective quality
of life is how satisfied a person is with his or her life and his or her perceptions about well-being.
The information from the study will ad to the limited knowledge about occupational balance, healttr, and work shift. It
is the long-term goal ofthe researcher to identify possible explanations for why shift workers are more prone to adverse
health conditions, especially night shift workers, and developing a program that educates shift workers on strategies to
promote better health.
Your perticipant number is:
Please include your participant number where applicable on all ass€ssment forms. In order to ensure that the forms
remain anonymous please include only the participant number. Do nol put yout namc or any olher identifying
informaion on any of the asswsrrrentforms All information returned to the researcher will remain conhdential and
will only be accessible to the researcher. If you feel uncomfortable with any of the questions on the surveys, you may
choose to leave the question blank. You may choose to withdraw from the study at any time. Please complete all
surveys by December 19,2010.
There are three surveys in the survey packet: the Demographic Sheet, Time Diary, and General Well-being Schedule.
The Demographic Sheet asks questions related to the presence of adverse health conditions, work environment, work
shift, and salary range and is expected to take 5-10 minutes to complete The Generel Well-being Schedule asks
questions related to recent feelings of the participant's subjective quality of life including emotional and physical
elements of well-being and is expected to take l0-15 minutes to complete. The Time Diary asks you to list the
activities you have done during the day, and other information about the activities. Participants are asked to complete
the time diary for 3 days, including 2 weekdays and I weekend day. It is expected to take lGl5 minutes each day to
complete the time diary. Although you are encouraged to complete the time diary throughout the day, please do
not fill it out while you are at worlc
As a participant in this study, you have the opportunity to enter a drawing to win a $Ifi) Visa Gift Card. If you choose
to withdraw from the study you forfeit the right to enter the drawing. The drawing will occur on December 20, 2010.
Entries will be collected from participants who are employed at flist of companies]. The name of the winner will be
announced on December 2l,20ll along with the results of the study, to all participants. By submitting this entry, you
give permission to the researcher to disclose your name if selected as the winner.
Each assessment has a unique web link. These web links are listed below. Completion of all the surveys is very
important to the outcome of the study, as trends will be analyzed amongst the surveys. The entry form for the drawing
is optional.
When you are working on the surveys, when you click "Exit Survey" it automatically saves your survey so that when
you click on the survey link agairL you will start where you left off.
. Participent Demographic Sheet [http://www.surveymonkey.com,iVdemographic_sheet]
. Time Diery: Weekdey I ftup://www.surveymonkey.com/Vtd_weekdayll
. Time Diary: Weekday 2 [http://www.surveymonkey.com/s/td_weekday2]
. Time Diary: Weekend Dey I [http://www.surveymonkey.com/Vtd_weekend]
. General Well-being Schedule [http://www.surveymonkey.com/Vgwbs]
. Entry Form For Drawing For $100 Vise Gift Crrd [http:/iwww.surveymonkey.com/Ventry_form]
By completing and submitting the surveys you certify that you:
Give informed consent to participate in the study
,'*, Are over l8-years old
: Are employed full time as a shift worker in an industrial setting
: Can read and understand an English version ofthe surveys
Sincerely,
Jennifer Langneberg
Graduate Student
Occupational Therapy Departnent
Ithaca College
Email : jen.langenberg@gmail.com
Phone: (215) 692-3961
to2
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Appendix E: Entry Form for Drawing
f,ntry l"orm l.or llrrwlng
Prizc: $100 Visa GiJ, Cord
Plcrsc trll rn lhc cntry lornr and rclum lo thc rcrcarchcr tn thc smull cntr'hrpc rncludcd rn thc pJ(Lct- PL.asc sc.s
thc cnuclopc- lt \* ill hr scpJHlrd lnrm thc run'c! drrLumcnts irnd (lpcncd 
.|usl prlor til thc drnu tng.
Namr':
Ilow would you likc to bc contrctcd if you winl
I I Ptone:
I lEmail:
I lMail:
Sueet Address
C,lyJlrt.ZiP
By rcrunring this entry' {orm. yoo givc pcrmrlri{ro lo ttrc rcs.ar-hcr to disr-losc yorr nrrnc rl stlcstcd as thc
wrtrDcr.
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Appendix F: Participant Demographic Sheet
Prrriclpsn t Demogrephlc Shcct
Elckground: Studrcs havc shrru'n thul ihrtt E(i]l('ri- s[Euall! lh'ra wlxr urrrk nrtlht ihtlf . lrc at inrrcescd rir\ lirr
hr'alrh prohkms. tnlirmuti()n liom thc dcnrosr.ph!( shcct slll trc uscd to inr()rm tha rcsirlhfr.txrut
Frtr'ntirl ltnls txl*ccn hcdlth stdlut- rf,(updltunal halancr'- suhi!.(trrc qurlll ol liic and sorli shrtt.
llireclioos:
l. Fillrrutrdentll'tinFdrlr.ln{luding:Birkshrll-vcariwr}rhinF{!DthJlshtll.apc-sndgcndcr,Plardonota,Tatc
yol{? ,'/,,r,c an thit shcat.
f . Pluc a chcck miut mrt t() mr of thc errndilionsi lifcrlvl(' dhrri(cs thdt t$u hnyc.
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Il() ) ou pf,rlrlie in rn1 o[ ttc lollo*ing xtir ilits:
I--_- ll hilc.l rorl.
you primrrill'
cra:
,
Jcnnrlir Lcnginbcrg
(X-cuprtronrl Thcrapy. Gradulc Studcnl
lrhlca Collcgc
lndirate lour reJrrl rangc:
Othcr lrxrd lilrnr lkrtnc
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Appendix G: Time Diary
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Appendix H: Psychological General Well-being Index (sample version)
t
Tl lt: (iEIJER,\L \\'ELL-BEIN(i S('l ttrDl lLt:
\ \\l l: 5l \ \l r l|.\r,t:
108
La-st
RE.4D: Thr.: st<lktn ol tht
hutt'heet gtrtng utlh rtxt.
I tr.l i. l r.:rl i,
r:idminillt.,n tontutns.rt,es'ri{rrlr ulxuil htnt' 
.t'ttu lttl urul h*t thin2i-,;
For urch qr,csttt)n thuk [ | the uns'nrr x.htch hlr:;t uppltcs tfl.r'tttr-
1. llorr' hrvt 3ou brcn fudtng la gtntnl durlng thc pst m,onth?
l{hd!l .rtrd }\rr,
ln crrcllcnt rliritr ...........
!n rrry'gouJ spint-.i
ln gtxrrl spints mtrslly'
I hlrc hccn up and do,*'n in spiriu n lot .....--..--..-
In low spiriLs mos-tl!' .....-....
ln rcry lort spirits
llora nllcn rl'crt !i'ou bothcrtd bl raf illarsr. hodily- dlrordcr. rcher or
p*ins during lic prrr laotlrt?
l(ha.(l 0n. hot)
llvcn rjav
.Almost ct cr.v tlay
.thout halIot'thc timr
\rr* lnd thcn. hut lcss th:rn h:rll'thc trnlc ..............
R;rrcl1' ....,...-.
Nons'of lhc tinrc .....-...-...-
Dld 1'ou frr:l dcpresrcd durlng tht p*t month?
I (1c!L r{d t\[ t
Yt'x - lo thr'Jxrint that I tr'lt lilic tlliing my lilc
Ycs - to thc poinl that I did n<rl ciuE abrrut anyrhrnl;
t'cs - r'cr-r depn:rscd almosl ct'cr1' &;- ......--.......
l'ts - quitc drpress,trl sevcral linrcs ........-...
Ycs - r littlr: dcprtssct! norl unrJ thcn .,............
No - ncrsr rclt dcprcrsctl at all .............
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E
E
E
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llerr. 1'oo bccn in Jlrm coolrol o[ lour bchs'ior. thoughts. cmotionr
0r frcllngr during tLr prrt month?
l('h(iI rrn! tIrtl
Ycs. d*'linitch su,..-..........,
tt'es- lirr tht nrust F:rrr ....,-...-..,..(ir'ncr.rlly' s{) ..-........-.....
\ol trxr *cll ............-..
Ntr. .rnd I lrrr :omcrt hat rlisttntrcrl
\tr. and I :rnr tcry tlr-sturh.'d
llatc rou brcn bolhrrrd bl ocnourDcrr or lour "ncrrrr" durinj
tbc prst monthl
It ldrl Lrn( H,r l
li:rtrcmcly., sr, - to thc pr)tnt $'hcrL'I couhl mrt r*ork or Lrlic rans ol'thrngr .-...-
\"rn' murh s() ................. . 
-.
l-rrill,- 
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\ut al all
llo* much rBGrlLr.. p(pr or rilrllty did you hatc or fcd during
tbr prst raonth?
I ( 'hrrl rrtrd l\rt I
Vcn' l'ull ol r:ncrH!' - lots of pcp
I'arrl1 cncrgctir must of thc tim*
Ity cncrgl lcrcl rurit'rl quitc u hrt . .: .. ...........
Gcncrulll lot*'in cnttgl rrr p.;F
Vcn' lorr tn cn(rgj* rr F!.rp nrust o[ thc timc'
.\o cnr:r1:y' or Fr'p lt :r!l - I fclt dr:rirrrl. slppcd
I lclt dorlnhtsrtrd rnd blut during lbt prsl monlh.
i t jrcJl .,nd lr'\ r
A littlc of thr time
Sumr ol'thc tinr -...-.......-.
,\ grxrd bit ol-th,c timc ..............
lvlmt o[ thc timc -....-...-.-..
r\ll olthc timr ....-...-...-.
cnough to txflhcr rrrc ...........-....
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E.
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\l crc 
-rou Ecnr.rrll!' trnrt or did 1ou ftcl nn1' lcorion during thc prsl month?l(1lcd[ dns t\rx t
Ycs - rltrcrrx'ly tcnsc, nil)tt or all olthc timc ..............
Ycs - r'crl trnrd: m(hit uithr tinrc
Nrrt ricrx'r:rlly trnsc. hut did tr(l l-arrly tttsc rtveral timcs ....-.......
I lr'lt u littL'tcrt-sc,ir, lrry tirncs
\'Ir grncr:rl tcnsion ltlcl r.r'as quitr: lor*
I nurtr ltlt ttrlrd or irny trnsion at all .............
llorr hrppl'. rutirlled. or plcrcd hrrc 1ou bccn with rour pcrsoael llft
during th.: psrt mo$th:
li }r('LL iltr( hrr I
l:xlrcrrrcl! hrpn-, - <ould not harc bccn murc sati-slit'd or plc'ascd
Vcn' happl rnost ()l'thc ltnk' ..............
( icnrru I 11' s:rti-.ilicd - plca>.cr.l
Somrtimc:. fairll, happ;-. s()m{timc\ I airly unhappy'
(icncrall l tliss.rtistitd or unhrpp)'
Ven drssalislicd or rrnhapp1- nrrlst or all thc timr'
llld you frcl hcrlthy cnou*h lo crrrl ort thr thingr 1ou likc to do
or hnd to do durlni thr prrt month?
I l-1ltil dnd t f,t I
Ycs - de linitcly :o ..........-..
I trr thc nrrrst parl
I lc:,rlth prtrhlcnrs limltcd lrtr' tn stlmc tmptrrt:lnl $'u-.-r ....,. .......
I rr ls onltv hculthy enoulth l(t lJlc cdrr oI m1'sclf
I ncr'dcd xrnx hrlp in tukinc r::rrc ol'my'stll
I nccrlcd s{}mcrrnc to hr'lp mc rrrth mosl or all olthc thin.qs I hld to do .-,..-,...
llerc lou ftlt xr rrd. dirtourrgtd. bopdcr* or bld ro msot' probltms
thrt y.ou $ondrrcd il enlthing r,r'rr rlorthrtille during lhc prsl roooth'|
l(Jleil t,ns [\tx,
Iirtrtnrcl;* xr - to thc potnt lhat I havc iust ahout grrcn uF .-...............
Vcn' muth :i() ............-....
Quitc l hit ..-...-..........
Sonrc - rnoul;h to ho[hcr nld ................
A lrulc bit ................
Not at all
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I rro&c up lc(Unt frech end rstrd dorlng tbc prsl ooath.
I { 'hG'Jk rrnd t\rx I
Nonc ttt thr' tinrt' .....-...-....
.'\ hnle rlf thc tinrc
S$trrc rrt'thr lirnc -...-.........
..t gorrd bit of thr timc ....-......-..
I'Lxt trl thc rinrc .....-..,.....
,.\ll ut thr tinte ............-.
llere 1ou bcen roEccrncd. rtorrltd. or hrrd rnr- fcrnr rbout your hcrlth
dorltrf thc pxr{ m{}rth?
t t ]|cc\ trar. trrx t
Iiltn-mr.ly so .--... -..........
Vcr-.* much :rrr ...."-..-.....-..
Quitc r t tt ..".-..,-..-...-.
Sonrc. trur rx{ a lul
Prirtrcrlly nc!'Er ...,.-......
\rrl :tt.rll
llnrs Iou hrd ro-r' rcuoi lo lloader if lou nrrr losing 1'our mind.
or lorilg contrnl otr.r thc srt' tou rcl. trlk. rhinl. frrl or of 
-lour
mrrrtorJ durlng thc prrt month!
It'}|(-l ,rn( hrr I
\rrl ll Jll()rrlr 
.r !rttlc
Strtttt - hut mrl cnrrugh to bc errtecrrx'd tlr $()rricd ahoul ..-...,-..-.
\ruill: Jnd I hal'c *L*n l litllc ronccrn.'<i .-...........-,.-
S.'nlr rrnd I :rrn quitc r{rh-frnctl
Ycs. rcry nruch so.rnd I :rlrr \cr"t' etrnc{rnrd .,,...........,-..
lI1 drll-r lifr *'nr lull of thingr lhrt rlcrc inlcrr.rling to nrt durlag
thc p*rl month.
{ -n-i[ ,:a; htr t
Nonc ot-thc tinrr'
ir 1l-, r.lllt-,
Sunrc ol'lhc tinx'
.\".,': l:^r liltr-
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Dkl 1'ou frtl rttire. r'igonrul or dull. rluggirh during thc prrt month?
l('hdil onc l\rr I
Vcry activc. vigorrrus cr'cn dlv
\.ltxtly- jrtlild. \,igr)rous - nc\rr rcully- dull. slul;irish
I-:nrrh activrj, r'iguru,us -:*'I&rnr tlull. slug:lrsh
I'urrly dull. :.luggish - scldom actilr.. r"igorou:i ...,...........-.
\'Iosth rlull. sluggrsh - nc\rr rc:rllv activq. r'igrrnru-s
Vcry r!u[[. sluggish cvcry dav
llnr.r.-ou bccn enrlous. trorrlcd. or uprtt duriag tht psf mooth?
l( hcrL .rnr t\rx t
lirtrcmcly so - lrr thc pornt oI hcing sick or almost rick
\ cn rrrutlt sr) ........
l-irjtl,_..t 1 I
Srlnli - tntrugl: lrr h0llttr tll{ .. ............
.\ lrtti': hit
\trt lt.rll
I rtcr rmoli{rnelly rtrbk rlrd rurG o[ m;-rtlf during thr: parl monlh.
I ttdrli rrBc hrrr t
\unc ot'the tinx ..-..-...,...-
.'\ lrttlc oi thc timc
Sontc ol'thc linlt' ..............
A gcrtxl trit trIthr tiDrc ..-.-...-...-.
llust trl- tht' tinrr' ..............
..\i! ut thc linrc ........--....
Dld you fret rclrred. ct crrr or high $ruqii. tfuhl. or lt1'cd-up
durirf thr p*rl monih?
l('hdik Dtrd hirx t
fr'lt rcl;rxed rrx, :rt (':Lsr'ttrr uhtrlc month ,..--......
Iclt rtlurcd srx] al t'il-sc most ol'thc ttrnc -.,..........
Cicnrrelly li.lt rr'latcd but at timcs ll'lt tairll' high suunii
(icncrall;- l'elt high srun!-: bul d trmcs ll'lt lilirly rcl:ncd
lclt hi-eh stnrn$. tight. or kcycrl-up mtxt o[ tht timc ...-..........
l'clt hieh strun!{- tieht. or kc1'cd-up thc *'holc month .-.-.....-.
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20. I fr.lt chccrful. lighrtcrrtcd during lic prrt montft.
I ('hltl unc h{rx }
Jtune ot- thr' tinrr .........-...-
A littlc u[tlx tim*
Sornr ol ttrc tinx ....--..-.....
A Sqoul bir of thr timc ....-.......-.
\,fost trf thc tirnr' -,...-........
113
:t. I feh ttrcd. tr'ora ouL uncd up. or crhrrslcd duriql thc plsl oonth.
l( her\ .;rne tsx t
\ronc of thc tirtx 
-........-....
A hulc of *rc rinre
Sorrrc ofthc tirrx ..............
A g*xxl bit of tlrt tinrc .--.---.-",.-.
\.t*s1 ul tllr' tinr,.............
All of thc tixrr ,...........-.
Here 1on becn uedcr or fclt lrro r'trt undcr rny rrtreln. rtrrtr or
prrcr.furc durlng the pst month?
t (.}rrvl orr' hor I
t-cs - almo:;t mort' lhrn I ttruld b,car or stantl .--........,.
Ycs - qurtc u hit oipre-.;surt .......--..-......
Ycri- xrtnc - nilfc th:rn u:iu:rl ..,..........
Ycs- somc - but utx)ut u-rual ...-.........
t'ss - a littl+ ............-
Not al all
tr
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tr,
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Appendix I: Field Test Feedback Form
llcar El r-qlhlc Partrcrpant.
!vlv' nlmt ts Jcnnrlcr Llngcntrcrg. r\s an lthsca Collcgc rrrcupauonal thcrapy grlduatc sludcnt. I anr
tntitln$ you lo parttctpalc rn a rcscsmh stud)'thal u'rll bc uscd to rdcntriy possrblc trcnds trctrrrcn hcalth
stxtuli. r-K{upstional hrlstcc, sublct'ltlc qualrty ot'lili, snd onc's u'orl shrli. Tlrrs study'*'rll tultill thc
rcscsrch rcqurrcrn nts tbr grrdustton trom thc ocl-uFstronlrl thcrrp]- Frogrirnr. Ousupstnnal h$tance
mcxni lh$t a pcnron spcnds cqual nmounls ol'trmc rn u'ort. rcstr slccp. end lclrun fftivrtrcr. Sut-t(.ctl\c
qurlrry'trf ltli ts hou' satrsticd a fx{srrn rs $'rth lhur lrlc' rnd lhc pcrson's ncrccptrons rbout t}crr u'cll-
bcrn-q.
Your partrcrpouon dunng thc licld tcst str*( ol'thc smdy *rll h^* uscd to drtcrmrnc thc qulllt-v snd
cllicrcncv ofths surr'*!s thit rr€ uscd rn thc stud!'. -fhrs ri s r,cry rnrporlatrl domponenl lo ot'thc rcscarrh
stud;-, snd you rrc onc of a sclcct lt*' r*'ho :rrc rnvrtcd lo partrcrpsts. Thc rnlbrmatron l'rom thc *rud1, u'rll
add to thc lunitcd kno*'ledgc about oecupltronsl halanrc. hcalttr- and *ork ;hrll. lt ls rhc long-tcrnr goal
ol thc rcs€Er[hcr to rd<{rtrty porsrhlc cxptanalrons lbr n'hy shrtl rrortcrs rrc tnorc pmDc lc rdvcBc hcalt-h
condruons- and to dcvrlop e pro-grrnr that cdurutcs shill n'ortcrs on stmtcglei lo pronrolc bettcr hcahh.
All survr.1.s BrL. rnonlmous. Pletsc lo not put yv,rr nailc or rn! orhfi iCrnrt.fyit g intbranion on
either rtc santdys or envr:lopct All rntbrnratrsn rc{umcd to thc rcscrruhcr u'rlt rcmarn conlidcnlrol and
'a-rll *nly'trc scccrerblc to lhc rcs{srchcr. ll';-ou ii'cl uncomlbrtshL'*lth any ol.lhc qucstrons on thc
sun.<v:i. you nrsy (huJrc !o lcrtc thc t{ucrlion blanl. \'ou nr,ly wtthdrau' l'rpnr thc rlud,.- at anv limc.
Plcase rctum all run'cy. s. crcn rf thcl,irrc rnronrplctc. usrnF thc cnl'('lop!'provrdcd ty^ l\londay.
Novembcr t,2010.
-l'hcrc lrc thrcc sun'r1's rn lhr' suncy packct: thc llcmographir Shcct. '['rmc Drary-,. and (icncral Wcll-
hr.rng Sc hcdulc. -Ihc Denogrrpbic $hc:t lshs qucstrons rclslcd lo thc prcr.ncc ot' adlcrsc hcalth
rondrtrons- n'orl cnvrronment. $ort shrtl- and salary rangc. lt is cxp{.lcd to trkr'5-10 minulrs lo
i;ornplcte thc dcnrographr!- shcrt. 'fhc (irlcrrl lVcll-bcing Sckdolc asks qucstions rchtr'd to rcccnl
t(.(.hn$!i ot-thc Frnrctprnt's suh.lcttrtc qualrty ol'lifc rncluding cnrotronat and physrcal r'lcntcnls ol '*cll-
bcrng. lt rs crp{:rtc{, to tslc l0-15 mrnutci to complctc tht'(irncral ll'cll-bt'rng Sthr'duL'. 'fhc Tirc
Dtery as},s:rou to list lhr'lrtilrtrcr you hatc donc dunng thc day. and othcr rnlirrmatron ahout thc
J!-tr1lttL.s. Parlrcrprntr src askcd to somplctc thc lrm< durr.t' tbr 
-r dr1's. rncludrng 3 *.cckdays and t
*.cctcnd dr;-- lt rs cxpccted to tntc ltl.l5 mlnutcs each da1' to camplctc lhc trmc drary. . Although you arc
enr:ouragcd to compk1c tlrc timc drary as your &y progr€:is('s. plerrsc do nol till out thr'Onre drary dunng
1'our rr,ork shitl. Plcasc rcturn nll lhrcc run'cys in thc sanrc cntclopc.
I'hank you vcry much frrr 1'our timr'ond constdcnng rn narttctp{trng rn lhc licld lcst ol thls rcsclrch studv.
Srnccrcly,
Jcnnrisr Langcnhcrg
tirrrdu*tc Studcnt
()<cupatronsl Thr'rrpy Dcplrtmcnt
Itheca ('ollcgc
[:mu r[ : 1 ; n. hugrBbi rgrts$I.l tl. i!t[l
Phtrnr': I I I 5 I 693-1116 I
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Dcar Purtiuipsttt.
Ih.rrrL 
-rou trr prvticrpltrng in tht lirld trct of rht ru*uth rtudy titlrd, "Otcupariunal Balancc. Tirtrg [.:ss Studl ol
lfilurtrisl Shifr 1[u*,sr." Yrrru participaron end tier$,art ifi: iplitL'.ill€d anJ br:tcfisirl tu tht rerrirruh rtudv.
Plcart'snrst: the queiritrnr in relrr*nre ro yoru *rpcricncr'ia coorphriag tlu $ffr'tt* *nhin dre iir.cgrntefi Frclrit.
Ar u ttminrll;t. Ilrc iulttyr rftlu{k- Prtti('rp$tt D*moglrghic Slxrt Tirnr Diul-. md Pryr:lrolo4-irrl tir:nrtsl \!rll-
lx':ng Srhrtlulr.
Srrrue rrly.
Jr:ruri l'rt Langrnhcrg
tilrduatr Studu:rt
Oct utrodonal Tttrr+! &'ponrttnt
Ithacr tiollcgr:
Ftcdtucl (ln Your Lrpencm*c
l. Hor e.ry- $'erc tho run'c-r'r lo fill out'l lCirstc t'onr r"rPoBr?)
\:cry Hard Somcxhat Hlrd Sonttr*hut Easy Utry F-usy
l. Ho* lonj did it te}c 1'or to complete otch art€r;mttrt?
J. Itxrlr( rFrnl l)enrtrf,rsPhte Shtct:
b.'l'rmr'Drary:
c. (irncral S cll-hcrng Schcdulr
.1. lr thrrr rrr..thingthtt tou ltrl rhould hrrc bcrn included in thc runclr but r,rer notl'
{. lr thrrt ro1'lhin3 ihrt \ou nould chrnlr tbout lhc *untlsl'
5- 11 ould tou hrvc prcfrrred to compkl* the runcl'r clestrooicrlly' or on paper'.'
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The Life Balance Model from "Validity Evidence of a Model and Measure of Life Balance"
by K. Matusk120l2, Occupationol Therapy Jourral of Research, 32(l),p.230. Copyright
20l2by the American Occupational Therapy Foundation. Reprinted with permission.
Appendix J: Life Balance Model
1 \ctir itr( ongruence
Acttnl rwsus dcsied timt' syrcnt in
aclir itics. IUc!'ts tlrt' shill dirne'nrion
of satisliction with tinrc
mar!:tsr*mcrtl lo lchi!'tc Soals and
reneu al
It.
rutitln t)quiralencr
Timc s1^.*nl in aclir itics that mcr't
cach of thc { nctd drmcnsrons ol
I lcalth. Rclarrnshipn, ('hallungc.
and ldcntitl is rtxrut tr;uolly
satislf ing
I rrr irrxr
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Appendix K: Permission to Include Diagram of Life Balance Model
October 3,2011
Jennifer Langenberg, OTR
Dear Ms. Langenberg:
Permission is hereby granted to use the figure'Validity Evidence of a Model and
Measure of Life Balance'from Dr. Kathleen Matuska's article The "Life Balance
Model" that will be published in the \Mnter 2012 issue of OTJR: Occupation,
Participation and Health in the discussion portion of your thesis.
The request is approved on the conditions:
_X_ Acknowledgment is made of the source of the materia! using the following
format: from (title), by (autho/s name). Copyright (2012) by the American
Occupational Therapy Foundation. Reprinted with permission.
References must be cited whenever included as part of the material to be reprinted;
this ensures the integrity of the original research. Note that reprint use must also
acknowledge AOTF as copyright holder.
Sincerely,
0 Hp.$r
Mindy A. Hecker, MBA, MLS
Director of lnformation Resources
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Appendix L: Results Sheet for Employees of Auto Parts
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Manufacturing Company
Beckground
til'hrt Dotr lhc Litenturr Se1'?
. ;\pprcximatt'ly l59u of tull trnrr.'u'orkcrs rn thr- tlS r.r'ork ;rn altcrnatire shrft including elcnings, nights.
rotatrng. or rrrr.gulnr shrtlsr: 
-Ioo ot'all tull trme ruorkers work nrghtsr.t Rr'Jcurch indrcatrs tlrat shrti worl(trs. cspecnllv thosr $'ho rl'ork nrghti. art'ill rncrcascd nsk lbr:
Shilhwr* Slecp llisordcr. ;clatonin *alryrexiont (dr-crt'ast'd .rr.'od,un rhy,thnrs. dtcren:*d tum$r
suppressron L aaabolic disorden' '. cctdfauc-rcr lat disorden' ' . gtstroinlestinol dissrders" . olesr4".
cognitilc chdleagx'(r'.!!. slor*'rr'aclion llmc. dL'crtasr'd vigrlancc. nrrnrory rnrpatmrr.nt. dccreaserl
nrotilatir)n t. md tmrl,ble lalfifiing rolcs tu ftnib, cnd.socictl"''. and accrdcnts'.
. Shifl rr.orkers lrr. at rtsk lor occtptioaal iabolonce".
How llorc'l'his ltelrte lo ()tcupetioeel'l'btrep1 l'
. Ocruputronal thenprsls tO I'sf are conct'rflBd about pt'op[s health and wt'llhcmg. O I s use r']'idr'ncc
lronr occupational sci€nce to ht'lp gurde therr practicr'rj.
. I'he nrarn tircus arcu of occupatronal sctcnc.- ts to intt'strgatc how engagcnrent in occuprtion inl'turnrcs
htalth und wr.llbcins '.
Occupational Balance: A Time Use Stud1,' of lndustrial Shiti Workers
Jcnnrtt'r Lrrng*nhrrg
ltlethodologv
r* het l!'er lleuured?
. Health = "a statc ol'complete physical. mental. and srxral rvt'llhtrng not nrcrely' thc atrrsnce of drs.-ase
or rnlirmiry'rr"
. JrDjccrir Qaatrtt, of !:tlc = how salrslir'd a p:rson ts with hrs or her hle and hrs or htr perception-i
about therr well-heing''
. Occalntioncl Balglncc = "egually distnbuted Emounls of time rn u'ork. rest or s['ep. and kisurr
rx'cupattonsr"" ln this stud1,'. a Farricipant n'as decnred lo halc occupirlronul balmct rf he or -iihe
partirlpated in 6" l0 hours o[ work. 6- 10 hours rcst slet'p. and 6- 10 houn letsurt--
It ho Prrticiprtcd in rht Study?
. Hull tinrc emplot'ees ol'Borg\Yarner lt'tose 'IE(' rn lthaca. NY
r*'het lllerrureneat Tools rrl ere Llcad?
, l)cnrographic Shet't {nreasured demographic inlb and bastc health statusf
. I rmt' l)tary l nr.'irsured occupational balance l
. l'sychological (ieneral \l'ell-hgng St'hedulc (measured sublectrve qudrt)'of hlb {SQOLtt
l<mfo Lra6<tbeq
I.x{ull,i.xB! ltrnp? CE{Ek ltdml
llh*r ('olksr
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Rcsults
Dtmogrrphic*
. 2I Pe*idps,sa
c Currcnt nork shrft: t" shiti = j people, l"d shift = l l pcop[.. j'rshitl = ? people
x (;{ndr,r: l0 females- 9 males. I rrnspetrtied
r:: Years on $'ork shrti: 0-l ye:r-i = 9 peoplt'. 5-9 years = I person- l0-ld years = 5 peoplc. l5-le
vcars i { people- unspecrtit'd = 3 pople
e Avg hours per work rveek: {}".14 hrs = I peoplc. 45-19 hrs = -l people. 50"-{.1 hn = .l penp}e.
orer (r0 hrr = I pvron
Actit'ir-r* Pr rtiriprtion
. Ir'lost Eommon activities hsted in order(mrxl common ) le&qt commonl: Sleep. Work- lvleals, Ihrrrng,
l\ atch 'l'\t,' I{ovre. Housework- Shopping. Reading. Phvsical Recreation. Computrr Lrse. Karaoke :
Ilrintr
' {)n average. t'' and.l''' shitl $o*!'rs slepl once erch dav. j'r shitt norkeru shpt nryo times each day
{nappmg)
Setir6cd witb Bahncr
' l0 Fople {.ll{no} n'ere satistitd with therr balance rn wo*. restrslcep. and lersure.
' Oi thosr rrho were not satisfied- ,l people would like more rest.rsl('ep. -l people would like more l*isure
trme. I person rvould like more soctal particrpatrcn. I person wr:uld lrke lesc work
Hmlt[ Stetus
' 
f'rrdiova:ccular problrms - I ;xrson. H.vpertensron = 3 people. Dtabctes = 4 pople. Digtstrve prohlenr-r
= 
-t people. Wught prohlems = l0 peoplc. Ilental health diagnosis = 0 Jroplc. ('ancer = 0 prople
' No stgnilicant drtlbrence helween I '' lnd shlti and i'i shift
aooo
tr-.a..-E.giqBq
Cogrition
". 
J'd shrll wor*crs were signilicantly more hkell'- to expenl'ncc
r'xcesstYe sleepintss during awake hours than t",' lnd shttl u'orter-i
{r=.-r9l.p=,H}frl
' No srgnilicant drtlerence between the wo* shrfts rn: troublc slt-c'ping. slo$ rsaclron tinrc, impaircd
rrlemon.. trouhle u'ith concentratron. lou level of nrotir'ation selt-irritiation. or trouble fultilling mles lrr
iamrly- md societv.
. Ho*'ercr. it can hr sccn that cl lhosr *{rr resyxrnded otien or tit-qucntly'
had troublt'l'ultilling rolts to lanrrlv and ri(xtet!'. ull $e respondl'nls
lrcrr 
-i'J shitl rvtrrktrs.
Subjertirr Qarli(v of Lifr {merrurtd bt' P{ill Bl}
r ln a prer ious studyl:. a global scorr of fl-60 = seterel.v distresxd. 6l -?l = nroderatel!, distresscd. and ?J
and ahove: pmrtive wellberng.
, ln this stud-r*. alt J'* shilt n'orkcru and thc maioriry'o[ [*'if'il shitl worliels scored severely distrrsssd.
. J'd shril o*k"r, wer* rrgnilicantl), nrore trletl,ro score lou'er on atl subcom;nnents of iht'[,(iWBI:
snxr(R. depressed mmd. Fxitrve wellbring. seltlcontrol. gencral htalth. and vitalrty (p = .014 " .0?J).
0crupetiold Brhnrt
. l6lii of thr partrcipants were dcemrd to have occup{tional balance leaving 7j'l', of the particrpants had
ixcupatmnal rmtxrlancc.
,,. **.ii j,ii,iffilhii,. 
"",..,
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Slcepiag Hrbitr
Signrticant tlndurgs or trends towards srgnrticancr't.ere tbund tretrrer.n:
' lJecreased hours ofslery and
n Decreased selt-control score on PG$ts!
e Decreaccd general health scorc on P( i\l Bl
c llecreased litahlv score on P(iWBl
c lJecrrased global score on l}(iWBI
r: De{reased lcvel ot satistachon n'ith balance brn*'een wo*. rest,'slrr.p. and lcisure
. Napprng (*leeprng more than once each day)
c Inseirsed usage of supplemrnts prescnbcd bv a ph1'srcian
c D*crr.as*d xnriiet)' licorr' on PGWBI
c l}ecreased drprcsst'd m$od score on P(i\\ Bl
e Decreased;xr-ritrvc wcllberng s.core on PCtYtsl
,: Dccreased sell-control scors on P(i$tsl
r; l)ccreased {t'ncral heatth score on P(i\t8l
e lfrcreased vitalrtl' scor!' on I}(;WBI
e Decrcased global score on PGWBI
r Note the lorver dre scorc (anxieq'. deprersed nrood. lrtaliry. r'tcl. th* poorcr the quahn, of hte.
Dlscusslon
l'hc lirrature revres established that shift workers. esJxciatly nrght shrti wortens. hare a htghrr
pre!'itl!-ncl'ol'adl'enr health condrtions rncludrng physical and cognrtivc rmparrmsnts'as n'ell as lil'estyle
chtrrcr:s such as smokingr"'. lt has been the esperience ol'the rcsearc|*-r. through tllking rvith night shili workeni
nt Brrrgw&mrr and other courpanies. thal tatrgut'. concentralion. lnd mirmory are rn deed challengrs lbr thx
Jxrpulatron- Shitt worlien have also expressed lo the ressarchera shared experience ofthe challenge to srxrallzr
llith othtrs and fulhll responr*rtrrlrtir's to lamlly and socielv. However. lhrs slu{'dd not support thosc linding5.
ln \l rlcock's thcory on rxcupatronal bolance. shr' tndrcated that shtft worters are al rrsk tbr rx'cupatronal
rmbalancc':: this srud-v $upForts those lindrngs. ,\lthough this rtudl'drd not comprrr ,shill u,orkr'rs with non-
shitt rvorkers. ?-lto 111'h. samplr was classilied as havrng occup:rtional imbalance. Ihere was not a
.signrlicancc. lxrweter- betn'een the shitls. I'hrs srudy'also rndicated that tht'rc is a relationshrp ber*'een work
shitl and sublectivr'qualitl ot lrtt.
I here are a numher of reasons b) tht' srgnrticanct oI the tindrngs $'as lorv. f irst. the samp[' srzr r\'&\
small. ln nun)- casr's. thr numbrr lbr partrcipants lbr a giren cateeory or respon:ie nas undt'r 5. so tht'stattstics
nlat' not have betn as signrticant as rt would harc been n'ith a larger sample. lt can be sl'en trom ronre ol lhe
graphs hrrm the rtudy thu a trend \rai appcnnng. c'ven though the statrtics drd not rcJxlrt mli srgnificance.
Second. the trvo mr,ils{rrs that did not report signilicance {thr demographic sheet and trmc dra4'} rvere
re*urchrr-developcd. f.he demographrc shett was hamed around the cvrdence [rom the hterature revrew, bul
retratrrfiq'\]'as ttt)t tst*blished. fhe time diarl wirs marnll'descriptive allor.lng the panrcrpants choicr in hor
much or hnlt. intbrmanon the! nanted to providc. lrlany o[ the time dianes \+'crc r€turned nith l'ague arlr$ers
when rcporting in rrhich actirltit's thev partrrpartcd. Also the category ol'sell-carc was inconsrslently
r-irtt'gonzed;rs rvork. rrst. or leisure irmong thc partlclFnntr.
Ihird the time o[ I'rar and placc of n'ork may" have had an inlluensL' in wlrc rcqrondcd to the sun'e1'.
Recruitment tor panicrpltion occurrrd lusl htbre the holld.rys dunng a trmt'rn whrch emplol'es wcre rvorking
o\rr tlnrc.'l'lro,ic nho ma-v havc hecn al a grtat€r risk t'or rx'cupaltonal imbalanct'ma1'havc btcn too bu*-v or
crhirusted to participatc rn the srudy'. .{lso. thc tncentive uas Slutl. rrhich ma1,'not havr heen a nrotrvatrng
lnc{nll!'f.
f rnalll'. Borg\\arn.'r rs a health-promotrng.ompimy wtth an sn-canrpus health department. Ihrs nray
halr: had an impact on the overall ht'althy' narurc of thc partrcipants in the sample.
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I hc licld ol occ_uFatronal scicncc needs lo establish a consrstcnl dr'tinrlron ol trccupalronal halanci:.
\l'hrl.' tlanno-Schomr- and tr,rditronal orrcupational therapistsr* tbcus on tc'mporal lspecli of txcuputirrnal
r'ngrgemr'nt. ('hrtslenst'n and l\'latsukar" lixus on meanrng and ralue. ..\nn Witctxk': l" :'. n'ho dr.\elopr'd th€
crrnr-(pt ol occupational imbalancc. uses a needs-based approach. \Vhrle all thr thcorrsts agrr.e that orcupatronal
balancc L'ads to a grcater qualrtl'of lrfb and F)srtrve *ell-bung. rt rs unclear n'hal exactll, nrak* up(Ecupalronal balance. Chnstensen and l{atsuka's theor!'on lil'esq'le balancr.t" is trnerging and:idems lo hr
morr.'ln hne rvith thr current tre\l's rn the fi^cupatlonal therap;- prolcssron. 'lhc-v arc rn the proctiis of puhlishing
;tandudizt'd &ssessulcnls to nreaiure lrfcslvle balonce- This u'ould he a grrirt area to explorc. gn'rn thal ths ume
dian'nrcthod is not rerl vahd or rt'hahlc u'ht'n dragnosing.
It can br ussumed that occupatronal balance diflrrs l'or 1^-ople acros the litespan and dunng drllrrcnt
plraxs on hte. .'\n inlant rnay need nrore r.sl thnn lhr' other cnldgones. r\ young chrld ruiry wirnt and need morc
plrv than rrork or rcst. A )'oung adult s*to i-s heginnrng a care€r ma1'dcsire mort' srr* so he or she can l'ccl a
srn-s* ol contnhullon to thr'ir socre4, and protesston. A rettree may' lttl thcl- drsen r. to relax and desire mort'
leisurc. I hrs rcsearchcr recommrnds turther resr'arch ln whal con$trtutrs occupational balancc and how rt
changcs ncruss lhr' lrtbspan.
ln addrtion. grvcn that the literaturc and this study'suppon tht'rclationship hcr*'ten shift rvork and
ot'r'upatronal halence and subjectn'e qualitv oI lile. n is rmportant to keep thrs ;xrpulltron irs a tbretront ol
addrtronal research. Ir.lost o[ the puhil-ihed resrarch on night shrR n'o*crs i-i based on the t'irld o[ nunrng.,'l here
arr- sr'r'cral protrrsrons thal mcorporatc l4-hour shill systems mcludtng prrltcc lbrcr'. hutnan srn'lce-r.
tni*rtainnrrnt. and more. lt rs the duty of health L'are prol'idcrs to pronrote hcalth and wellbeing to populatrons
at nsk.
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Appendix M: Strategies for Shift Workers -
Tip Sheet for Employees of Auto Parts Manufacturing Company
1
Strategies to Promote Positive Wellbeing and Quality of Life
Among Shift Workers''
Prepared for the Employees of(company name) in Ithaca, NY
Routine and 0ccupational Belrnce
. How much tine are you devoting to work? Rat and Sleq? Leiswe? Are you sdisfiel with this
balance? lfnottry to incorporate that area you are lacking into your daily routine. ln most cases, people
have the time to do the things they want and need to do, it's juS a matter of good planning and time
management.
o Example I (more rest): ty going to sleep 15 minutes earlier than you usually do. Slowly increase
that amount by 15 minutes until you are satisfied with the amount of sleep you are getting
o Example 2 (more leisure): plan a weekly activity and routine time (i.e. each ThuMay evening, I
will spend I hour doing...)
. Can you strucfroe lou dq! to ovoid scas fine use?
o Exrnple l: lay out your clothes the night before so when you awake, you do not have to spend
time/ energy seaching for clothes
o Example 2: plan otrt your meals ahead of time so you limit the shopping trips and so you do not
have to spend time planning meals each day
. See dtached 21-hour cycle Write in the times that activities must occur each day (i.e. work) and times
that you plan on doing activities (i.e. 5an = shower/ dresV eat breakfast)
Sleeoine Habits
. Sleep and You
o Determine how much sleep is a good amount for you to awake refreshed and have energy for
your day.
o Complete the attached Epworth Sleepiness Scale to determine if you should consult with a sleep
specialist
. Sleep Routine
o Establish a predicable bedtime routine (e.g. bnrshing teeth, locking doors, setting alarms, getting
dressed etc.)
o Establish regular times for awaking and sleeping (including weekends!)
o Avoid taking long naps (more than 15 minutes); bry to get all your sleep at one time
o Exercising during the day (but not within 4 hours before sleeping) will help your body fall asleep
easier and stay asleep.
o Don't go to bed too hungry to too full; establish a predicable routine for meal times
o Watch caffeine, nicotine, and alcohol consumption; avoid use of these within I hour of sleeping.
o lrave the bedroom if you are lying in bed awake for more than 20 minutes and retum to bed
when sleepy
. Sleep Environment
o Use bed only for sleep and sex
o Make the room as dark as possible.
. For night shift workers, some tips include: block out shades, lining windows with
aluminum foil, eye shades, ear plugs
o Ensure the room is a preferred ternperature for sleeping
o Conhol humidity
o lnvest in a good bed/ mattress
o Tum offdevices that may be stimulating (e.g. cell phones, TV, radio)
o*,*iTllx,##,r,r-,
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Online Resources
. Centers for Disease Conhol and Prevention: Sleep and Sleep Disorders
' Epworth Sleep Cenhe
. National Hear! Lung and Blood Institute: Your Guide to Healthy Sleep
htto:i/wtu.nhlbi.nih. gov/health/oublicislcep/health-vsleepfs.pdl
. National Sleep Foundation httn://rvs'rv.sleeplbundation.org/
I Based on research findings from Lagenberg, J. (20 I 0). Occupational balmce: A time use study of industrial shift workers.
(Unpublished master's thesis). Ithrca College, Irhaca, NY.
2 Picard, M. (201 1). Addressing sleep, sleep preparution & sleep participdtion in clinicol practice: SC306 [PDF documentl. Retrieved
fiom http: aola.org
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